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Explanatory notes 

References to dollars (t)  are to United States dollars,  unless 
otherwise stated. 

The monetary unit in Mexico is the Mexican dollar ($Mex) .    During 
the period covered by the report  (September 1973 - March 1976), the 
value of the |Mex in relation to the United States dollar was 
tUP 1 m SMex 12.50.    Note;    In the body of the text the abbreviation 
Ps is used instead of |Mex. 

Besides the common abbreviations,   symbols and terms,   the follow- 
ing have been used in this report: 

BTN 

TSIC 

LA PTA 

Brussels Tariff Nomenclature 

International   Standard  Industrial   H assi f ie^on 

Latin American Free Trade Association 

The following abbreviations of organizations in Mexico are used: 

Comisión Federal de Electricidad CPE 

FANAMHER 

FODICIC 

POOATN 

POMEX 

POMIN 

PONEI 

I EM 

HAFINSA 

PEMEX 

Fabrica Nacional de Miquinas-Herramiertas 

Fondo para Desarrollo de Industria de 
Bienes de Capital 

ndc do darantí» y Poméulo ¡* la Industria 
Mediana y Pequeîla 

Export Development  Fund 

Fondo Nacional de Fomento Industrial 

Fondo Nacional de Equipamiento Industrial 

Industria Eléctrica de México 

Nacional Financiera S.A. 

Petróleos Mexicanos 

The designations employed and the presentation of the material in 

this publication do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever 

on the part of the Secretariat of the United Nations concerning the 

legal  status of any country, territory,   city or area or of its authori- 

ties, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. 

Mention of firm names and commercial products does not imply the en- 

dorsement of the United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) 

«hile certain editorial corrections have been made on this report, 

it has not been edited in conformity to United Nations style. 
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SUMMARY 
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I 
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This is the report of the Project Manager for the project "Capital  Goods 

Industry" (DP/taA2/014) •    For the project Nacional Financiera 3.A.  (NAFINSA), 

the development bank of Mexico, with the assistance of the United Nations 

Development Programme (UNDP)  ana the United Nations Industrial Development 

Organisation (UNIDO),  is systematically examining potentials for the growth 

of the capital goods industry sector.    In the first phase (i-A and I-B)^  from 

November 1971 to April 1973,  a team of UNIDO experts was assigned to NAFINSA 

to conduct basic economic and technical  studies on the long-term demand for 

various capital goods and to analyse present capacities and the possibility 

for expansion of existing industries with a view to identifying and formula- 

ting industrial projects.    In the present phase (il), which began in 

September 1973 and will continue to March 1977,  the projocts that have been 

identified and the programme of expansion are being examined in greater detail 

as to their economic and technological feasibility as well as to the pre- 

CGUuitiGuS fox   tliôii   ¿rupi Binatila linn,     "ur   Lili» pAautj a   Leaiii consisting of an 

adviser on industrial policies (Project Manager), an iniustrial project 

planner (industrial engineer) and an industrial project evaluator (industrial 

economist) have been assigned to NAFINSA together with short-term experts and 

consulting firms. 

The report covers the work of the Project Manager from September 1973 

to the end of his assignment in March 1976.    In it he gives a detailed 

account of the project to date and a general appraisal of its approach 

and activities. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1.1 This is the report of the Project Manager for the project "Capital Goods 

Industry" (DP/MEX//2/014,> . The report covers the work of the consultant 

during phase IT of the project from April 1973 to March 1976. 

1.2 The pro lect was initiated by Nacional Financiera S.A. (NAFINSA), the 

industrial development bank of Mexico, in conjunction with the United 

Nations Industrial Development Organisation (UNIT») . During phase I 

(l-A and !-H), from November 1971 to April VT3, a detailed study was 

carried out on projections of internal demand up to 198O for various capital 

goods and on the possibilities for a revision of existing facilities for 

their manufacture. According to this evaluation, some groups of capital 

goods were identified with an adequate potential for manufacture in Mexico. 

It was then considered that thr ational production of most of this machinery 

could be exported gradually 4     jatin American countries and to North America. 

One of the main criteria '  ^entifying and selecting che machinery was the 

possibility for its man», oture at internationally competitive costs. 

1.3 On completion of phase T, preliminary meetings were held with national 

and foreign manufacturing companies interested in participating in machine 

manufacturing projects in Mexico. Following a conference on investment 

promotion, held at Vienna in October 1973, several manufacturing firms 

expressed interest in participating with money investments or technology 

in the Mexican projects. 

1.4 The main objectives of the presen; phase II of the project, which was 

approved by the UNDP and UNIDO on 28 August 1973 and which has been extended 

to March 1977, are: 

(a) Preparation of feasibility studies for the specific projects 
identified in phase 15 

(b) Recommendations for and industriai policy and other measures 
required to implement an expansion programme; 

(c) Recommendations for financing, technical licences etc. 
relating to specific projects; 

(d) Evaluation of specific projects; 

(e) Assistance for the preparation of technology licence contracts, 
capital participation etc. for specific projects; 

(f) Legal assistance for investment promotion of specific projects. 
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1.5 UNIDO ha8 collaborated by supplying   4 experts,     including the 

Project Manager;    12    experts for limited assignments in specific fields ; 

such as machine tools,   foundry,   gears and forging,  diesel machines,  heavy 

electrical  equipment etc. and the  services of a specialized consultant firm 

to elaborate a feasibility study for the manufacture of equipment for the 

textile industry. 

1.6 The contribution of the UNDP through December 1975 was $539,897.    The 

contribution of the Government of Mexico was approximately $Mex 5 million. 

1.7 According to the job description,  the Project Manager was expected: 

(a) To lead and co-ordinate the work of the other members of the 
team and to present the findings of the team in comprehensive reports| 

(b) To plan and co-ordinate the various phases of the project} 

(c) To formulate, on the basis of the above-listed tasks, industrial 
projects and to elaborate specific recommendations for licensing technology 
and financing the projects; 

(d) To advise on the promotion of investments and to assist in the 
negotiations with foreign and domestic industrialists; 

(e) To review the present legal, economic, financial and foreign 
trade policies and instruments which affect the development of the manu- 
facturing industry and in particular of the capital goods sector; 

(f) To prepare general guidelines and to elaborate specific pro-, 
posais for appropriate policy measures fcr the development of identified 
growth industries of the capital goods sector within the framework of 
over-all industrial growth.    Particular emphasis should be placed on measures 
for export promotion and for increasing the efficiency of existing industries; 

(g) To prepare proposals for policy measures and incentives which 
would facilitate the transfer of technology and thj building up of a 
research and development base required for the growth of selected capital 
goods industries; 

(h)    To organise training of counterpart personnel in these tasks. 

1.8 At the time of the approval of phase II of the project (August 1973)* 

only the Project Manager was working on the project on behalf of UNIDO; the 

two other UNIDO experts took up their assignments in December 1973.   Owing 

to the considerable time it took to recruit a number of short-term technical 

experts specialising in different fields of capital goods manufacture, 

phase II of the project effectively began only in March 1974« 

1.9 The final report of the Project Manager for the period from March 1972 

to April 1973 me incorporated in the phase I-B report of the project.    The 

present report, while it is the final report of the Project Manager for the 

remaining period to March 1976, also covers the activities of the project 

for the period fro« September 1973 to Maroh 1976.   Most of the experts, 

I 

I 

I 
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including the Project Manager,  completed their assignments by March I976 and 

only one expert  was expected to continue in the project up to May 1976.    In 

view of the present "freeze" in UNDP programmes, new recruitment  by UNDP is 

likely to be delayed.    Consequently, this was thought  an appropriate time to 

review the past   activities of this major project  and to take stock in defin- 

ing the next  stage of the project up to March 1977. 

1.10   The role of the UNIDO Project Manager has inevitably extended to all 

aspects,  functions and activities of the project  in so far as the UNIDO 

group of experts is concerned;    this final  report therefore appropriately 

covers  all such activities. 

Structure of the report 

2.1 The present  report is intended to present the co-ordinated findings 

and recommendations of the UNIDO experts and particularly those of the 

Project Manager for the above period.    It  ic necessary to emphasize, how- 

ever, that the views and findings are those of the Project Manager and do 

not necessarily reflect the views of UNIDO or Nacional Financiera. 

2.2 In dealing with the various machinery sub-sectors, this report has 

naturally relied heavily on the techno-economic pre-investment  studies pre- 

pared by the various short-term UNIDO technical experts associated with the 

project   during phase II.    The conclusions and findings in this report  are 

not,  however,  necessarily the same as those contained in the specific 

techno-economic studies and the Project Manager alone accepts responsibi- 

lity for these recommendations.    The chapter relating to projections of 

demand and imports follows by and large the report  of the UNIDO domestic 

market   analyst.    The UNIDO group of experts associated with this project 

functioned as  a well-knit  and co-ordinated team.    This report has sought 

to represent  its views as a whole. 

2.3 Since a number of machine-building projects are in various stagee of 

negotiation, the names of companies have not  been used,  except where ex- 

pansion proposals are involved.    The avoidance of names, particularly the 

names of potential technology-suppliers, may detract from the report to 

some extent but  íB considered appropriate in the interest of preserving the 

confidentiality of such negotiations. 

2.4       The following are brief summaries of chapters I-VIi 
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Chapter I - Background and objectives 

The background of activities during the earlier phase I of the project are 

discussed in this chapter,   together with the specific objectives set for the 

present phase (phase II). 

Chapter II - Project activities and methodclogy 

Certain specific activities of the project are discussed in this chapter, 

namely,  preparation of techno-economic pre-investment  studies,   investment pro- 

motion activities,  negotiations relating to specific projects,  and techno- 

economic evaluation of specific projects and proposals. 

Chapter III - Demand and import projections for capital goods in Mexico 
during 1976-1980 and 1981-1965 • 

The earlier demand and import projections for 1976-198° are brought up 

to date and estimates of demand and imports of capital good3 as a whole and 

for specific groups and categories are projected for the period 1981-1985» 

Chapter IV - Possibilities for manufacturing heavy electrical 
equipment  in M*»Tì rn 

This chapter reviews the requirements and possibilities of manufacture 

in Mexico of various categories of heavy electrical  equipment. These include 

transformers,   circuit breakers,  electric motors and generators, porcelain 

insulators and hydro turbines and power boilers.    The various investment pro- 

positions under consideration are briefly discussed.    Projected additional 

investment recommended for this machine-building sector amounts to fcMex 810 

million for a number of specific and defined projects. 

Chapter V - Possibilities for manufacturing mechanical equipment 
"common-use items)  in Mexico 

This chapter concerns the requirements and possibilities of manufacture 

of mechanical  equipment in Mexico in common use in various sectors.    Such 

equipment includes machine tools,   steam turbines, pumps,  centrifuges and 

compressors,   diesel  engines,  medium and heavy castings (3-15  tons)   and gears 

and speed changers etc.    Projected additional investment recommended for 

this machinery sector is about $Mex 868 million. 

Chapter VI - Possibilities for manufacturing mechanical equipment 
in Mexico for specific industries 

This chapter covers the requirements and manufacturing possibilities of 

Jechanical equipment for specific industrial  sectors such as textiles,  iron 

and steel, chemicals and petrochemicals and other specific industrial sectors 

Por some sectors,  further techno-economic studies would be necessary.    Pio- 

jected additional investment is estimated at IMJX 1,333 million for the spe- 

cific sectors studied in detail  so far. 

I 

I 
I 
I 

I 

I 
I 
I 
t 
I 
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I.   BACKGROUND AND OBJECTNES 

Bac!:pround± 

3.1 During the earner Phase I of the protect (Non.imi   - 
April li>73)t the principal effectives vere (c) gâterai analysis 
of existing capital goods manufacture in Mexico, (b) the prepa- 
ration of detailed projections of internal demand for principal 
capital-goods branches A  products,   (c) assessment of domestic 
tnanufacturing capacity in Qie major machinery subseciors, ana 
(d) identification of specific machinery groups A  producís for 
which there appeared to be adequate potential for domestic ma- 
nufacture. Broad policy recommeudations for the future develop- 
ment of this sector were miso require:, to be made. 

3.2 The definition of capital-goods adopted KOS that this 
sector "comprised medianical (non-electrical) A electrical equip- 
ment A  major parts A components threof, utilised as machinery 
and proddion equipment in the principal production branches" 
Capital-goods used in lite transport sector were specifically ex- 
cluded from the study A  equipment A auxiliary equipment (h"*ings, 
wirings A fittings) etc were also not covered, it   KOS considered 
that,   though this definition would not,  by mix means,  be exhaustive 
it would nevertheless lüghligtd Ute p.Utcipal tñticUi,tcrv products û 
groups which were likely to constitute the major production A tech- 
nological gaps in Hie Mexican economy over the tiext few years 
The study KOS oriented primarily to the demand A needs of the 
domestic economy, on the broad assumption that capital goods 
production for exports would Udtialiy have tobe based on a strong 
home market. ^ 

3.3 The general review of the Mexican industrial growth 
pattern in the capital goods sector in the Phase I-B study empha- 
sised the fact that,  though industrial growth in Mexico had taken 
pince at a fairly rapid pace (over 6.5% during 1940-70),production 
in the capital goods sector (including transport equipment) Itad 
been comparatively very low, constituting lass man 2% in the Udo 

11960s. Investible resources have been channelled largely in the 
consumer goods sector A the industrial policy package till recant 
years, was not particularly oriented towards stimulation A encour- 

Imgment of domestic machinery production except by way of import 
substitution of relatively unsopSñsticmted machinery products m 
various subsectors.  Nevertheless, the growing sue of Vie domestic 

• market had resulted in the domestic production of a wide range 
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of machinery products £ about SO large & medium enterprises | 
were principally engaged in the manufacture of capital goods * 
items. Production in these units tvas largely geared to the do- 
mestic market, though some of these enterprises had developed I 
export capability in recent years, both lor final products & * 
for major components &  supplies. 

i 
3.4 Projections of demand &  imports for the period 1976- 

198 0 acre derived through a fairly  elaborate exercise  of'deUr- 
mination of growth projections in the principal machinery consn- I 
mm g  sectors &   application of machinery  co-efficients for each 
such  sector.   The methodology adopted was   to project  the gronUi 
of the principal  machinery  consuming sectors such as  decir icily I 
production and distribution,   agriculture, construction,  mining,iron 
and steel,   chemicals and petrochemicals,   pulp mul paper, ce meni » 
textiles ami others.   Thereafter, a further broad co-efficient (¡vs' I 
applied to each of these principal machine-consuming sectors  ht 
respect of the major machinery items utilised per unit of invest- 
ment.   At the same time,  projections were made of domestic  ma- I 
nufacturmg capacity for specific machinery groups and products 
together with projected expansion of such enterprises.   Tjlcse pvo. 
jechons were  made from official data regarding existing production               I 
census    figures,   data collected in the course of plant visits  and       ' 
data obtained from enterprises  themselves as  to their production                       m 
and expansion programmes.   While the field survey ivas  noi exhaustiva,          I 
it tvas fairly comprehensive and the projections of domestic pì'oòuc- 
Uon capacity are likely to be fairly  realistic.   The demand pro>,x-                  m 
Hon s and the projections of  domestic pro diction highlighted the                      I 
production gap foi- capital goods during 1976-19S0 which notila neces- 
sarily have to  be covered by imports.   The figures were further                     m 
cross-checked by direct extrapolation  of past imports of machinery               I 
to projected imports during 1976-80. As a residt of these    studies 
to IV?3-3,   the projected domami for capital goods (at 19*7 p.-kes)                m 
ft for the period 1976-80 was estimated to be Ps  174,000 mWiov                   I 
pesos. Since projections of domestic production capacity durine  the 
period indicated a jigure of Ps 91,000 million, this ¡vould leave a                  • 
likely gap of Ps  83,000 million (al 19C7 prices) for this period.  The               I 
subsectors where projected imports were likely to be the highest 
were (a)electrical machines & equipment viz electrical generators &                       | 
motors, transformers & circuit breakers, insulating items & control                    I 
egiiipwcH/, the total of which it ems came to 11.65 thousand million pesos 
(ojpotver-generation equipment, other than electrical machines, (c) various            I 
common use tncchinery products such as machine tools, pumps, com-                  I 
pressors à centrifuges, heating & cooling equipment & other machinery 
¿machinery parts & accessories, tlie imports of which were estimated               I 
at over 31 th ousand million pesos ft (d)machinery & equipment for specific            I 

I 
I 
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industries such as textiles,   steel,   mining, paper & pulp, chemicals 
sugar &  other spa i fie  industries, the  total of which came to 
21.7 thousand  million pesos,  &  of which  the most important 
branch was  considered to be textile  equipment, with projected 
imports of 8. 05 thousand million pesos . 

3.4 On  the basis of the projections of demand &   imparts,   on 
the one   hand &  domestic machinery  production on the  other, u 
number of capital goods   branches were identified ,  in the course 
of the earlier Pliacc J-lì  of the  study, as having adequate growth 
potential jor manujaciure.   the  list of such  identified        branches 
& products  is  annexed at Schedule I of /his  cliapto.  Certain  broad 
pi'ojrchcis  were ah o  mculc of the  likely production requirements 
in  the principal identified branches &   an  order-of-magnitude figure 
was also  indicated as  to  the likely  capital  investment requirements 
m ¿ach  branches  io cover the  emerging production & technological 
gap in this  critical sector of the Mexican economy. 

Rationale for  capital goods  development: 

3. S Before defining the  specific objectives to  be achieved 
during Phase II of the Capital Ccods  Development Project,   it is 
necessary to briefly consider the ratioiuile behind the groning 
emphasis for  increased capital- goods   manufacture in the  country. 
It is increasingly  being recognised in Mexico  that the growth of 
the capital goods  sector is  an  essential  link in the chain of 
industrial &   technological progress & that  rapid planned expansion 
of this sector  represents a criticai stage  in  the country's imlustriai 
groivth.   The machine -building sector is  among the most dynamic 
sectors of mem'facture, covering as it does/the production of 
mechanical,   electrical &   transport equipment idiich are utilised as 
machinery & equipment in various production  sectors. Such a wide 
coverage inevitably has  considerable ramification in terms of 
fortva:-d <0   backward linkages with basic industries £   the engineering 
goods sector.   With  expansion of Mexico's  industrial base, the 
demand for machinery and equipment has gtotvn at un increasingly 
accelerated pace, resulting in the gradual growth of an adequate 
internal market for various  machinery products.   This has also 
been accompanied by inf>a-structural growth &  the development 
of resource inputs such as processed industrial materials, produc- 
tion of parts & components & a base of industrial skills & aptitudes. 
Despite this,   however, the transition to the manufacture of sophis- 
ticated machinery producís is proving very difficult £ the compara- 
tively higher capital outlays required,   the larger gestation periods 
A the unfavourable investment-output ratio in the early years of 
production which are often features of machine building enterprises, 
necessitates more specific measures to ensure adequate resource 
allocation to this basic sector. 

I 
I 
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3.7 The programming of capital-goods  manufacture is a fairlv 
complex task & all  the  wore so in a mixed economy such as tlutt 
of Mexico &  must essentially be viewed as a  long-term opera/ion. 
The sector is  very diverse in its coverage,  exìcndUìg from  lite 
production of small  parts & components to large fy sophisticated 
machinery products,   involving high-q^iUty castings & forcings, 
heavy fabrication,  precision macinili:g, heal   treatment &  a number 
of skilled techniques &  operations.  In most  cases, the manufacturing 
facilities required are  of a mulli-perpose  nature &   the equipment 
can usually  be utilised fen- a wide variety  of products.   Programming 
this sector   consequently needs  to cover not only the identification 
of specific  machinery products whose  manufacture can be economi- 
cally undertaken,   but also to evaluare  various production possibi- 
lities  in terms of socio-economic costs &   benefits so tliat the ma- 
nufacturing priorities can  bj clearly defined &  assembled in.'o 
appropriate product groups &  ranges  in  each identified project. 
The investment priorities thus defined Jiavc,  in the case of free- 
market economies such as in Mexico, incrcaficr lo be dovetailed 
into an appropriate   programme of investment promotion & resource 
mobilisation in respect of the identified mach incry subscctors & 
projects.   The programming function in Mexico is fundamentally 
different from that  in socialist countries  such as the  USSR  where 
material jalonees cuti &  need io be constructed.  It is necessary 
in the case of the former that such sectoral programming is viewed 
as a dynamic &  pragmatic function which luis to be tailored to 
investment responses,   though such responses can be channelised 
through significan I  policy measures  towards  certain directions of 
investment &   resource allocation.   The   preparation of any sectoral 
development programme luis necessarily,   therefore,  to take account 
of this basic factor. 

3.8 The overall objective of sectoral pi'ogramming for this 
industrial branch should be to c^.cr the  sig-.iificani production & 
technological gaps  in tit» economy to the extent   of economic fea- 
sibility and on a system of broad priorities. It is also essential 
to develop export capability for sophisticated machinciy pi'oducts 
as this would be very significant for the achievement of economies 
of scale for particular projects.  Export capability   can, however, 
largely follow tiie acceptance of a product initially in the ¡tome 
market on relatively competitive terms.  The process of import 
substitution cannot be pursued beyond a limited point,  unless 
internal demand growtìi is high and sustained oi- an adequate ex- 
port capability is developed over a period of time.  Other factors 
such as scale economics, access to an absorption of technological 
development and productive efficiency in terms of intertuiliotial 
competitiveness also need to be adequately achieved before machine- 
building projects can achieve subs tantial export orientation in a 

I 
I 
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fiercely competitive international market.     These aspects do not 
detract from the basic need of careful sectoral programming in 
the context of Mexico's specific circumstances and factor endow- 
ments,   so that capí i al-xoods  production  can achieve economic 
and efficient levels,   and can stand the (est of international com- 
petition within a reasonable period of lime. 

3'9 li   i*> t'attinsi ihis basic rationale for capital-goods 
production that the growth of this sector in Mexico should be viewed. 
While the demand fo, such producer goods  ha¡> risen rapidly iviih 
progressive  stages of hulusirial ¡nation,  domestic manufacture oj 
machinery has   tendal to lag far behind,   creating a stntctural in- 
balance.    For balanced industrial development,  it is necessary 
that the capital-good s sector must grown in close harmony & 
intrinsic relationship with general  industrial ¡>rogress.    The absorp- 
tion of machine-building technology is an important stage of industrial, 
technological progress.    Apart from the direct technological <& pro- 
duction benefits,  the growth of this sector acts as a strong catalytic 
factor for the growth of the engineering goods sector in gâterai. 
Despite the need,  however,  the growth of this sector in Mexico has 
been markedly  slow.    Till the late 1950's the market for most 
machinery produis nos relatively  limited and industrial expansion 
was largely  concentrated in the consumer goods sector & for 

intermediate products.    At the same time, no specific policy 
emphasis was given for machinery production till fairly recently, 
except by way of limited import substitution during the last decade. 
The domestic machinery sector lias in general,  had to face considerable 
foreign competition,   partly because of thn special concessions 
accorded on imports of original equipment &  partly because of the 
constant recourse taken to foreign  supplier credits for resources reasons 
& m view of the relatively high cost of domestic capital.    The fact 
thai important machinery consumes have been able to ¿tnfKjri 
substantial quantities of machinery which can be locally manufactured 
ts another important reason why only limited investí ble resources have 
been channelised into this sector.     The nature of machinery manufac- 
ture,  often involving long gestation periods, low  initial profitability, 
substantial capital outlays & high technology costs haw also limitai ed 
against a rapid growth of this sector in Mexico.    In most developing 
countries, the growth of this sector requires an effective, deliberative 
A co-ordinated policy & this  is equally applicable in the case of 
Mexico.     The opportunities in this country arc,  however,  mudi 
greater.    With an abundant, relatively cltvup & mechanically- 
endowed labour force, a rapidly growing domestic market & geographical 
proximity to the U.S.A. & Latin American markets,  Mexico has 
certain significant factor endowments in its favour. 
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What is, however,   necessary  is a  concerted & co- 

ordinated  programme for resource channel's:ilion   in this sector 
& the creation  of cornei ions  under which  sectoral growth can 
take place  effectively .c  rapidly. 

Objectives of Phase II: 

3.10 The  objectives of this phase of the Capital Goods De- 
velopment Project must necessarily be vicivcd in the above context. 
This phase    (Pitase II)  is essentially a continuation & follow tip 
of the techno-economic studies  conducted during Phase I of this 
project.   During the present  Pitase II,  the  principal objectives 
of the project  tvere (a) to prepari' pre-investment studies jor se- 
lected machinery groups £   products from among  the identified 
capital-goods subssctors.   (b) to wider lohe   investment promotion 
activities for  the selected machinery  branches,   both by  way of 
new projects &  expansion of existing enterprises in Mexico (c) 
to define   patterns of investment & technological  participation for 
specific projects, in terms of foreign capital ¡iurucipcUiúu, tech- 
nology costs ,   contractual arrangements -'-   the  like (d)  to assist 
& parVripate in net>a! iati aus,   both  preliminary £ detailed in respect 
of specific projects & proposals à   to prepare techno-economic 
evaluation of each prcpccalo   (c) to define   4;:c principal  policy as- 
pects of machinery production in general <£   specific projects in 
Particular & (ft to up-date i he  projections  of demand &   imports 
for the period  1S76-19H0 &   to draw up projections   for the period 
1981-5,   at 1974 pnces,  with  i  view to  review  the identification 
of nuchinery products & groups & define new priorities to the 
extent necessary. 

3.11 The selected capital-goods branches  in respect of which 
pre-inves tmeut studies  were  to be prepared &  investment promotion 
& negotiations activities undertaken duritig Pliasc II can be conside- 
red under three broad categories  (I) electrical machinery & equip- 
ment (II)  tneciianical equipment jar common use &   (III) mechanical 
equipment for specific  industries.   The list of the selected sub- 
sec tor s under each category  is given below: 

(I) Electrical machinery &  equipment: 

(a) High voltage transformers 
(b) High voltage power circuit breakers 
(c) Electric motors & generators (AC & DC) 



I 
I 
• (d) Ifi'ih voilage porcelain insulators 

(e) Hidro turbines  . 
I (f) High pressure boilers for prwer stations 

(Í0 Mechanical Equipment   (for common me }: 

(a) Machine  Tools 
(b) Diesel Engiiw.s 
(c) Steam Turbines 
(d) Pumps &  compressors 
(e) Medium &  heavy castings (3 to 15 tons in weight) 
if) Gears & speed reducers 

(III) Mechanical Equibmevt  (for  specific  indi's fri es): 

(a) Textile machinery 
(b) Machinery &  equipment for iron & steel industry 
(c) Equipment for chemical &   petrochemical induslr 
(d) Food processing equipment 
(e) Heavy meclianicdl equipment for cement,  paper & 

pulp,  sugar and other indus tries. 

3.12  Of this list,   pre-investment studies were completed for 
14 subscctors  through  UNIDO  experts & one subsector through 
an  UNIDO consultant agency, while the study relating to iron & 
steel equipment will be completed by end-May 1976.  In tuo sub- 
seclors viz foud processing &   heavy  mechanical equipment for 
cement, paper &  pulp &  other indus tríes,   UMDO experts were 
earlier due  to join in 197G.  Investment promotion activities have 
been undertaken fairly effectively in  most of the above st>bsecfm'<, 
particularly after completion of the  pre-investment studies.  These 
activities  are discussed at greater length in  the next Clutpter. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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3.13   The Mexican  Capital-Goods  Development Programme was 
I conceived &   must be viewed as,  a  pragmatic & realistic  programme 

for the identification,  promotion & development of production in 
the principal capital goods branches  in the  country.  It should 

• not be considered as a comprehensive blueprint a*   manufacturing 
activity in the adire engineering goods sector, based on a complete 
economic  model &  extending to material balances for the economy 

I as a whole.  The nature & intent of the techno-economic studies 
were primarily to highlight the machinery production branches 
where more intensified manufacturing activities were called for 

tin the light of rapidly groiving internal demand & increased 
potential for such matmfacture & thereafter to prepare the 

I 
I 
I 
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groundwork, through pre-investment studies &  promotional 
activities, for specific investment decisions by new or existing 
enterprises. Consequently, it v*as not attempted to prepare 
any detailed economic mjdel nor even a detailed sectoral 
modelt except in relation to projected demand & imports for 
variar, machinery producís.   Fran ikis vieivpoint,  the activities 
under this programme fall considerably short of detailed 
programming.   Ai the same time,  the results cf   the  project 
can be judged more appropriately  in  terms of lh<  considerable 
investment activity generated & the great stimulation of interest 
in capital »go els  manufacture in this country. 



I 
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Schedule I I 
I potential for manufacture in Mexico 

Capital-goodB items identified as having adequate growth 
in Mexicc 

This list includes Capital-Goods which could be fabricated under the follow- 

ing conditions: 

I Through new facilities. 

II Through planned expansion of existing industries. 

Ill Through nonnr.l fcrowth of existing enterprises. 

The Symbols I, II, III are noted against each item,  as are appropriate. 

A. NON-ELBCTRICAL EQUIPMENT.     (Common use). 

1. Heavy diesel Engines (IOOO-60OO HP) for generation, pumping I 

and marine UBO. 

2. Steam Turbines for industrial UBe.    (up to 6000 HP) 

3. Machine-tools»    I-chip removing. 

a. Turret  lathes with bar capacity # 40, 50, 63mm. 

b. Single spindle bar and chucking automatics with 
bar capacity f 25, 40, 63 mm. 

c. Universal cylindrical grinding machines with 
centre height  125 to 150 mm and centre widths 
600, 1000, I5OO mm. 

d. Surface grinding machines with tacle size 315 
to 400 mm x 1000 to I5OO mm. 

e. Universal tool and cutter grinding machines with 
centre width 5°° to 63O mm. 

f. Heavy duty knee-type milling machines horizontal, 
universal and vertical, with table size 315 to 
5OO mm x I25O to 2000 mm. 

g. Heavy duty pillar type drilling machines with 
capacity p 30, 40, 50, 65 mm. 

h« Radial drilling machines with capacity 40, 50, 
63, 80 mm. 

i. Shaping machines with ram stroke 45C, 630, 800 mm. 

j. Hackeawing machines with cutting range $ 40O mm. 

k. Vertical band sawing machines with throat 5OO mm. 

1. Cold circular sawing machines with saw blade dia- 
meters of 400 and 630 mm. 
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4.    Machine tools»     II  Chipless forming. 

a« Open gap hydraulic presses with capacity 80 to 
?50 MT,   for straightening, bending, marking, 
calibrating,  deep-drawing,   etc. 

b. Spark erosion machines;  with mounting table I90 
x  ?80 mm upto 600 x 1000 mm.,   including integra- 
tore with taper shank Morse  3« 

c. Ingot,  billet  and slab shears  (universal iron 
workers)   with Lhe-uing strength 1^0 to 1?50 MT. 

d. Asymétrie power driven sheet metal bending rolls 
with capacity 10 to 50 mm plate thickness and 
working range I5OO to 6OOO mm. 

5»     Packaging, Spraying and weighing equipment. 

a. Packaging equipment 
b. Continuous weighing equipment  with automatic 

indicator or printing mechanism 
c. Spraying equipment 

6. Heating and cooling equipment. 

a. Ovens and heat  exchangers 

7. Pumps,  Centrifuges and Compressori;. 

a. Heavy-duty pumps for water supply, sewage, 
boiler feed, mining à petroleum industries 
and for general industrial use 

b. Cent ri fuge 8 mainly for sugar arid chemical 
indußtrieB 

0. Heavy-duty compressors for mining & petro- 
leum industries and for general industrial 
use. 

8. Conveying and loading equipment. 

a* Part s and components for bridge cranes 
b. Port handling equipment 
c. Tower cranes for construction industry 

9. Oray iron foundry for medium castings  (100 Kg. to 3000 Kg.) 
and also for heavy castings (3 to I5 MT) 

10«    Production of gears,  speed reducers ar«* precision forgings, 
with a range of maximum diameter of 63O mm.   (solid blanks) 

11«    Production of measuring tools of various types 

I 
I 
I 
I 

II 

II 
III 

II 

I 
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1?. Manufacture of standard parts for utilization in tools,  jigs, 
dieB,  fixtures, moulds,  gauges, patterns,  etc 

B. NON-ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT  fcpocific Uno). 

1. Mining and construction equipment 

a. Mobile drilling machinery 
b. InduBtrial tractors  (caterpillar type) 

2. Equipment for cement   production 
3. Equipment for pulp and paper production 

a« Paper making equipment including winders suitable 
for paper mills of  20C to  5OO TPD capacity 

4. Pood processing equipment 

^.    Equipment for chemical  and petrochemical industries 

6.    Textile machinery and equipment 

a. Spinning extruding 
b. Continuous fibre making 
c. Wuaving, kmtiing or suitable alternatives 
d. Auxiliary machines and spare parts 

C. ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT. 

1. High-pressure boilers for power stations 

2. High-voltage power transformer  (230 and 4OO KV) 

3. High-voltage power circuit breakers (110,  230 and 4OO KV) 

4. Motors and generators for AC  and DC upto 10,000 KW 

5. High-voltage porcelain insulators for transmission lines, 
buBhingB etc. upto 400 KV. 

6. Telecommunications equipment:    microwave and VHP equipment  only 

7. Electric furnaces (above 12 MT) - arc and other types of 
welding (and gas cutting)  equipment 

II 

I 

II 

I 
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II.    PROJECT ACTIVITIES AND NETHOnOLOCT 

4. îVîCî activities of the project together with the  methodology 
followed during Plias e II can be considered under the following prin- 
cipal ieiu'ts: (o) préparation  of pre-invelimeli I  studies for  identified 
machinery groups,  (ti)  investment promotion activities in selected 
projects,   (c) negotiations relating to  specific projects (d)  techno • 
economic  evaluation of specific projects à   proposals  (a) updating 
of demand &  import projections for 1W6-S0& preparation  of 
estimates for 1931-S5 <fc   (f) consideration  of gf.teral policy aspects 
of machinery  manufacture in Mexico.   The first,  three aspects are 
dealt with in this chapter, in general  terms &  more specifically 
in  Chapter IV <&   VI.   Demand  £  import p/i'ojeciions are covered in 
tfie next chapter while policy and procedural aspects are dealt 
with in the last chapter. 

5.1 Pre-investment studies: 

As pointed out earlier,   project activities in Pitase II 
commenced effectively only in March-Apri I 1974,   particularly  in 
respect of preparation of pre-investment studies. From March  1974 
to March 1976,   14 pre-investment  studies were undertaken & 
completed by UNIDO experts &   their counterparts in .Naciowd 
Financiera for the folloiving branches:  (a) high - pressure  boilers 
for power stations (b)  transformers   (e) circuii breakers   (d) electrical 
motors & generators (e) po*velain insulators (f) machine tools of 
various categories (g) pumps & compressors  (h) diesel engines (i) 
fournir y facilities  (j) production of gears,   speed reducers  etc,   (U) 
chemical &  petrochemical equipment  (I) textile cti<dpmcnt  (prepared 
by a firm of consultants appointed  by  UNIDO) (in) production of 
hydro-turbine s ât  (n) an initial report on equipment for ttie iron & 
steel industry.  The pre-investment study for iron & steel plant 
equipment would be    completed by end May 1976. Besides a pre- 
investment study on the manufacture of steam turbines was prepared 
by a British firm,  largely on the basis of data collected by the 
Group. 

5.2 It was sought to be co-ordinated, though the Project Ma- 
nager, that the oarious pre-investment studies would follow a uni- 
form format to the extent possible.  This  ivas not always practicable 
because of the specific bake g round of particular experts, the details of 
data & information available for various branch es & the specific approach 
considered necessary for a particular machinery group.   However, 
to Hie ex teilt feasible, the pre-investment sludies were intended to 
cover (a) an estinuite of projected domestic demand ior a minimum I 
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of 5 years   (lì) an mudysl of existing & projected domestic  manufac- 
turing capacity (c) determination of principal  input costs &  domestic 
pro duc tien  costs   (d) recommendations  as to additional  manufacturing 
or technological  capacity &  whe flier  in  the form  of a new project 
or by way  of cxptinsiou of existing enterprises,   (e) estimates  of 
capital investment thai such additional  product ton  capacity  may 
entail &  (f)  a  broad economic   valuation of the  benefits accruing from 
such additional investment.   Specific  locations were not  suggested 
but the gev.vtfd assumption mode   uns   (hut mw projects would  be 
located in Zone JjT.   Product value was   either assumed at  competitive 
levels or with   maximum deferential  of 20-1-5% over  imported costs. 
The above pattern   was followed in many of the  studies,   par tieni irly 
those relating to   transformers,  cricuit-breakers,   motors & genera- 
tors, foundry, production of gears &  speed  reducers &   textile 
equipment . ra  certain cases,  the   initial study prepared by  the tiNWO 
group was  supplemented considerably by more detailed studies  under- 
taken by the  NAFINSA counterpart personnel.   This  ivas particularly 
so in respect of insulators, circuit-breaker s & foundry facilities. 
In certain sectors,   particularly machine tools, the initial study was 
essentially of a  more general nature,   partly because of non-availability 
of basic data. However,   this  study  identified the  specific  machine 
tool branches  having potential for domestic manufacture.   The  initial 
study on mach ine tool production possibilities  lias since been followed 
up by a more detailed study,   covering specific machine tool branches 
in considerable  detail. In certain  brandies,   such as  pumps & 
compressors & diesel engines,   the initial pre-investment studies co- 
vered domestic market projections but principally  stressed the need 
for  expansion of existing facilities  to  cover groiving internal demand. 

5.3 The  pre-investment studies were prepared largely by  the 
short term   (3 to 9 months) UNIDO  experts, in collaboration with 
their NAFINSA counterparts. Extensive field investigations were  con- 
ducted for this purpose & a large numoer of plant visits to existing 
enterprises  were condite tea, together with meetings  tvith the princi- 
pal users of the  machinery product or products in question.  More 
than 70 domestic  plants were visited  by one or other of the experts, 
though many of these plants had been visited in the  earlier Pitase 
also.   Though relevant information was generally supplied by the en- 
terprises visited,   collection of detailed data re production sales, 
operating and other costs, future expansion programmes & the  like, 
undoubtedly posed considerable  problems in a number of cases & 
the Group liad necessarily to base its  conclusions  on a number of 
assumptions,  in some of the studies.   By &  large, however, most of  the 
studies were able to cover the principal features of the market & the technical 

aspects 
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of additional manufacturing capacity.   Once   (tie  technical  studies  were 
completed,   the Project Evalnalor in  the Group teas  required to pre- 
pare the  economic aspects of the project,   in consultation with the 
Project Manager &   the short-term  expert concerned. 

5.4 The main ohi eel ¡re  of the pre-investment  studier, was io 
define  the size of (he market & the   broad  économie  potential  of ma- 
nufaciu) e  of specific machinery  products in sufficient  detail so as 
to enable effective  investment  promotion  of particular projects   it 
was  not intended  that  the pre-investment  studies   would  he adequale 
for investment decisions as  such. In fart, an important assumption 
which was fully  confirmed by   experience  in  the Capital Goods Projcd 
lias been  that 'prelimvestment  studies invariably require substantial 
modification  in the  course of investment promotion &   the development 
of specijic  investment  propositions with intending  entrepreneurs. Ah<:o:;t 
invariably,   the specific projects that have developed  in  one or other 
of the capital goods branches  have been considerably different in 
concept & magnitude.   This docs not,   in any way,   detract from  the 
essential need &   value of these sitali es, as   tliesc  constitute  tin 
basic framewerk for the  specific  investment  propositions  that han' 
developed in the  course of negotiations with entrepreneurial groups. 
In sueccdlng chapters,   this aspect has  been elaborated  in respect 
of the  main identified capital goods   branches. 

5.5 While no major difficulties were  experienced in definii*'. 
the  broad scope  of the pre-investment studies,   some problems  were 
undoubtedlly encountered in  the detailed preparation of many  of ihn 
studies.   With  limited  time at  their disposal,  the  short-term  VM'ro 
experts  were often hard put to collect the required  basic data  •re- 
garding xlieir respective branches.   While generally,  the response of 
domestic  enterprises ivas positive &   co-operative,  there was  consi- 
derable difficulty in obtaining details as to costs etc  in a number 
of cases. In some instances,   the  principal users  including    large 
public sector enterprises, were reluctant  to indicate  preferences 
as  to types of machinery products lest this  shonUl be interpreted 
as  even an indirect commitment for subsequent purchase.  The 
classification oj imports in  various  broad categories also posed 
considerable difficulties in terms of break-up under different sizes 
& specifications.   Despite the various practical difficulties encountered 
however, the pre-invest nient     studies proceeded fairly satisfactorily 
& did succeed in providing, in most cases an adequale framework 
for the promotion of specific manufacturing projects. 
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5.6 For the purpose of the pre-investigation studies,   certain 
assumptions  were adopted, which are briefly  enumerated below.   The 
list of items  is illustrative &  not exhaustive,  in a number of dis- 
cussions &   exploratory negotiations tviih potential foreign investors, 
similar assumptions were suggested by the Group &  were generally 
accepted,     (a) (¿ebl-t'fjjdty raiio:  . This ivcts  generally assumed at 
1.1.   This is somewhat at variance ivith current practice in Mexico 
where a higher proportion of equity is normally assumed,   partly 
because of the relatively high cost of loan  capital.  In new  machi- 
nery pi'oduction project*,  a more prévalant  practice is  to initially 
work on a 1.1 ratio (UZ, UK,   FRG, India) &  this ratio was conse- 
quently assumed for the pre-investment studies where new projects 
were considered necessary.  In the case of expansions of existing 
enterprises,  this had necessarily  to be considered in the context 
of the financial structure of the  company,   (b) Cost of lami:    This 
war. generally assumed at 40 to 50 pesos per square metre. Since 
most of the projects would be located in Zon e III (outside the 
industrial concentrations of Mexico City, Monterrey &  Guadalajara) 
such cost assumption    was considered quite adequale,   (c) Civil 
constructions: The estimates in this repard are rising rapidly every 
year.   However for most of the projects, it was assumed that cons- 
truction of light factory bays would cost about 1600 pçsos per m~ 
while heavy  bays would cost around 3000 pesos per wT metre. Admi- 
nistrative offices, laboratory buildings,  canteen etc were estimated at 
2500 pesos  per m¿ .   Certain assumptions were also made for the cost 
of railroad sittings,  land improvements,   internal roads, ducts etc 
à for office fixtures etc.   Crainage was assumed to cost 450,000 pesos 
for a 150-ton crane, 375,000 pesos for 100-ton both at international 
prices since these may require to be imported   Units upto 5o tons 
& even inore could,  however,  be obtained domestically,   though at 
hitter per ton prices (d) Machinery &  equipment:  It was sought 
to obtain quotations for some of the principal machinery items but 
this was not always possible.  However, the estimates  in this regard 
have sought  to incorporate internatioml machinery costs at 1974 prices 
as far as practicable.  Since most of the machinery & equipment would 
require to  be imported,  provisions for freight ê insurance ivas 
assumed at 10% on FOB, while local lutndling, transport & otluir 
costs were  estimated at 7%. Import duties were assumed at 8%, which 
was  the normal rate prevailing in 1974.  Thus, a total additional 
cost of 25% was added to convert to cif.   &  including import duties, 
(e) Cost of capital: It tvas assumed that loan capital would be obtai- 
ned from Mexican sources.   Consequently,   an interest rate of 13-15% 
was assumed in the pre-investment studies.   The relatively high cost 
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of capital lias encouraged the  utilisation of supplier credits  even 
in  some projects negotiated under this programme,   (f) Amortisation 
& depredation:  An amortisation  period of 15 years withlwo years 
grace,  ivas assumed in the various   studies.   Depreciation was cal- 
culated in accordant e ivilh the   rates  permissablc  in Mexico  viz S(,¿ 
for  machinery,  3% for buildings &   20% for ¡ransport equipment. 
(&)  Cosi V  l'-'<w>tir:    This constituted a fairly difficult problem as 
both the minimum &   average rates varied  considerably for different 
regions & for different categories   of skills.   By &   large,   however, 
arale   \,  IS pesos  per hour,   including fringe  benefits  ivas considered 
a suitable base,   ¿hough  there  iverc  considerable   variations for  par- 
ticular  skill culegories &.   locations.   Overall salary  increases have 
been quite  substantial during 1974 & 1975 &   this aspect will  need to 
be  carefully rei iened towards end  1976.   (a)  Cost   of supervisory 
personnel: These   were generally  adopted  on the i/ascs  of actual 
experience in  the same or allied industry  in Mexico  (i) Royally. Ihr 
purposes of calculation,  a rate of 3% was generally assumed as 
most  the projects envisaged foreign  licensing,   at  least in the   ini- 
tial period,   (j) Taxes:  Corporation   Tax (impuesto sobre la renin) 
lias  been assessed at '42% of net profit,   while  provision of 8% bus 
been assumed by  way of project  sharing  (k) Incentives: Since these 
would  largely depend on the location of the project on the tax  rebate 
allowed on each  case,  no specific provision was incorporated in the 
various pre-investment studies  on this account. 

5.7 Certain methodological aspects &  limitations of the techno- 
economic studies  need to be specifically mentioned.   Firstly,   no  sen- 
sitivity analysis was done at the stage of pre-iwesi went studies  in 
terms  of calculating a project's worth in reUlion to fluctuations in 
the principal variables(B   market share of total demand, product 
pricing,input output ratios &  the  like.   This was partly due to the 
limitation of time    for      these studies & partly because such 
'sensitivity' would,in nuwy cases,   be determined in any event in the 
course of investment promotion & finalisation of specific projects. 
¡t would,  however,   be undoubtedly useful  if such  sensitivity analysis 
could be undertaken in the next pitase of the project, when most of 
the pre-investment sttulies can be expected to be translated into 
concrete projects.   Secotidly, the cost-benefit analysis for the specific 
projects identified in the pre-investment studies  were primarily from 
the commercial viewpoint of individual   pi'ojects though certain national 
criteria were also applied in some cases.  Tie  emphasis on comer- 
cial profitability ivas primarily because these studies were intended 
as the first step towards entrepreneurial investment decisions. 

1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Normally    the Discounted Cash  Flow technique was ufi Used for the 
purpose  of project  evaluation,   the period extending over 10 to 15 
y••, m some of the  studies,  the IRR ivas calculated al a defined 
Point <f investment a)irl sales income,   hi  respect of national cost   - 
benefits,   the aspects highlighted were largely  confined to (a) farei<>n 
exclianhc   implications   (h) employment considerations &   (c) trainiwr 
cfjects.    ltnrdiy,   the various capital-goods products &   subscctors " 
were studied on an  individual basis, after the  initial identification 
* sfecl<v» °f lúmenes audit was not ailempica  to prescribe inter 
se priorities between one or other project.   This was partly because 
me various  Pre-invest meni shuiies  were not undertaken simuli anrcv si v 
bid, in fact, extended  over a 2-year period v.pto March 197G   tu 
Tn'LTr-  S0 bCCmiSe   tUe i,WCStor rßsPonse to the  various 'investment 
possibihues was very  varied &  spread over different period of time 

for difjercnt branches  &   products. Tie  various  projects & proposals 
liad necessarily to he   handled &  processed as   iLycameupthZ^i 
vanoiis stages of investment promotion.  Once Ute present stage of 
LenrfCKrm'^rHt.t

Siudi^ * specific >"**' appraisal is over,  say 
by Oct-Nov 1976, it ivouW be useful & desirable to  review the various 

IZTf   emlmte  l!Wm ingreater delailin tc•°  ofZoZlcos" 
ÍSÍiS-i   /CTTCW/  t;rwrities-   Fourthly,  it is necessary to consider 
the depth to which market studies need to be conducted at the sta^c 
^TV^^J11^68-    ke Pattern flight was that these should! be emette 
îaAei;cJoplílí snff,cietü »>vest°r response after which the detailed 
feasibility study would   cover the market possibilities  in fidi detail 
Recourse adopted was  largely dictaled by purely pragmatic reasons 
of unie &   manpower resources but proved,   in  most cases,   io be 
g tute adequate for the  purpose of obtaining suitable     investor response. 

s    r- 5\?  The expart  Possibilities of various projects were not 
&^cally  covered in  the Pre-inves»n«nt studies as adequate infor- 
mation regarduu; potential export    markets,  particularly in South & 
Central America could not be readily obtained. It tvas mlcnial that 
«specific study would  be undertaken as part of the  UN1D0/NAFINSA 

for   he identified tnachmery products.   This was,  however,  not possi- 
ble to arrange,  in the meamvhile,  NAFINSA lias been in touch with 
Sn   u      ^ ?•   Siltdy in lhis re8ard *• "»der consideration. It 
ÏK/J? ap^iateJ°  empimsise certain aspects in this connection, 
pistly   whatever the  incentives  provided for inter regional trade 
m capital goods within Latin America,  a much greater potential for 
machinery exports from Mexico would be in the USA &  CaZa   ÍZ- 
hcularly the former.   Any major export effort would necessarily med 

I 
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to concentrate cu the  U.S    market . Secondly,   the concepì of greater 
inter  regional trade   in capì foi goods ¡;; Lati:: America would' necessi- 
tate a  viator review  of the. structure of tariff incentive* williin  the 
region.  At present,    ike IAl TA  tariff agreement';  cannot  be  said 
to operale  in favour of McJeo  in so far as   maeninery products ere 
oncer,i e.d    &   ¡he   cui ¡re.  pafiv/n ivoutd need  to   le  careùdl\   re- 
examined .   Jt  way   be  useful to combine the   sf.idv of this 'ones!ion 
nut, n,,i.    i. tr.u-i.ti  •  i,   ,.i   ./ito  .*>«...,     l'tnuuy,  it  is necessary 
to re-c,npliasi.se  Hm.i  experts  of sophisticated   n:¿cl:iucrv &   equi fiaient 
can rarely  be dissociated with  their utilisation   /:/ home markets] 
While  it  is  time  that  in  sante economics   such as  Singapore 
& Hongkong   production  of certain   machinery  prolncts,   particularly 
elechxz:bitems is  dei eloping rapidly,  the genero J global ex per i enee 
in respect of heavy  mechanical & electrical  et/mpmen! has been that 
such equipment is initially manufactured for home  markets #>   gradually 
extended  to export   markets, as production units  become more com- 
pétitive & scale economics become increasingly   operative. 

5.9 'Úic question of scale economics raises   the important  question 
of plant  capacities   recommended  in the pvc-inradincv.t studies   for 
one or oilier product group.   This  question is cliff ¡cult to deal  r:ith, as 
a number of machine-building plants have a composite product mix & 
arc flexible enough   to sivitch from one Hem of manufacture,  say, 
reciprocati n:> com près sors to drilling rigs, ivithov! too much  difficulty. 
A pUint. producing high pressure boilers can  manufacture a  wide  range 
of me tal-fabrica! ed  products, including pressure vessels,   condensscrs, 
cooling equipment &   the like.  A  machine    tool   plant producing a cer- 
tain    type of tool can adapt itself to an alternative mix of machine 
tool products with only  marginal increase in equipment, but  pi'ovided 
the necestary technology  is available.  A  plant   manufacturing power- 
generation equipment can adapt itself readilv  lo produca, for  example 
centrifugal compressors.   This flexibility is all the more so  in res- 
pect of mechanical equipment manufacture , involving heavy fabrication 
work.   Such manufacturing units are in the nature of large engineering 
workshops with a wide range of machine tools,  tvhich can be  utilised 
for production of various machinery products,   once the design & 
technology is available.  Having made the basic   point, however, it is 
necessary to emphasise that for a number of machinery products,   re- 
latively long production runs are  possible.  Thus    for manufacture of 
transformers,  circuit  breakers,  motors & genera:ors, porcelain insu- 
lators, steam turbines, diesel engines, & some of the other products 
covered in the pre-investment studies, plant s zes have been sought 
to be defined. The general patient lias been i<.  recommend new plants 
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designed to cover the overall  market requirement.   This is  relatively 
easier to do & also projects better overall economic results.  However, 
experience in this  project has   shown that entrepreneurial  response in 
most branches    luis   been to reduce the piani concc.pt&   size   very  sig- 
nificantly &  to explore possibilities of subcontracting as far as  possible. 
This is partly  because of market uncertainties &   is  obviously io reduce 
initial capital invest nient, so that a project  crut grow with  the  morhet, 
rathen than outstrip  the market.   In these cases,   the lower initial 
capital invest incut tenda to more than compensate for scale  economics, 
at least in the initiai years  of production. 

6>1 Invest mod I'l'owoiio/r: 

Investment  promotion activities during Phase II were  initiated 
by an investment  Promotion   meeting organised   by UNIDO in   Vienna in 
Oct.  1973.   On behalf of Mexico,   mis meeting  teas attended  by  Lie. 
Outlier mo Becher, & Lie. Julio de León, from   the Secretaría de Indus- 
tria y Comercio,   lugs, Carlos   Quintana,Colín 6'- Héctor Castro Vilna 
on  behalf of Nacional Financiera,  besides the   L'M DO Project M ano per. 
Thirty six representatives attended the meeting  on behalf of reputed 
machinery manufacturers in Europe. A  list of tl;j persons attendi:;:; 
this meeting is annexed to this   chapter. For this  meeting,  a number 
of investment profiles had been prepared by   the Croup on  various 
capital-goods  manufacturing possibilities in Mexico.   The rcpi-escntati- 
ves from Mexico  emphasised various aspects  of Mexican policies £- 
clarified a number  of issiu->  relating I o foreign    investment,  technology 
& other policies  in  ¡sierico.   There ivas consiacraolc  interest generated 
among a number  of European   manufacturers for partit ipation in machine- 
building projects   in  Mexico.   The  specific proposals  which  emanated 
from this meeting were (a)  three  proposals font   .French,   German & 
Swiss companies for the  manufacture of hi>¿n-voltage circuit   breakers 
in Mexico (10 four  proposal* from French ,   Gcrt::a;i. f,:viss Á Italian 
t-lochine tool manufacturers  to   manufacture various categories of 
machine tools in Mexico (e) one   letter of interest from a Geraum com- 
pany for production of power  boilers (d) expression of interest from a 
Czech company to expand its facilities in Mexico   (e) a joint  project 
proposal from a  British &  a  Germany company for the manufacture 
of steam turbines for industrial use .   (f) an  expression of interest 
from an UK company for production of electric motors, relays  etc 
& (g) expression  of interest from some European  companies for par- 
ticipation of cement  equipment,  diesel engines,   industrial pumps & 
the like.   The follón -up & subs equcnt developments in respect of these 
proposals is discussed in the succeeding chapters. 
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6.2 The meeting in Vienna was   followed up b\ a series  of 
meetings &   exploratory negotiation!»  ih  the USA & in Mexico over 
the   last 2 years with a number of prospective foreign entrepreneur* 
&   domestic industrial groups.    For  this purpose,   letters of invita- 
tions were  seul   to  lite príncijjal  manufacturers of machinery & 
equipment & follow up meetings  &   explanatory disc tissions   were held 
/<'//.'/ l'ì.'u.x'. foieigu  manu fact mers who  expresa, Ù  i nier est  in parlici pa- 
ting financially or technologically   in  one or  other of the identified 
projects.   By &  large,   it  can he   said that  most mejor  munu'icùir^rs 
ha,.c been conine fed  by the Group ove,   the lust  two years, \ ACCJU 
in   certain fields such as  chemical & Jond processing',   machinery or 
equipment for iron & steel,   paper Sr   pulp,  etc.   where  ihe initial' 
studies have either not   been concluded or coin pitied very recently. 

0.3  The rationale behind the procedure adopted for  investment 
promotion was, that the sophisticated nature  of capi tal goods  produc- 
tion   necessitates   in  many cases,   not only  the in flow of foreign  tech- 
nology but  Ihe active participation of technology \n>)plicrs in actual 
manufacture.   This approach can ofcourse  be  questioned on   the ground 
that this  ¡nay  heul  to excessive dépendance ou foreign technology & 
technology suppliers even over a  period of time,   particularly where 
technology is accompanied by a  degree of capital ownership & conse- 
quent p(u ii'cipat'i'on in the day   to day operations of enterprises.   Fo- 
llow ing the palien? of socialist  countries  in  Europe, capital goods pro- 
duction ¡tus  been   undertaken in   sohte developing countries   such as 
India,   Iran &  Egypt through  large,   public-sector enterprises  without 
any foreign  capital  participation,   though such production  is based o,< 
foreign technology.   This is a  matter, however,   of stale  policy.   In 
Mexico, where  the  declared policy of government is  to  encourage 
private sector investment, as also foreign minority investment in new 
& necessary industries,   it would be obviously  inappropriate  to 
operate under any other previse.   The nature of most capital  - goods 
production,   involving large capital outlays &   long gestation periods, 
is  also such that foreign investment participation would not onlv be 
usefid but desirable, both from the viewpoint of covering possible resource 

gap& so as to ensure that technology inflow is not only complete but 
continued & subs tantial over a period of time. 

6.4 It must  be cmpliasised,  as experience in the Mexican 
Capital Goods Project lias amply demonstrated,  that the pi-omotion 
of investment in  capital goods  manufacture is,   by no means, an 
easy task.   Thottgh the technology market for machinery manufacture 
is  oligopolistic, títere are a number of sources available for obtaining 
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adequa fe technology   in most of the  branches.   Yet,   the need for 
obtaining  the moat satiable tccit noUmy vu  ¡he   most acceptable   terms 
& conditions  makes   the task of sci- ctivity &   negotiation  extremely 
difficult.   On the one hand,   machinery users are keen  Hint  the most 
suitable  equipment  only is undertaken Joy  production   in Mexico & 
should  be mailable   at near-compétitive   i.ilc; national   prices.    In   ¡he 
selection  of techuoloiiy for  stcanj   turbines,  /or exawpic,   one of (he 
principal  institutional consumers  in Mexico cvpt esscd   little   interest 
in  ¡he  domestic   ¡uoduct' .n   of 2-'ì inie.',;aiioually   kt.ij.nt  makes but 
appeared  to be keen on principally one   make,   lite   manufacturers of 
which  were  not interested in partici pa tin;!; in a   project in  Mexico. 
Similar instaures  hare occurcd  in sou.     of the   other  machinery  pro'. 
ducts  also.   Wnile,   it is  ncccssarx   ,u   lake full account of the  opinion 
of principal  users  re  bru.id names £   makes,   there  is a  paini   be vanii 
which   this  could  naturally  affect   the estabHslnneut   of major ¡uacliinc 
building projects   in   the country.   On  the  oilier   hand,  considérable  pro- 
blems  have  also  been posed by suppliers  of technology in some of 
the selected fields.   Reputed  international   machinery groups   hare   been 
reluctant  to  participate in investment projects except   under certain 
conditions which,at   times,  have proved   eery  rigorous.   In some   cases, 
this has  been   sought to be linked   with   commitments,   on the pan of 
Mexican institutions &  public sector agencies to purchase their  requi- 
rements solely from the new unit.   In other cases, product pricing 
formula were   suggested which were  considerably above international 
prices.   In some instances,   project decisions have been sough i to be 
linked with  the placing of major  orders against an existing quotation 
on the  technology supplier for the product in question.   The exercise uf 
selectivity in the  choice of foreign technology &   related fordern  invest- 
ment liad necessarily to take account of ail these factors,  which have 
resulted in the negotiations  relating to  v number of projects   being 
fairly prolonged. 

6.5 In  respect of investment promotion  activities of the project, 
it is necessary to emphasise the close  collaboration  between  Nacional 
Financiera &   the UNIDO Group,   particularly the Project Manager. In 
almost every case,   the initial contacts,  through  plant visits or corres- 
pondance, were made by the UNIDO/NAFINSA group  on behalf of 
NAFINSA &   the initial and detailed negotiations relating to a number 
of projects were conducted by       NAFINSA officials   in close consul- 
tation with the UNIDO Project Manager & some of the UNIDO experts. 
While final decision making naturally rested  with Nacional Financiera, 
the various prior stages of processing  the various  proposals received 
were  largely  performed by the UNIDO/NAFINSA  Group. 

I 
I 
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7.1  Fraina'!o;i: 

Together itith the exploratory {"•  initial negotiations   confita (cd 
ivi Ih a  i'hinhi'1'  ofj\n\i",n c<o>ipan'o s <v  domcs'ic   i orni •• ties  in  Mexico, 
an  important rote discharged by the   VNII>''l'NAFiN,^\   Croup was   the 
C<-'t<í'<'it<>n    l'i    rti'i  •OIIH    ¡>)'t/'h)^/i!,^      Iti (  /('(-(/  Jl I >,,>    O.     ll  i'/;// >--< HH'tjhtil       t.tO.H /'(/'.. 

The tcdniitül  input  in   respect   oj  sedi o alan/ion   was   largely proiidcd 
by  the  chart-term fcc'micil   expert:-, wailc th. cconai :c aspect:: of II:. 
proposait, ¡vere % wieweit  l>y   ¡he V,vjcci Manager %   a*sirtcd by the Frofcel 
Ei alita ¡or.   '¡'he procedure followed was  to  prepare suca evaluations ¿¿, 
in  consultation with  NAFINSA   counterparts,   sabinif these   to senior 
pei sonaci in NAFINSA,  ulto   would en,, ine i   Vue negotiations,  usuali v tei ili 
the participation of the ïrojecl Manager.   The  procedures  worked 
fairly sa tisfac torily   during  H:e period under report.   TJic  evuiuuHon 
reports briefly  analysed the  principal   features  of such   proposal &, 
compared these with the approach adopted  in the   related pre-iuventment 
s indie. .   Li fields where  more  than one investine;/ proposition  ¡vas 
received,  such  as circuì I-breakers,   a brief    comparative  evaluation 
teas prepared,   with specific   recomincnfcdions ,  for the  consideration  of 
NAF1NSA. 

7.2 An  important aspect of such évaluation  related to ine propo- 
sals received in respect of technology licensing.   In a number of cases, 
'proposals received from prospective  technolany  suppliera   tended to 
be rather one-sided &   contained  many restrictive  conditions, apa it 
from being too cxpe.nci re. A critical analysis of all such   propesali vas 
made by  the Project Manager for consideration of NAFINSA, together 
with uliernative contractual provisions t revised terms of remuneration. 
The revised contractual provisions formed  1!<" basis for final negotia- 
tions be.',..-en NAFINSA & technology y 11 h -¡\ 7 i f,   - * • in  a number cf casct 
while technology  payments were also substantially   reduced. In one- 
case alone,   technology payment was able  to  be reduced front US$2 
million to US S400,000.  By &   large, the negotiations and approach 
adopted in   respect of acquisition of technology  should  stand NAFINSA  in 
good s tend in respect of future negotiations &  drafting of technology 
licensing contracts. 

S.  While the principal role of the  UNIDO group,   apart from pre- 
paration of pre-invest meni studies,   lay in assistance &   participation in 
investment promotion & negotiations,  certain general aspects also 
emerged which,   in the opinion of the Project Manager,  are likely to 
prove extreme^significant.   These have been dealt with  in Chapter Vili 
of this report &  relate largely  to policies &   procedures considered 
necessary for the rapid growth of the capital-goods sector w Alexia*. 
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III.    DEMAND AND IMWRT PROJECTIONS FDR CAPITAL GOODS 
IN MOTO) DURING 1976-1980 and 1981-1985 

8.1 In Phase I of tlie  Capital Goods Project, fairly detailed 
dematid & import projections  were made for the period 1976-80, both 
for capital goods as a  whole,   as also specific machinery products. 
Firstly, macro projections were made of the machinery requirements 
of the principal production sectors  in the economy,   for this purpose, 
growth trends in  terms of investment & output were defined for 14 
production  sectors ivhich ¡vere the principal consumers of machinery 
products.  These were agriculture,  mining, food processing,   sugar, 
textiles & shoes,   paper is pulp, chemicals & petrrchemicals,  cement, 
iron & sled,   non-ferrous metals, machine   tool production,  manufacture 
of electrical equipment,  construction industry, &   electricity power 
generation. * From the projected inveslmen I trends for these production 
sectors,  the capital-goods requirements for each sector were assessed, 
on the basis of co-efficients of machinery investment in each case. 
On the basis of 1967-68   prices,  it was projected al Huit time that 
machinery requirements for these 14 sectors would he of the order 
of Ps 102.76 thousand million.  While gross production of these 
sectors constituted about 50% of total gross production,   the above es- 
timates also nave a fairly reasonable indication of machinery demand 
for the economy as a wliole.   The figures  were further broken doivn 
for specific machinery groups & products & import figures for the 
1965-9 period were extrapolated (at constant 1967-8 prices) for the 
period 1976-80.  This methodology was considered appropriate as 
import statistics provided a detailed utUform classification of various 
machinery products & groups.   The period 1965-9 was assumed as a 
period of fairly rapid growth in most production  sectors. Capital-goods 
imports during this period were of the order of Ps 36.5 ilwusand 
million.  The extrapolated import projections indicated that capital- 
goods imports for 3 define* groups viz mechanical equipment of 
common use,   mechanical equipment for specific  industries St electrical 
equipment would be Ps 83.65 thousand million (1967-8 prices) during 
1976-80. A  fairly detailed survey throng field visits & invc s tintions 
was also made of domestic manufacturing capacity in different capital 
goods branches & this was separately set out for the major machine 
building sub-sectors.   For the  purpose of import projections it was, 
by A large,  assumed that domestic manufacturing capacity would 
remain fairly  static, though wherever the  impact of new manufactu- 
ring capacity  set up between 1968 9 & 1972-3 was considered 
to be sigitificant ,  this was taken into account. 

m For a more detailed ascription of the methodology follotved in 
determi tittg these projections, reference is invited to Reports 
of Pìiase LA 6  JB. 
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8.2 The demand &  import projections prepared in Pliase I 
(1972) obviously required revision by 1975-6.  On  the one hand,   ma- 
chinery costs  had escalated considerably during the period, between 
J 968 &   1973 ft   (my projections based on   1967-8 prices tended to 
be unrealistic. Secondly,   significant changes  liad occured in  the 
Mexican economy during the period between 1070 &   1975.   Demand 
for machinery &   equipment was rising r¡ ¡ñdly & inflation at. home 
& abroad had a significant  effect in determining growth trcmls  in 
different  brunches.   It was consequently considered necessary  io 
review the former projections of machinery  imports  a;ul   bring 
these  upto date in terms  of 1974 prices,   aiuf also  to prepare 
detailed projections for litv period 1981-6.    Tìtv killer ¡vas    consi- 
dered particularly necessary as most machine-building projects 
taken up for implementation in 1976-7 wovkt,   in far!,   be  manu- 
facturing in  accordance with  installed capacities only  in  the  early 
1980's.   Tue detailed techno-economic studies  conducted for the 
various capital-goods branches  du zing Phase II would also serve to 
effectively cross-check the data &   material regarding demand & 
import trenas  over the next decade. 

8.3 By & large,   the methodology adopted for updating the 
import projections for 1976-80 and preparation of 1981-5 estímales 
is  similar in concept to  that adopted during Phase I.*    The ¡n'in- 
cipnl m.KÍifi cation s  i:i the definition of the production sectors is 
that (i) instead of 14 production sectors,   15 sectors  have  been pro- 
jected including the printing industry (li) in place of machine tool 
manufacture,  the overall mechanical equipment production sector 
ha*  been    included as  this  covers o much wider section of manu- 
facture.   Growth rates have been projected for each of the 15 
production scctors&  capital goods requirements for each sector have 
been assessed.  These 15 sectors represented 40.4% of GDP in 
1974.   The  most significant capital-goods subsectors have been 
divided into 38 categories & the projections for each category of 
machinery against each production sector may be seen at ScheauU 
I to III at the end of this cliaplcr for the periods 197J-G0, 1981-5, 
as also for 1970-4 (though inflated to 1974 prices) for purposes 
of comparison. A more detailed projection has also  been  made in 
respect of each machinery group &  product to the 4-digit & 5- 
digit S ITC classification. 

8.4 The groivth rates projected for the 15 production sectors 
may be seen in Table I   below, together with projected value added 

* For a more detailed description of the methodology & procedure 
fallowed during the 1975 review, reference is invited to the fiual 
report of J.Zdenek, Domestic Market Analyst,   Capital-Goods 
Project,  Mexico (Feb.   1976). 

I 
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figures of each sector for both periods, assuming an overall GDP 
growth rale  of 6.5% during 1976-SO &   7% during 1981-5. 

TABLE   I 

! 

in million pesos 

Growth j>rojcclio us  of principal production sectors 

Sector 

1. Agriculture 

2.Mining sector 

3. Food processing 
industry 

4. Sugar industry 

Growth rale     Anticipated        Growth rate     Anticipated 
assumed for     value-added       assumed for      vahie-oâdçô 
1976-80 in 1980 1981-5 in 19S5 

2.9% 

4.8% 

6.5% 

7.1% 

5. Textile & shoes 
industry 7.2% 

6. Pulp &  paper 
industry 8.2% 

7. Printing itulustry    7.1% 
8. Chemical industry  10% 

9. Iron & Steel 
industry 10.8% 

10. Cement indus try      9.5% 

11. Non-ferrous metals 
industry 8.1% 

12. Non-electrical 
machinery industry 13.4% 

13.Electrical machi- 
nery industry        13.4% 

14. Constm dim industry   8,7% 
l5.Elec*idty Generation 10.6% 

TOTAL of 15 sectors 
Remaining activities 

GDP 

(1974 prices) (1974 prie o 

91,400 3.1% 106,500 

12,600 5.5% 16,500 

68,100 6.C% 93,700 

5,200 7.6% 7,500 

65,800 7.5% 94,500 

8,000 
7t300 

8.5% 
7.5% 

12,000 
10,500 

73,900 10.5% 122,000 

12,500 9.1% 19,300 

4,550 10% 7,300 

5,400 8.5% 8,100 

9,400 12% 16,600 

13,700 11% 23,100 

87,100 %*% 135,200 
19,400 8.6% 29,300 

484,330 
678,470 

702,100 
928,900 

1,162,800 1,631,000 
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In determining the growth projections,   the past grotvlh pattern L the 
estimates made in the various techno-economic  studies have been 
taken into full account. Jt is necessary lo emphasise tluit the various 
grotvlh  rales are estimated projections &   there is possibility of a 
considerable degree of variation between these figures  &   those  of 
other ins littttional sources making sudi  projections for one or other 
sector.  Unless,  however,   a very significant variation fakes place, 
the figures  of capital-goods  requirements, which  constitute the main 
purpose of the exercise  would noi be   materia! I y affected. 

8. 5 Tog other with détermination of the givivth  rates for  15 
of  the principal  machinery-consuming branches,   /.¡te import figure^ 
upto 1974 were sought to  be extrapolated for the  two 5-year periods 
J 976-1 98 0 &   1981-S5.  In order to project compilable figures for 
the various periods, i i ivas first necessary io  convert  the 1970 1 
import figures for a large number of machinery  products io 1974 
pìices.  This  time-consuming task was , performed by the  VNIDO 
expert - through the use of infialo» s ,   derived for each  product 
on  the basis of increases defined in   the  U.S.   Wholesale Prices & 
Price Indices for the month of July  in each of ¿he years 1970, 
1973 &  1974 &  annual average increases defined by  the same  source 
for 1971 &   1972.  These   Hnflators'  were  cross-checked with  machinery 
price indices  in the Federal Republic  of Germany over the same 
period & appear to be fairly accurate &  acceptable. 

8.6 In determining import projections for 1976-80 &  1981-85 
\both at 1974 prices) care fid account has been taken of growth in 
domestic manufacturing capacity of various machinery products parti- 
cularly for sub-sectoral branches which luwe been studied in detail 
by  the UNIDO-NAFIN Group.  These  sub-sectors are  briefly discussed 
in  the succeeding chapters dealing ivith manujacturing possibilities 
in Mexico for the three broad categories of capi tul-goods. It must 
be stressed, however,   that the assessment of domestic production 
capacity does not extend tc the other machinery sub-sectors in 
e o ¡al detail as those sub-sectors which have been specifically studied 
by  the Group.   This may well resuit in domestic production capacity 
being somewhat higher or loiver for  some of the subsectors but 
this again is not likely to tnaterially affect the  overall import pro- 
jections.  It must also be empftasised that the import projections 
do not take into account the various projects being contemplated as 
part of the Capi tal-Goods Development Programme.  In fact,  it is 
Hie production gaps represented by  the import  projections tliat 
Provide the rationale for most of the variou*  projects being sponso- 
red by the UNIDO-NAFIN Group. 

À 
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8.7 The import projections for the two periods need to be 
viewed at two levels.   Firstly,   overall imports  of capital-goods for 
the period 1976-80 (at 1974 prices) are pi'ojected at Ps 187.5 
thousand million pesos while,  for the period 1981-5, such imports 
are projected to rise to Ps 296.6 thousand  million.   The annual 
growth  rale  is  expected  to  he  10.4i'¿ during 19 76-80 ¿   8.5% in 
1981-5.   Secondi*, it is necessary  lo consider wliai portion of such 
import" would he covered by the 38 identified groups of machinery 
products.  Imports oí these 38 identified machinery groups   (Schedule 
I to III) would be of Hie ord r of Ps 11 ï. '  thousand  million during 
1976-198 0 &  Ps  ISO thousand million during 1981-5.   This would 
constitute over 60% of total  machinery imports during these periods. 
The former  figure of Ps  115.7 thousand million  can he compared 
to  the curlier (1972-3) import estimate of Ps  83.6 thousand million 
pesos  for similar categories of machinery &  equipment during 1976- 
198 0.   During the year 1980, overall capital-goods importi-  are esti- 
mated to  he Ps  45  thousand million pesos*    while for  the 38 iden- 
tified groups of machinery,   imports ivouid be aro: nd Ps 28 million. 

8.8 In  Table III   which is annexed at the end of this chapter, 
import projections have been  made for the principal  machinery groups 
& products upto the 4-digits&  in some cases,   v.plo 5-digits of the 
Standard International  Trade  Classification   (SITC) for the 1976-80 
& 1981-85  periods at 1974 prices.   The Table  also   »hows      the 
earlier projections made in 1972 for each of these machinery products 
at 196/ In-iccs. 

8.9 A  comparative sumnuiry of the projected distribution of 
imports among the 15 production sectors is given in Table  11 
at page 39. This has been a very difficult exercise as it necessi- 
tated application of broad machine co-efficient s for each subsedor 
as related to different machinery groups  &  products.  Where the 
equipment for different sectors lias been able to be separatclv 
classified such as far the electrical sector  or pulp & paper industry, 
this lias been separately provided, together with suitable proportionate 
projections in respect of the common-use machinery groups. However, 
in some major sectors such as the chemical & petrochemical industry, 
no separate sectoral classification has been practicable, as much of 
the equipment is of common-use category.   In such a case,  the 
only alternative ivas to estimate the proportionate machinery projec- 
tions for each of the machinery groups & products,  through the use 
of broad co-efficients as has  been shoivn in Schedules I to III for 
the  periods 1970-4, 1976-80 &  19S1-85.   While  this  method cannot 

This figure,  as also the overall import projection of Ps 187.5 
million can be compared to a similar figure of Ps  15 thoitsaiul 
million for 1980 &  overall imports of Ps 160-180 thousand million 
pesos for 1976-80 pi'ojected by the  UNIDO -NA FIN Group in 1975 
in an article "Programme for the Development of the Capital - 
Goods Industry in Mexico" which appeared in Comercio Exterior 
de México-  Vol.   II  - No.   8,   1975. 
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be considered to be wholly accurate,  this  does serve io provide 
certain broad  estimates ivhich can serve as  effective  tools for 
programming.   The above approach highlights the pioduction 
seders where  the  volume of projected imports is likely to be 
particularly  heavy.    The  most significant  sectors from  the 
viewpoint of projet:'cd imports during l</7C>-85 would  be  t'a} 
the chc'iiical,  fertiliser &   petrochemical  industry,   (o) elec- 
trical power generation industry,   (c) textile industry &   (d) 
the  mechanical (non-clecîï ¿ad)  c(j<upiiie)d   industry.   Both  (h) <£ 
(d,i cover a  number of spccijic machinery  groups &   products. 
From  fhiï   Table,  the  const rite tin:; industry  is also a major 
machinery consumer but  the demand in this case  rehdes primarily 
to special-purpose  tractors &   transport  equipment, ivhich have 
been excluded from  this  study.  Other significant  production sectors 
are  (u) iron & steel industry (b) food processing  industry ê   the 
electrical machinery industry. 

8.10 The above  projections highlight not only  f'e overall 
magnitude of machinery imports projected for 197G-S5 but the 
principal production sectors  where  the production gaps are likely 
lo be most pronounced.   These projections,  however, fully bear 
out the emphasis  that has  been placed by the Capital-Goods 
Project on certain  machinery subsectors.  particularly electrical 
equipment & certain categories of mechanical equipment, both for 
common use as also for certain specific branches. 

8.11 A   summary of the projected imports for the 38 iden- 
tified categories of machinery &  equipment is annexed at Schedule 
IV to this  chapter*.  While this again confirms  the emphasis placed 
by the Capital-Goods Project on certain  machinery sub-sectors 
which represent Hie  most significant production gaps, it also draws 
attention to certain  machinery subsectors  where greater attention 
is required in future.   The most important of diese sectors li> 
the food-processing industry, which needs  to be exar.:i:i d in the 
near future.  Certain specif*machinery groups such as paper & 
pulp machinery,  mineral crushing equipment, printing machinery 
& bearings of different types could also be studied in greater 
detail in the future. 

* Reproduced from report of J. Zdcnek (page 85) 
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TABLE No.   II 

PROJECTED CA PITAL GOODS IMPORTS DISTRIIWTED 
AMONG 15 SECTORS FOR PERIODS 1976-80 & 1981-85 

(MILLION PESOS    -    1974 PRICES) 

Pos. Name 1970-74 1976-80 

6000 

1981-85 

7600 2. Agricullm e 371 > 
2. Mining Industry 9Ü8 1200 1900 
3. Food Processing Industry 2291 4800 7000 
4. Sugt ?• Industry 241 500 UOO 
i>. Textile (6¿  Slice) Industry 6720 9800 14600 
6. Pul ft &   Paper Industry 1198 2415 4200 
7. Printing Industry 1133 2485 3700 
8. Chemical Industry (including 

fertilisers  &  petrochemicals) 7Ô10 15860 29900 
9. Cement  Indus!rv 635 1500 2600 

10. Iron & Steel Industry 261i 5500 9000 
11. Non-Ferrous Metals hulustry 776 15(H) 2300 
12. Mechanical (non-Hcctrical) 

Machinery hulustry 1875 7400 11100 
13. Electrical Machinery Industry 1405 4260 7400 
14. Construction Industry 5365 9600 15600 
15. Electricity Generation Industry 7W1 14000 19100 

43730 86820 136300 

Remaining Activities 14949 28900 40400 
Capital Goods Imports for 

38 tucnlified categories 58679 115720 183200 
Non-Identified Capital Goods 

Imports 38321 71780 113400 

Total Capital Goods Imports 97000 187500 296600 
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IV.    POSSIBILITIES FOR MANUFACTURING «AW 
ELECTRICAL KJJIPMHT IN «XIOO 

9.1 In. terms of projected imports,  rapid growth potential mid 
technological development needs, an accelerated expansion in the 
manufacture of henry electrical equipment in Mexico is an essential 
need.    Though,  over the last decade,   there has been considerable 
increase in the manufacture of transformers, particularly distribution 
transformers,  electric motors upto 1000 hp,  stvitcltgcar and control 
equipment    besides porcelain Insulators upto d4.5 kv.  the demand for 
power generation and heavy electrical equipment in the higher ranges 
has risen very rapidly a tul is likely to constitute a major production 
gop. 

The manufacture of most heavy electrical equipment involves 
relatively heavy capital expenditure as also long gestation periods, 
and it is imperative that the programming of such manufacture is 
utidertakeu with great care and urgency.  The growth of installed 
capacity in electricity generation in Mexico uas been fairly rapid over 
the last decade as can be seen from the Table below: 

TABLE IV 

Growth of Installed Capacity * 

12Ç2       1966       1969       1972       1973 

Total installed capacity (in MW) 4.2        5,68       6.98      8.11       9.06 

Installed capacity in public 
services (CFE) (in MW) 3.37      4.89       5.87       7.30H     8.08 

Apparent consumption (in Gwh) 14.36     19.08     25.60      2.07     37.90 

Electricity generation through 
public services (in Gwh) 10.96     15.82     21.84     31.50     33.98 

*   Data from "Economia Mexicana" I 

9.2 By 1974, the total generating capacity of the Comisión Fedeìvl I 
de Electricidad (CFE) was 8207.7 MW.    Of this, hydro-electric power 
represented 3553 MW, oil and gas-fired stations constituted 4311 MW, . 
diesel power was of the order of 231.2 MW.    The CFE has made detailed | 

1 
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Projections of likely installed capacity for the period upto 1982 and 
this may be seen in the Table below: 

TABLE No.   V 

Installed 
Ca pac it v 
(MV.') 197 J 197 fi 1976 1977 1978 1979 IMO 1981 19S2 

Hydro 3552. 9 3942.9 4348.9 4708.9 5068.9 5968,9    8068.9 8918.9 9068.9 

Diesel 231.2 250.8 199.7 205.7 20o.4 205.7     205.4    205.7 205.7 

Ccothcrmic    75.0 75.0 75.0 150.0 180.0 235.0     270.0    345.0 400.0 

Thermal 

Oil 3243.3 4255.8 4416.3 5968.8 6906.3 7206.3   7581.3   7956.3 8856.3 

Coal 37.5 37.5 37.5 357.5 357.5 357.5      657.5   957.5 957.5 

Nuclear - 651.0 1038.0   1038.0 1038.0 103a. O 

Gas 1067.8 1319.8 1335.8 1335.8 1335.8 1349.8   1349.8  1319.8 1363.3 

Total 8207. 7 9881. 7 10412.2 12726. 7 14708.2 16631.2 19461.2 21041.2 22160. * 

9.3     For the period after 1982,  considerable planning and review has 
been done in the light of the lalesi economics of energy production.  From 
the latest fiijwcs as indicated by CFE, it is projected that total power 
generation vouhl increase to 27,000 *"W in 1985,  42,000 MW by 1990. 
60,000   MW by 1995 and 85.000 MW by the year 2000.    Of this,   the main 
emphasis is presently being placed   on   hydro-electric power, which is 
projected to increase from 3,900 MW in Ï975 to 16,400 MW in 1990 and 
23,300 by the year 2000.    Hydro-electric power is projected to increase 
from   35.4% of total capacity to 49.3% by 1985 ami thereafter fall to 
around 33.9%   by 1995.    These figures clearly indicate that,  demand for 
power generation and distribution equipment would continue to grow rapidly 
during the next 10-year period and thereafter.    This,   in turn, would obvi- 
ously constitute a very strong base for a greatly expanded programme for 
heavy electrical equipment manufacture in the country.    In the subsequent 
Paragraphs, a brief analysis is given of present production, projected 
demand and manufacturing potential,  together with investment promotion 
residís and recommendations in respect of:   (i) power transformers, 
(ii) high-voltage circuit breakers, (Hi) motors and generators, (ir) porcelain 
insulators, (v) hydro-turbines and (vi) high'pressure boilers for power 
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stations.   More detailed data regarding market projections etc, is 
available in the pre-investment studies for each of these subseciors, 
f».V some of the information indicated below includes the latest up- 
fia'inr,  together with the present situation regarding the. promotion of 
specific manufacturing prcjects in these branches. 

9. 
of the 
in the 

1     Frittn the projections in Chapter III the likely imports of so»tc 
principal Hems of heavy electrical equipment are briefly summarised 
Table beloiv: 

2^BLE_No^ VI hLB^USSL^ß9LiW^J*ilC££i 

sire 
No._ 

722.1 

Dciuripiioii 

Elect. ì c power 
machinery,  inclu 
ding i'c'.•• era tors, 
motors (above 
220 kg) other ro 
lating cquipniciu, 
static transformers, 
convert ors and sta 
tic reuclors. 

722,2 Electrical apparatus, 
including circuit 
breakers, switchgear, 
relays, lighting arres- 
tors, control and distri 
btttion boards, etc. 

723,2 Electrical insulating 
equipment, principally 
porcelain insulators. 

729. $ Electrical measuring 
instruments. 

Projected Impôt is 
in  197 f - 80 

Ptojecicd lin pori s 
in 1981  -   85 

6,000 9,600 

4,993 

988 

3,592 

7,555 

1,530 

6,234 

9,5    Together with high-pressure boilers for potver stations, the <ib.:ve 
group of electrical machinery products represent a significant production 
gap in the Mexican economy.    These figures do not include import estimates 
for insulated wires and cables and for other electrical items, in respect of 
which gap would be relatively small ami where domestic production is likely 
to expand so as to cover increased domestic demand as also export possib- 
ilities. 
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I 
I 

POWER THANSFOHMEP3 

10. 1      There arc over 1"> comí-Mués »taking "distribution trans- 
formers" in small sises upto 750 kVA.    Of these,   flic following five units 
mamfacliifv power Iransforuicrs as well: 

1. ¡ndw-l-'ic.  electrica :1J Mexico (ILM). 
P. h,lt;>lrial  Llêclriea. 
3, Ingeniería Eléctrica Intìnsi rio!. 
4. M e. ¡ufo. e tur era de Artefactos Eléctricos. 
5. Maquina tUt Cuta inculai ElCtirica. 

10.2     Of Ih cae, lEM in Ine lardes' ¡uxnufcrctitrcr and is producing, 
among other electrical products,  medium «. d large power transformers in 
sizes upto 100 MVA and '.'30 kV     hut only a  small number of the larger 
size units.     The next two units listed above hen e recently muinrtaUen the 
manufacture of a few transformers ::pto Lr MVA while Ike fourth and fifth 
units listed are manufacturing in the range upto 5 MVA and in voltages nf> 
to 69 or 115 kV.    Al> the companies an- of fairly long standing ami, ¿r'/.v 
the exception of II-'M,  their facilities arc lint i ted inni nut really tvetl confo 
pea for medium and large transformers.    A/f\s»  of ihe companies ha>'e a 
satisfactory order booh in their respective product ranges and unless sub 
stantial expansion and modernisation take place,  they nil! not be in a 
Position to cope -with increased demand.    Una ever,  with a certain amount 
of marginal expansion to maintain some sales growth, these companies 
could, by and large, meet the total demand in sizes upto 25 MVA for 
voilages tipio lió hV.    The principili production gap is therefore, likely 
to etnerge in respect of transformers from 30 MVA to the highest sizes :;: 
demand of abuui 1Ú0 MVA and in voltages of 115,  230 and 400 kV.    In this 
range, the approximate aggregale demand uas about 5500 MVA  in 1974 a.i-i 
of this, only 200" MVA of power transformers (mostly of medium size uh.i 
a few of large size) was produced in Mexico by 1EM while the remaining 
quantity was imported.    The pre-invest m eut study by an UNIDO expert vith 
the assistance of NAFINSA estimated demand for this range to reach 7500 
MVA by 1980,  9300 MVA by 1985 and 14,500 MVA by 1990.    In view of 
the significant production gap tliat is likely to emerge, it uas recommend e? 
in the UNIDO ftr e-investment study (1974),  that additional manufacturing 
capacity to the extent of 4000 MVA needed to be established by 19S0,  in- 
creasing to 7000 MVA by 1985.    It is expected that with such additional 
capacity,  total imports will be brought under 10% (limited to highly soph i s 
Heated or.d uneconomical items only) and a large m cesare of self sufficiency 
will be achieved.    Ai the same time, upto 10% of an even higher pcrcaVag? 
of total production could also be exported,  mostly in the medium range ?t/./ .7/ 
would get fully established tv if hin a fetv years after commencement of man- 
ufacture. 
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I 

10.3    In order to highlight the tcchno-economic aspects of the 
above addinomi manufacturing capacity,  the pre-investment studs luid 
conceived a single new project,  with projected output of 4000 MVA 
(Stage I) mid 7000 MVA (Stage If).     The product mix was provided 
having regard to the most common types and sues in demand: 

TABLE No.    VII 

Transform cr Project 
Group I   -   very large 

Group II -   large 

Group III -   medium 

Total 

Stege UH982) 

1250 MVA 

1500    " 

1250   " 

4000 tt 

JÎÎ&ÏP-JLU98ÏL 

3500 MVA 

2000    " 

1500   " 

7000    " 

10.4     The capacities in Stage II are inclusive of those in Stage I. 
^sutes, proms m has been made for a substantial production of certain 
complementary auxiliary items and essential components such as condenser 
AÏ °n-lo?d *> «fW.  •* Crûment transformers l^TZkv 
for winch the existing production capacity in Mexico is inadequate.    A total 
sa e value of 240 million pesos was projected for 1V82 (Stage I) and 375 
million pesos (Stage II) at 1974 prices.    The prc-invcstmenl s Jy also re 

IZZ^fí ha  thf l,oaition °f ihe plant sllonld be •*y front i/Ä 
ifjTu be lOCaleÌ Ui aU ^Joining medium-size town in the central re- 
TZ ?L¥eXtC°' ,iUeh V Pmbìa w in the Q»erâtaro-San Luis Potosí arca. 
The factory would require a fairly large and exclusive area, heavy factory 
toys and all associated facilities such as heavy and medium cranes (50-' 
itlZ*-' ad.e«mteP•ej supply (3000 kW, increasing to 5000 kW), rail- 
way siding, heavy load-bearbig internal roads, ami modem processano 
test equipment,   etc.    The total estimated cost in the preuves: Jnt Idv 

maaiiZSZSenÌ V 12° nì!!Hm PeSOS f0r lmd aml c">« c^trnttùnTuA million poos for machinery and equipment of all types,  of which the 
lZe^JX^tige P(7Hm! a.momted t0 96 »»Mon pesos.    In addition, pre- 
liminary expenses for training,  technology,  construction, and interest 
during construction was estimated at 30 million pesos.    Thus,  the total 

creado í^!afe ' "««?* '° 3>° '»"«*« Posos.    This'wouíd m-- 
Zm!L L     TilUtm ïeS0S in Stage " <30 milIio» f°r civü works and 40 
¡2 pto37 {% T^Tiï t»*0?'rt,cnt in thc first f• *•" «•« 
Zl^Jl !   \ * the t0tfl COst °f ali »trials or about 15% of the sale 
TorovL\o%aZf^%er\   ?"f ? tn'°icct is expected <° bovidé eLplo\>Za 
äZSTJP. PTï'„°f. "*'?* 50° Wmld be tecl»"•l Personnel (including 
^Ino^ S^'Skffd arti$ans)'    Thef»•"al results, in terms of 
Ä;?    V/^ currency and value-added indicate that the 
^£l«?l?eet?U 0pe•"?g «*»«".  '«ciwf/1« interest on working 
capUal as well as loan capital from the fourth year awards,  breaking* ven 
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in the fifth year, folloived by improved results thereafter.    During the 
life of ike project, from li)78 to 2002 the following benefits will be 
derived; 

(i)    Cumulative    financial resources generated - 1733 million pesos 

(ii)    Total savings  in foreign exchange = €200 

(Hi)    Total volite added = 2790 

t> 

n ti 

Investment propositions 

10,5      Titouglt the pre-invesimcnl study had conceived of a single large 
new project,   the progress of investment promotion tías followed a somewhat 
different pattern.    The fimi proposal, iviiieh has been under consideration 
for sohie time,   envisages a substantial expansion in the facilities of IEM, 
with an additional capital investment of around SO million pesos.     With such 
expansion,   the Company propose to extend their range of prothiclion to 
include 400 kV and also to increase the volume of annual output of medium 
and large penver transformers.     This is obviously a desirable proposition 
though it may lui ve been preferable if IEM had set tip a completely nctv 
facility auay from their present factory site.    Since l':is  company has ac- 
cess to Wesiinghouse leciinology,  ii is tecimologically well-equipped to un- 
dertake an even larger expansion than contemplated by the company at pre 
sent.   A second proposal itas been mooted by one of the companies making 
distribution and smail poirer transformers,  Manufacturera de Artefactos 
Eléctricos,   ivìio are considering ¡he vslalUüiutcui of a new transformer 
plant to cover the range uplo 230 kV.     This proposal ivas discussed in a 
Preliminary form uilli the UXIDÜ-KAFIMSA  Group end a detailed proposal 
was thereafter awaited.     The   company has ¡¡ad discussions with a number 
of repiùvd European < ^npouics for obtaining technological assistance and 
licensing and it is expected that they would take a final decision in this 
regard fairly shortly.    It is envisaged that the. additional capital investment 
may be of the order Ps 150 million in 2-3 phases. As soon as 
the licensing arrangements are concluded,   ii is expected tliat a fminai pro 
posai would be received for NAFINSA participation and financial assistance 
for this proposal.    This investment proposition is designed to cover about 
40% of the domestic market in medium and large-size transformers ttpto 
230 kV,    A third proposal,  which is tentatively under consideration in the 
CFE is that of an Italian   company which has proposed the establishment 
of a major new transformer plant with a    total initial investment of 
million pesos.    The proposal had been submitted in a preliminary form 
to NAFINSA earlier and had been examined by the Group at one stage. 
However,  the present proposal is understood to liavc been revised consulti 
ably. 
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10. 6     Without a detailed examination of the proposals of the 
Italian company,  it is not practicable to make a comparative assessment 
of the 3 proposals.    It is clear, however,  that the proposals of ma;or 
expansion of the tuo existing enterprises deserve the fullest support. 
The two expansion projects would cover the gap in domestic production 
substantially by 1VSO and,   in riew of ¡he itigli projected demand,   both 
expansion projects should prove to be (¿t'ite successful.    This would still 
¡cave room for marginal or even substantial expansion of oite or oilier 
of the remaining smaller manufacturers of transformers within the 
country.    Consequently,   the pattern and strategy for new investments in 
the manufacture cf transformers could be to (a) encouiage and financially 
assist IEiii'n expansion proposal but carefully assess their capabilitx in 
terms of numbers and sizes for the next five years and ensure tluit ade 
quote test equipment and procedures ire incorpomied us an iniettai pari 
of the expansion and (b) encourage Manufacturera de Artefactos Eléctri- 
cos to set up a new plant,  even with a limited scope,   to cover trans- 
formers in the range of say,  10 to 80 MVA for voltages upto 230 kV. 
This would help in the sharing of the demand by the ino companies, I EM 
moving to large and very large sizes in 230 and 400 IcV.  while the other 
unit could concentrate on medium and large sizes in 115 and 230 kV. 
Over the next ten years,  the second company could also cover the entire 
range, which would bring about healthy compétition and near sclf-sufficiencw 

l 

I 
I 
I 

High Voltage Circuit Breakers 

11.1     A preliminary prc-investment study on the manufacture of high 
voltage circuit breakers and allied equipment to cover (he voltage range \ 
14 kV to 400 kV atid the intemtpting ratings required by the Mexican 
power system cf the CFE, was prepared by an   UXWO expert in May 19/5. 
This study pointed out that there are a few small companies which are 
presenti:: manufacturing some of the equipment in the loner voliage ranges 
for industrial applications,  but import most of the key components.    Only 
one large company has been attempting to make some of the medium level 
circuit breakers upto 69 kV but even this has not made much progress. 
The entire range of circuit breakers in the higher voltages such as 115. 
230 and 400 kV, are being imported.    In view of the sophisticated nature 
of the high voltage circuit breakers and the high level of investment re- 
quired, it is considered tliat the creation of a single manufacturing outfit 
specializing in one,  or preferably tivo,  of the alternative, types of techno- 
logy, would appear to be the right approach and would result in economy 
in investment a)id operating costs.    The gap in local production would 
necessarily Jtave to be covered by a single facility and phasing the invesf 
ment as production grows and the level of miional integration increases. 

11.2     There arc four   common types of high voltage circuit breakers, 



I 

I 
I 

namely bulk oil, minimum oil, air-blast and sulphahexaflouridc, (SFfJ) 
I       of which the first is gradually going imi of use while the last appears 

to be most recent and ufi cowing.    The CEE is using the three types 
(except bulk oit) and these three types are quoted near competitively 
in the market. 

All the three types require considerable amount of high quality 
electrice I porcelain which will have to be imported for a number of 

1       years,  until these arc manufactured in /Mexico.    In the pre-investment 
•        study,  the demand for It. V.   circuit breakers (from 60 kV to 400 kV) 

was been estimated a' a value of 115 million pesos, which is an average 
I       figure for 1975 lo ISSO while the corresponding figure for 1981-85 would 

be 177 million pesos.   In aadition, certain demand would exist for II, V. 
I isolators in the same voltage class and also for special circuit breakers 

and switd'gear in the collage ranges of 34.5, 23, 14 and 6 kv. and tue 
new production facilities could cover all these items. 

| 
11.3     During 1975,  the demand projections for circuit breakers was 

I        revised end updated by the NAFINSA engineers in the Group.   The revised 
demand projections arc as follotvs: 

TABLE No.   VIII 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

DEMANDA DE INThunUPTORES DE POTENCIA 

Unidades 
a        Descripción 1975     1976 1977 IVV&   1979 1280 
I Capaciùad 

Tensión interrupliva 
•           KV MVA 

69 1500-2500 50 55             60             67             73             81 

I        115,138 5000        323 355           389           427           468           514 

«        161,230 5000          56 62             68            74              82            90 

400 51 64            58            62              66           71 

Total 480 536 575 630 689 756 

NOTAS: 
1. Cifras reales para 1975 de acuerdo con presupuesto de obras de 

la C.F.E. y C.  de L. y   F.C.  en liquidación. 

2. No Me incluye la demanda de usuarios industriales que puede lie 
gar a un 10% (Pemex, Minería, Química, etc.) 

3. Law cifras para 1976,1977,1978,1979 x 1980 se provectaroii con 
ëiderando un aumento del 10% anual (la generación aumenta etr 
un J1Í&. 
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The manufacturing facilities required would depend upon the 
type of circuit breaker selected for   production ami also lite special 
techniques followed by Hie company supplying the technology. 

invest men! propo  'JJ<jns_ 

11.4     The lh\'WO-S\\FIX Qtoup wrote to a  mtmhvr of i epuled 
European muuujuciurers in mut 1074,   inciting project proposais fer the 
manufacture of U.V.   circuii brechen:.    Purin:; the period from *>'«•/•,'.   74 
to March 75,  three proposals nere received fio»u 3 reputed nwinujuciur- 
ers front FiiC,   France and Switzerland.      Two of the companies proposed 
to take up sulpha-hexrflouride (SP\-J type for 11. J. 230 and 400 hV >,./(/'s 
filile the third \..onipi:iiy p» oponed suIpha-hcMiifo'tridc type for il•• k\   c. - 
and air-blue I type for 23u and 400 hV.     These piopvsals lave beo slu-t,  a 
ami appraiser? by the (¡roup awl fitteti discussions and negotiation:- ,Tí   t.-, /..:/; 
held by ¡\Ai IWS.'i,   in consultation with CFE.    It is a .lit -ipnicd i'uui /. r 
capiti'1 investment on this new project :vould be of the o.der of 60 i,tillio,i 
peso   ana p) odaci ion capacity would cc.'cr at leus! 75ci of projected doi.te 
tic ììiarhet.    An important issue relate?: tv a guaranteed volume of ordere 
from CPU at prias ¡chicli would cìuii.te U.c. project    to become ¡'¿aide <viih 
in a reasonable pi nod of lime,    ii would obvio:/ ri y be difficult jnr i'.•'/' 
to accept any pricing formule which would result in prices cf dome Realty 
produced breakers being higher dum international prices plus the !:;r.rgiu 
of 15% normally allowed for domestic producers even on 1PIID tauu-rs. 
Any pricing aboie this figure would me   io be covered t>y speculi lit-unckù 
incentives. 

Electric M ¡tero cad ii a ¿era tor ¿_ 

12.1     A pre-investment study on electric motors and ^nerut'jrs ras 
completed in April 1975.    The scope of the study covered the folio, ri:,g 
produci classifica lion: 

(i)    A.C. Motors 

a. Squirrel cage induction motors (201 to JO, 000 HP) 
b. Wound rotor (or slip-ring) induction motors (21 to 10,000 UP) 
c. Synchronous motors (21 to 10,000 HP). 

(ii)   D.C. Motore 

a. Industrial type 
b. Rollins mill type 
c. Traction type 

21 IIP to 2, 000 k\V. 
501 HP to 10,000 UW. 
100 kW to    1,000 fell'. 
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(Hi)    A_C\_ Generators (21  k\V to 10.000 kWji 

Industrial .';,yv driven by diesel engríes, ^as turbines or at cam 
furbinrs. 

<lv>   LL.r'.Jk'.,ujiL,r': <21 l"r ln lo.Q'-"- u\>;')_ 

ht vice  (;/" Hu fad ¡¡Mí Hie existing n>annfoe!i<; c-rs in Mexn-o o\ " 
already prodm-mg utmost nil the requirements of A.C.   sq/di.-e! 
cc^c iv-htchr- voters vpio 200 HP,   tiic mihimum size Joy //.•/* //, m 
was /u/Vt ii as 2..-1 IIP,   and the  smalla  si¿a> nere excluded from :/.• 
act-¡H: of Htiv study.    A  small part of the donoud in the ram;e ?<>! 
to 12:>(> ¡IJ> of A. C.   squirrel it>ge motors (ilCIT.  I a aboie) is bei». • 
hid by lui'.'   of lue Kxiv/iug motor ma 'tifativ<. e y s      Besides,   fr>> 
com pardee^ ere produci;.; A.C.  generators i-pto 2(;0 MW (ifem(iii) .-..V 
Most if the other type* o.td .-izes of molo     ari generators are'bei,, 
mar.afcf!: re/I as at pi\ . at and these requl emails are cm ed b\ 
imports. 

12.2     In view of the large variations in the use of elect rie m»'nrs 
oeer a ¿rido s/>ce!¡ un of industry and the absence of s\  ;• 'tane data o:i 
internal prediction,  ¡»¡porti-,   etc.,  the preparano/ 'of demand proie*:ti.>ns 
prore-: io be a difficult ¡hak.    A aired approwh hod to be mad:' te majo: 
indue:rf•-,• to ascertain.by discussions,   their future plans,  projections ui.d 
the Icelhtica'i praclid fol loie ed Ly litem  in the use of electric 'mohms. 
Some export data published by die "U.S.   Pepar im cd of Commerce,Leñan 
of (he ÍVv':;/sr nnvc been of seme limited use.     P\  pûtlIni- to--ether uì! 

I relevan! information,  however,  a fairly realistic ersessmenl of dcimmd aj 
I of IV;.*   i.-'ts able lo be mude.    Further projection am'o llJ¿;> ¡/as been made 

by applying a Vri rc.'e of growth in Vm   with the erergy growth raie of ,',\. 
I CF1Ì.     Coruu-ts ?-;>rc also   made with 12 major ind>>ery group*.  i!;j'im¡Í:- 

ttwt one, being J'FMEX.   CFE,  Hydraulic Resources Pep',  and the Railwj^< 
(diesel-electric),  «,«< suburban transport systems,   besides maior industries 

I snch as steel,  cement,   sugar, pulp and paper,  mining.,   chemicals,  etc. 
1 fairly accurate dtt'm on motor and generator requirements teas provided by 
I Petróleos Mexicans (PEMEX) for their wide range of activities.    An inten- 

tant item of demand refers to motors and generators for drilling riqs,  ihr" 
manufacture of which has now been initialed in Merico.    The CFE alio 
I furnished fairly detailed data on their need of large and medium motors and 
auxiliary drives for the next six ve:trs.     The Hydraulic Resources Uf.pt. 
also indicated some approximate data on their future demand against majur 

I projects.    The diesel-locomotive manufacturing project (CNCF) may require 
substantial quontiiies of A. C.  generators and D. C.   motors for their pro- 
jected programme starting with 40 locomotives in J976 increasing to GO 
in WHO.    The organisation for the underground urban transport ßlctro) in 

I Mexico City also indicated their requirements for their future expansion 
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pJans.    Reasonable assumptions were also able to be made in respect 
of the sled,  cement, sugar, paper,  chemical and mining industries. 
Demand of c general nature from Social Security Department,  and all 
other industries such as construction,  heavy engineering and other 
industries was assessed in an overall manner, as a percentage of the 
aggregate demand of the specific industries.    In addition   to ¿he range 
of 200-10,000 ffP/hW motors and generators included in the. above Hans, 
an overall assessment of motors below 200 HP (of type-  not being made 
in Mexico) was also made on the basis oj export statistic     oj the U.S. 
Department of Commerce.   This excludes local production of A. C. squirrel 
cage motors in this ruugc, ivhich is nearly self-sufficient. 

I 
I 
I 

12.3     The final assessment of lite murici for molrr-i and generators 
emerged us folloivs in the pre-investment slutly: 

TADLE   Xa.  IX 
Domestic      Markets for motors &m,,ge}¡cratpr£ 

' Ï£!"L 
1974 

A.C.  and D.C.   moto, s-IIP 

A. C. am* D. C. gencrators-kW 

0. 72 million 

0.37 million 

IIP/kW 
lit'SQ " 

1.54 million 

0. 84 million 

On a 9% assumed annual rate of growth, the demand in 198H teas 
projected at about 2.37 million HP for motora and 1.29 million kW for 
genera tors. 

12.4     There are, at present,  à^ven important manufacturers of 
electric motors in Mexico of whom only three are making,  in a limited 
way, motors above 200 HP,  but have plans to enlarge their production. 
One of them has gone upto 1250 HP squirrel cage motors and has the 
capability to produce upto 3000 HP motors.    None of them, however, 
is making even small sizes of synchronous or D. C.  motors nor Ita ve they 
any definite plans as of now.    Two companies are currently making A. C. 
generators upto 200 kW. in limited numbers and are planning to increase 
their sites to 750 kW. 

12.5     On the basis of weighted average prices per HP/kW (as per 
1974 prices), the total market is estimated in sale value as follows: 

I 
i 
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A.C. and D.C mol m s 202 

A.C. and Jì.C.  generators i:>5 

Total 327 
=•.=-—•— 

Total value in million pesos 
1974 1980 

444 

27±_ 

718 

After deduci¡;ig the value of anticipated lo^al production (based 
on al proximate estimates), the projected g;:p in production capacity as 
of VJljO will be us follows: 

A. C.  and D. C.   motors 

A. C.  and 1). C.  generators 

Total 

345 million pesos 

2M      » »' 

559 million pesos 

The above gup of 559 million pesos would p -ovule a very m   yiaìe 
base for establishing new manufacturing cojHtcily in the next ¿ or 3 years. 

12.6     The total gap for both motors and generators may be consider 
ed as an integrated whole, as the two products require similar techuoiinv 
and production facilities.   About 85% of the gap (amounting to 475 mill ton 
pesos) can be covered by load manufacture by creation of new facilities 
by the eiul of 1977,  which would result in full production in about five 
years thereafter.    It was estimated in the pre-inveslmenl study, that the 
capital investment for a single project of this scope would amount to count 
220 rnilli'm pesos plus, a working capital itpto 100 million pesos ut ¡he stage 
of full production.    As it is considered unlikely t'nal a cingle entreprcnauriai 
enterprise would und er lake an investment of ttie above magnitude in this 
sector,  it tvas considered that a more practical alternative would be to 
support at least two project, which would total ttpto the above overall invai 
ment and production capacity. 

12. 7    An important segment to be covered is D. C. motor/generator 
of all sizes.    The programme for D. C. motor manufacture for the diesel 
locomotive, requires special administrative action.    The D. C. motors for 
drilling rigs come under the same scope of manufacture and could also be 
token up for production as early as possible.    Even though the demand for 
large machines (4000-10,000 UP) in Mexico is not large in comparison 
with other countries,  it would be advantageous to take them up for early 
manufacture even with a loiv livvel of integmtion to start with.   Along with 

I 
I 
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I 

a new enterprise,   it wouhì also be worthwhile to indurle repair ami 
scrnc. facilities.     The ¡mee structure of the existing manufacturers 
of sum! und r,e«mm viators is about 2J<t higher Uiau U.S.   Icrcts and 
in tue ease of law r motors,   this differential is much hivher.   »uri»» 
Lie next Jive to fen year period jelicn this industry will hnve lo ex burnt 
to cover a wnhr range u„d oi^ee sius,i! n.nx   require price supplii 
of about the same many /,, niC r,.!hl  „f?XCs   ./.,.,,., „,., econouüc¿ ' • 

'"in        /.'•,'       i?..       . -J 
JI'H i  < ../•• ••;••.-.,,« u.     y,. dili- scale irould no! lee,: e> ¡>on ejjoyis 

arc lively io he should van iron, cany stages,  p^tiire resm      „,..- ,•v io oe 
realised only eficr 5 yea, s mnl en c.xp»r' terge! nf lh\> increasing to 
;->,  cj tue existing end additional motor and ¿ocrai,,- prodaeilon op- 
pears practicable thereafter. 

7rn -n*      Vlf VCry UirgC SiZC W*•-'''«*-*  in  the ransc of 75 MW io 
i Vii,}' !<S(,<Uor power veni roí io.i /.,, therm»! and wrleu.- fiorar «•/."•'•'CM. s 

of Uh nere excluded frou, the pre-investment si dy.    It was coushliid 
[M tins should Joy», a subject of separale study und if considerad «arum 
ically fcasdde   lor mann, •einre.   oue of the exil.;:,g m,,in,urturers of ,,„..• 
tor-generators could be encamped to expand their opera!ions lo cover 
the large geucraion. jor power plants in due course. 

In re s !n/_ n ifJirop o : ? ' ioj_rs_ 

" 12.9     Follar ht;; earlier explóralo)y nero!knions,  a reputa >uun-,u.- 
tttrer jroìit dap-.n submitted a proposai m Iute 1977 for the manufaclu-c e' 
Ai.   indue! > m maors in tue range of .'.'co cwu) }u>" (belìi    s¡ uir'c'  -•' •- 
and synchronous type) and A.C. 'gcucr<>lcrs ufdo /:,OfÌk\V "''These V'V 
poseis were further ¿hboraUd by mid H>?r> in ;;u  ligi! of a nñúwer'vf 
suggestions made by t¡;e group.     The Japanese   .-v.,;,/»/,,,. )lf!rc since &•:<•<••* 
into a>. .zrraugauen! with an important Mrxiean   comh-vn',  ;.•//// «  -/c;¡   ¿/ 
W ap« joint project,  «inch vould also include KAF1KSA equity partie)} .fü- 
llte total capital investment is envisaged at Ps.H! million pesos'and *nlc* 
are projected at Ps^milliou pesos by IMO.     A  revised,  final promut i, 
the Ughi of recent discussions between the d parties is expected sho>;>v 
In the nicamvhie   an equally detailed proposal has been received trom'l.e 
of the major U.S.   companies in this field for the manufacture,   in Mexico 
of asynchronous motors through 10,000 IIF,   synchronous molors of ceuivàhw 

ZL?\?rall!Tf TV- D\C" UlCtoy!t'   iVOUml r«for A- C- »"tors and ,p, ,/W Purpose of equivalent physical sizes.     This proposal has also been ¿he rc*uV 
of prolonged ncgol'athms with the rxwo-NA FIX Croup ex tendivi* o>cr a 
Period of over J year.   The negotiations nere inilmilv Iahen up in Mexico 
followed'by detailed discussions regarding the projee'l concept and Ihn (ein, s 
of collaboration m the  company's hcad-ymrtcrs in the IKA.  and ibc-cX" 
Tú',!""0*!•' , "¿«revised proposal of this Company envisages a to'iil 
capital meesbuent of Ps 200 million pesos,   uhile sales are expected to reach 

1 
1 
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''sUltì million pesos hy J9s~<>,     Details rcyarohi;; ihr joint radere and 
1cthu.*l"¿-y  Uccise   í/'./rtr:,::: hare bee:: di.;ce-sa  fri:!: :é\h¡l!S,\   recently 
•_"•'•'«<<•' i'-c ab(>'t   if o é-'u! i.eìs jor .s,;.. ",,ii>  ,:h   ¿-  i:.:j):>,- uetv m>Viiuf\ei tr- 
ine   fnciiiiy  in Med- :> .;,Y.  /)• iìfx).',•/-'' /,-*   <(ì',j,-y consideyelior '••/" •j::<>:!:t 
ÌS < M ; /r<i 'V ' cc-ii ::>i,t, i '  ¡/.ci :.u('''fi»   no   'wri'cij-ffiv;]- in a juin!  'e-u'arc 
for ilu   >,niii!!ì<u e: e   e/   luì,:c-sL-e //:í.' :.*r.v ;.///; <•/ Ài exit-:n m<>»:{foc!urt ì 

'.''••'/> ...ò  IV/òI/ ina <;Oó./.:¿4*JI.'.* 
",;        *    :   >    t       /    ' i   • f 1       Í !        'il". 

í<-<*'*/• -   ;I'I;U '{.ssiti. \   , . 

T',,.  r r: •;•'")-:••.• wv. 
r' 

',••,'   /w   '/.' />'  , t '•," : 

1C. 1(>     I! , .,,' *.t   M ,.,//.*,;,,, //a< ooticv 1ì.\it  /.'.•.' j;ros/)ccii; ¡<>r iv.i\'si 
wen!s tu ihi,   u.i :..•(•!„}• are eo y promi-.'.v-,      ;';y ,,<></ h>r<;e,   bidh  r, e 
major >i,v f>yoa-< ' ; ,(  ue.eìs 1-nee acce;' al /,'v /. ',/,•<"  estimai ru  ie ','<.? 
Ì'/'L_   '.'''• ';'"<;"p;   •  ;-\'   /;/''-'-.;.' '/Vf y /,<<"• niryihi, j-:\-h:i.es ì;R tu rtuitul 
•'ri"'"'"'1""       /'//• ,\: /.s   iiiiiouot^iily ,a cti  MV  M/   /..••. .s     o;h'   ina)or vvi  ¡yo,   e' 
Ù,,;['[;    <!'¡"-^^>     •'•»''tu    he   /.-   ««;.«..-•:.'{•»-   ,;,<;,,-;    „v  ../>-,/,,/y   uhidlC^-  /.;v;^,... 
/.'.7S   /,,.'     ,V„.s/   r..,-,,';',-..  )1SÌCC   u// (/,,(•    /,;   /;'>->).,•    ,V   hì'-c!Ì)ìil   lìOìììCr-     •    ;V- 
<?';»'^.'."».-/.-   .'•*/ .-\ . r/.':,V,v. rw..v;V ìV/NV;,/';/,.  ,.     :   „  /,, W^ V /»„<',   ..««. ',•/ 

^'•'-'^   ••'•'<*•'  ;;-!'   '-'"''   '^•'•-.:   r/;«/ ¿v,,,^-,;.  6,,    .•„•«•    7,   t'i>„,,W..-.V.V  .;/ 
''•''•''•' <   •••••••      /..'r .//»:.•/  ;v-.'^/ .7/ Jay,,;. A,/;,„?.,  /.-,• /./.•t-/l- /y lahe fil-ucc it.   'he 
near ji.: ¡re n-.id ¡.   ..>• /• .//Li/ /,v,/ e,-., (.(,;•,•, r;/,"r.-s..     /  ^.-i, /;i: //,./,--,».     .i.v  ,,:- 
";';' ^;7;-"'  /'>•'•"<- ••-•/  e ;< •/>.:.;;?; •    r.\/'(')->;/(»..' ;;/  r¿;.- e • :-:!h;^ fnc>ìilv  w Mcxi'  •. 
Ha    a::;,) de e: ,   s  e: eyy axonyr:, ;:r;!t.tis  there ;>;,;dd 'ìnuiouhir. •'/•.   /-.   ,v.'- 
^cr .;/•   •? rxj-.tnii-.ì,:;.-.  ,;; jarl,   il  r ueìd In   yeus^iunU   to (\¡K-(Í ¡hai at  !t\t-I 
tico <•',::•:• do.;:es;-f ¡frtn.-jodueers oj  nio/ors  m (he   snetìce jv/v.-y-.s,   n'ho 
'"'•'•;;   ""'•••'•-••    '•'   l'.S.     i\-i//;../..',...•. ,,     H;<H{,¡   ,,¡yf,   ¡.ufo.    •,,..    f.,U,¿lm, /,>,/ ',   ,-/,'   ,,..,,;, 

^<; .'.^/ //<;//; /:,.;. ;,;•,-,:«,• i(,n ,r,.; tc;!>,:oio;éeui :;../;,  (i- //,./.; ir.ifiorha'it :;w,t; 
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.73. ?.        ÌIV///  //:,   ,::rotrr::: (l:i.¡,¡;i:! jov !>o,-< cht!»  insi:-:eors front ti» h\ 
hl>wtmh    ,t ws^„siderea necessary .0 camice  (he i>ossddliìiee of »aJ 
jactare of such iv-nh<iors in tin. h=<d:cr ra»»cr     Accorda; ìy   a h-c-hne-' 
meni study rras talen ufi Ihru^h un UhUlJO ,-,./,:;/ dvriw< Noè. U>7d-Fcb. if 
Al presen ,  cal electrical porcelain ¡teu.s ahoee ;;;.;-> h\\ are imported. 
Two existing manufacturers, J USA and P!\co,   manufacture insulators for 
tmismiSMon lines ufdo Hi.o UY.     The CÏJ-   is ¡he principal purchaser of 
lnult-vottajre nmtla/ors cMcwh,^ over ïor, of domestic demand ¡rit/, the ' 
Lomxi-.na de Luz y  t'uvr.-.u covering most of the hehnee.     The prc-iner^i 
ment stady  wdua!-d.i; a  ,.;, project tea, sei afi,   flue could bo planned ,",;• 
fw annual output of orouv.n lêo million pesos (IV?J prices') durine jas:. 7 
and rising to 200 million theruijier.    Á new filan/,   vil!, hTubovctlac^ 

mdially and rismg to .Z-ï million pesos ¿il .<>  y.ays for machinery and -ae 
tory secrice* alone.     The produel ltiîx si^estedjJ- sachant Zs'  " 
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a) suspension type disc insulators,  b) post insulatitrs,   c) transformer 
bushings, ri) porcelain enclosures for circuii-breakers and switchgear 
and for liriiiniug arrestürs,  etc.     The pre-ini cstmenl study made an 
analysis of material requirements,  approximate production costs our! 
sales vrdue,  besides an assessment of raa  mi ferial availability in ike 
country 

13.2   'fht. pre- investment study was followed by a detailed market 
analysis for each type of insulator by :'. XAWs.    eugi;:urs in the group, 
working under the i,;ipcr,'sion c.f I„g.   Vila.     77. .'j no,, a detailed and 
painstaking exercise and coverei the market possibilities exhaustively and 
proved to be very useful in the course of m goliat tens. 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Investment Propositions : 

13. 3.    While the pre-invcstment study tras still under preparation, 
exploratory negotiations were undertaken by (he. VN1DO/XAFIN Group und 
IVSA representatives with one of Hie major US.   manufaclvrers of insula 
tors.      The plant headquarters woe visilcd in this connection  by the Group 
und, after some initial reluctance,   the U.S.   coii!-'>mry has developed consid- 
erable interest in participating in a major expansion of 1USA facili fies Joy 
insulalot piüdnciion,   with a view to cover the py.'ncip'd Hems of domestic 
demand.    Detuned negotiations have taken place ¡,; a scries of inerti,:»s in 
Mexico between /USA,   the U.S.  company- and JAJJXSA.    The total atiai 
tional capital investment envisaged is ps150 m ill in pesos and it is pro- 
jected ¡hai s»les by 19S0 would be of the order of ps 200 million peso*, 

13,4.     With a relatively ihm'fed domestic market,  there may not be 
room for more than one major projet.    Since the negotiations bet^ven 
IVSA and their prospective n S. partners are already for advanced,   this 
appears la be the most satisfactory approach. 

Hydro Turbines: 

14.1.    With renewed emphasis on hydroelectric power generation during 
the last 3 years, it was considered necessary to review the possibilities of 
manufacturing such turbines in Mexico.    Accordingly,  an expert from UNÜX) 
undertook the preparation of a pre-investment study in this regard from 
Oct. 75.    The study lias been completed in the lest weak of Jan. 1976. 
The principal features of the study are tlutt (a) hydro-electric power 



would increase from 3900 MW in 1975 to 13300 MW in 1985 and 
23000 MW by  the  year 20G0 which  ivould more or  less fully covey 
the hydro potential of the country (b)  un estimated invest ment of 
over Ps  02000 million  ivould be required oner the next 25 years 
for  such a generation  programme,   (c) the  resource needs for 
turbine equipment  alone,  for such a  prolamine ivould he  of the 
order oj Ps   7J 00    million &   (d)  ¡he turbines  required would be 
mostly of the Francis  type,  with  capacities   running  between 60 
to 300 MW. 

14.2 The above projected requirements of hydro turbines 
is  considered adequate for underlaying production  of euch  iurbiv.es 
in Mexico.   The demand  , in tenus  of value,ranges from  Ps 1880 
million for 1978-80 to Ps 440 million pesos during 1980-85 (at 
1 974-5 prices).   Though the demand would not be unduly high, a   re- 
quirement     of around Ps  500 million  annually during 1980-85 would 
Provide an adequate demand base for a medium-size production  unit. 
The absence of such  manufacturing facilities would necessitate the 
continuing import of turbines as at present. 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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• 14.3 There is considerable manufacturing capacity in Mexico 

for medium &  heavy fabrication work.  Plants such as the Industria 
1 del Memo  (Qucretaro) &  Melalver  (Veracruz) have substantial 
• fabrication capability.   Despite  this,   however,  almost the  pulire 

.requirement of turbines in Mexico lias   been met by imports.  Apart 
I from lack of specialised know-how & experience hi   ruch manufacture, 
* the  machining facilities available with  the major fabricators is 

fairly  United and    would, for  the most part, be inadequate for 
I hydraulic turbine   manufacture.   Most  of the  major fabricators also 

have fairly full order-books at present & with the present growth 
«trends in  timchiuery & fabrication demand,  there is likely  to be 

considerable constraint in overall capacity.   io the  extent  timi 
surplus production capacity is available for peiiods of time, such 
(capacity cav.  be  utilised through sub-contrae lin g bui il appears 
necessary that a new manufacturing facility for turbine production 
should be set up  in Mexico, with adertitele machining facilities & 

- necessary technological support.   Quality machining would particu- 
I larly be required for heavy parir, and components of hydraulic 

turbines such as runners, runner hubs, labyrinth rings, sliaft 
- protection housing,   turbine discharge rings,   head  covers,   turbine 
I thrust bearings,   gaie  meciianism  etc. 

(14.4 In view of internal de matul Ifrojeclions during 1980-85 
it is considered  tliat the proposed plant should have an initial fabri- 
cating &  machining capacity of about 163,000 produci ion hours/ 

I 

i 
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annually during an initial piia?c of 3-4 years, going upto over 185,000 I 
in  terms of annual production hours durimi «   second phase of 5 ' 
ymrs,  extending uplo  1985,  &  upto 220,0 00 amwal production hour* | 
durait: a long-term  third  phase.   The total investment on such  a nei» " 
facility   is   estimated to be Ps 122 million for Hie first two planes 
& goin<r upto Ps 170 million  (1 974-5 prices)  in  the final phase. | 
Domes tic integration could incrcas e from  38%   in  the first pause to * 
50% by 1HS5 & over  75%   in  the third phase.   Estimated sales an 
projected to rise  from Ps   72 million  bv  Ili80 to Ps 114 million   in I 
the  second phase upto  1985 &  Ps 164 million   in the third phase. " 
Gross   profil   is esiimated at over 10.8% on  equity,   assumili« a 
debt-equity ratio of 1.1.                                                                  n I 

14.5        It is necessary  to emphasise  that   Uw above production 
ù investment estimates for a new manufacturing facility would be I 
modified considerably   if the manufacturing facilities proposed are " 
undertaken by nay oí expansion. II is not possible to estimate the 
order  of investment  required for substantial  expansion of one of I 
the  existing facili lies.   It   must also be stressed thai a major marni- ' 
factvnng jacility of the type pi-oposed which   would luive a fairly 
large  range of heavy metal-cutting machine  tools, would not  be 1 
circumscribed in its  production programme  by   ¡he demand for hydro ' 
turbina; &  components  alone.    While these would constitute the 
base production load far  such a production facility, the plan'  cotdti 1 
obviour.ly manufacture  a  wide ra^c of mechanical equipment à   com- 
ponenLs   ,  particularly those requiring extensive machining operations 
With the present gap in quality machining cal*acity iv Mexico,   <?>"-/; I 
a plant would have considerable scope for taking up manufacturing  ac- 
tivilws   oilier than Hydro   turbines & their major compounds. 

Power   fíoilQft: I 
,    w*   .    t  *Vhlle fa/*c industrial type boilers are being manufactured I 
in Mexxo by three major vumpanies   with fairly large production faci- 
lilies,  besides some other plants producing smaller industrial boilers . 
& package boilers, the  requirements of high  pressure boilers for I 
power stations still continue to the largely met through imports 
The CFE,  who arc the only purchasers of such power boilers Juive • 
demand for individual unit sizes ranging earlier from 37 MW to I 
Ì50AIW but noiv largely for 300 MW units.      While such power 
boilers are presently ordered on foreign manufacturers, the latter i 
use domestic production facilities to the extent convenient by way I 
of subcontracting. 

I 
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15.2 The  ratability of domestic production of power boilers 
depends   on projected demand for such  boilers over the  next  15 - 20 
years which .   in  tum,   depends on the de matul for fossil-fired 
electricity generating   stations,   in a  techno-econome   -truly convicted 
through an  UM DO specialist  in 1974, it was  estimated  uiut   iborm»i 
power generation   through   fossil-fired stations   would  he of the order 
of 1200^ MW annually  up to 19S2-1980 &   about 90o M',V  during J<H»>. 
2000   hi   view,  however,   of the greater  emphasis no v  being <Jven 
to  hydro   power  ¡ten era Hon,   this  estímete may  have to be reduced 
to  ¡mo M\V annually  upto l9!>o, which h ivevcr     still constitutes a 
sizeable   internal demand. 

15.3 While power  boilers  as  such   have   not  been  Produced 
in  Mexico,   two major   manufacturers have delivered high-pressure 
boiler   equipment  to CFE.   Both these companies arc  subsidiaries 
of repu'c't  internatio-ml   boiler  manufacturers,   viz M/S Babcocks 
&  Combustion  Engineering.   A   third  major manufacturer ,   who  also 
lias:  the equipment for in'oduclion  of high-pressure boiler parts  is 
¡tensed by  M/S   Foster Wheeler.   The  techno-economie   survey relieved 
tue  ex istiuo product ioti   capacity in these three   major plants   in terms 
of man-hours &   concluded that there would be  a considerable   »a,, in 
production capacity     if power  boilers upto 300 MW    were  t,i he under- 
taken for manufacture   in Mexico. Such a  capacity (np  could -*W>rr 

be  covered  by  the establishment of a new faci lily or throiuh substan- 
tial expansion of one   of the existing plants. 

15.4 It was  estimated that  a vviv manufacturing faci lit y  wìi/ctt 
could (ah e  up  production  of high-pressure boilers up to  300 MW ¿< 
also nuclccr parts   &   components over a   period  of ¡i,.u> for   lite 
nuclcor power generation  programme,   would  be. around  Ps ln:¡   million 
pesos  (1973 prices) spread over a  4 - year period.   Such a  punt 
would require  relatively  assured  orders   for 2 x 300 M\\> power 
boilers annually  over   the period from 1976  lo  I9t¡5  ,   besides  some 
tn dustnal  boilers & naslc  heat equipment     and nuclear equipment . 
the production of which would commence from   1978-8.   The  above' 
projected  investment ivodd not cover the   manufacture of heavy 
boiler drums,   as  this may  not be justified in view of the limited 
demand but would cover production of irres eure  parts,  headers, 
economisers,   superheaters & reheatcrs,  membrance walls, waste- 
heat equipment &   nuclear componéis overa  phased schedule.  Il 
was estimated tliat,   the  new project would be quite viable with an 
internal rate of return   of around 17% even  ivWi a price differential 
of 12,i (against 15% normally provided for domestically  produced 
equipment), provided the order-book ivas not  substantially reduced. 
There would undoubtedly  also be good export prospects as such a 
plant, should be internationally competitive  in tlw Latin American 
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markets at least, within a five year period. 

15.5 The investment promotion activities in this sub-sector 
§o far have largely concentrated on the pos s iblity of expanding one 
of the existing plants to cover the high range of boilers for power 
stations. After considerable negotiations by  the UNIDO-NAFIN Group 
a Proposal has  been received from one of the major boiler enter - 
prises for substantial expansion.  The proposal envisages addili jnal 
capital investment of the order of Ps 47 million over the next 3 years. 
This proposal is  under consideration in NAFINSA &  it is hoped that 
a final decision can be taken shortly. 

16.1        From the above analysis,  it will be seen that,  not 
only has the necessity for developing manufacturing capacity in respect 
of heavy electrical equipment been fully recognised by the UNIDO - 
NA FIN Group but very considerable progress lias been made in pro- 
moting a number of projects for such manufacture.   The additional 
capital investment envisaged together with the present stage of 
mese projects is indicated in the table below. 

TABLE No. X In million pesos 

Proiec ted additional inves tment/        in electrical equipment manufacture 

Subsector Projected additional 
investment  

a) Transformers 
Project I (New) 
Project II (Expansion) 

b) Circuit-breakers 
Project (New) 

c) EUctric Motors a Generators 
Project I (New) 
Project U (Expansion) 

4) Porcelain insulatort- 
Project (Expansion) 

a) Boilers for power stations- 
Project (Expansion) 

fi Myère Turbines - 
Project (Now) 

150 
103 

60 

200 
30 

50 

ITO 

Stage of negotiations 

Under negotiation 
Under negotiation 

In final negotiation 

In final negotiation 
Under negotiation 

In final negotiation 

Under negotiation 

To be considered 

Total      Ps. 810 million 
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16.2        While the above manufacturing programme would go a 
long way to neet Mexico's principal requirements of major electrical 
equipment,   the growth pattern of electricity generation tvill necessi- 
tate constant review of equipment requirements, as also the possi- 
bilities of increased domestic manufacture.   Some of the additional 
categories of electrical equipment which need to be considered in 
ike near future are a} large turbines,   b) large generators and 
c) nuclear components. In respect of high-pre s sure steam turbines, 
it is anticipated tliat the CFE's requirements  may extend to 500 MW 
in a few years.  It was earlier considered by the UNIDO Group that 
turbines for power stations would not be ab*e to be manufactured 
economically in Mexico for some time. However,  if CFE embarks 
on a significant programme for nuclear power generation, as is 
being contemplated,  it may be pc>ssible   to liave an added demand 
for turbines,  which may not be very significantly different in designs 
from conventional turbines,  though of larger size.  The possibilities 
of undertaki.ig turbine manufa dure could be revived     in such a 
context. In resttect of large generators also, the possibilities tvill 
need to be reconsidered if a major programme for nuclear power 
generation is mule taken.  Such manufacture could also be combined 
with tliat of large   turbines o/ could be process :d as a subsequent 
expansion of a major plant for manufacturing motors and generators. 
As regards nuclear comp'ments, it may be pointed out tlutt, while 
a nuclear reactor is undoubtedly highly sophisticated equipment,  about 
50-60% (by value) of its peripli eral components and auxiliary equip- 
ment (such as pressure vessels,  steam generators, piping,  etc) 
could be undertaken for manufacture in Mexico, with an appropriate 
technology license and design and engineering support. It would be 
useful to undertake a pre-investment study of the possibilities in 
this regard, in view of the nucear generation programme under 
consideration in Mexico. 
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V.    POSSIBILITIES POR MANUFACTURING MXHANICAL 
EQUIPMENT CCOMMDN-IBE ITEMS)  IN MEXICO 

I 
I 
I 

17.        While there lias been considerable manufacturing growth of 
a wide range of small and medium-size meclianical equipment in 
Mexico in recent years,   the production gap in relation to internal 
demand ts also tending to iticrease,  particularly in respect of more 
i!s?*C?t?i and nmchinery Products.     The principal production gaps 
identified in respect of mechanical equipment of common-use are 
a) machine tools, b) steam turbines for industrial use,  c) pumps 
compressors and centrifuges and d) diesel engines.     In addition   a 
major bottleneck is developing in respect of infra-structure products 
particularly heavy and medium castings, forgings and gears and speed 
changers.    The possibilities of further manufacture in these fields are 
briefly examined hereinafter. 

Machine Tools 

18.1      The production of machine tools represent one of the most 
dynamic growth branches in the capital-goods sector in Mexico.   Internal 
demand for a wide range of machine tools has grown rapidly and imports 
of metal-working machine tools alone were of the order of Ps.2 186    — 
million during 1965-9 and Ps.3,796 million during 1970-4.    It is esti- 
mated that imports during 1976-80 would rise to Ps. 6,850 million during 
1976-80 and to Ps. 9,560 million during 1981-85 (both estimates on the 
basis of 1974 prices).     The above import projections imve taken into ac 
count not only normal expansion of some of the existing machine tool" 
production units,  but also the  likely production of a major new machine- 
tool plant being set up in San Luis Potosí.    Internal demand over the 
next decade is,  therefore,  likely to be over Ps. 1,500 million annually 
and is likely to constitute a major production gap during this period. At 
the sa me time, it also provides a very significant opportunity for growth 
and expansion of manufacturing facilities in this field. 

* J?'2 . 1** VMDO/NAFINSA  Group prepared preliminary projections 
of Internal demand initially in 1973.    It was assessed at that time that 
total internal demand by 1980 would be Ps.1,400 million, of which     - 
P*.942 million would be for metal-cutting machine tools such as lathes, 
nHUing machines, grinding machines, drilling machines,etc., while 
Ps. 458 million would be for metal-forming machine tools.   As against 

I 
I 
II 
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this,   it was projected tliat domestic  production  by 1980 would be only 
Ps.410 million,  leaving a gap of Ps.99 0 million  to be  covered by 
imports.   It  was  considered  that  the  range of production of existing 
units  were  very  limited.     For  the   metal -cutting tool categories,   there 
were 10 domestic enterprises,   besides  the new   company,   Fábrica Na- 
cional,  but  both  in  terms of range and overall production,  the  existing 
facilities fell Jar short of demand.      As for  metal-forming machine tools, 
there  is  alreatly  considerable   production   of categories likely  to have 
substantial  demand in  the next few  years  and consequently'there is limit 
ed scope for (uiditional domestic   manufacture.     About 15  companies  arc~ 
producing  me tal-forming toots   such  as  hydraulic  presses,  bar cutters, 
guillotines,   bending  machines and  the li he.     Domestic production is esti- 
mated  to  increase to Ps.JOO million  by 19$<> against a  total  projected 
demaiul of aroiud Vs. 750 million   (1971  prices).    A  considerable propor 
Hon of this figure would be  repi-cscnied by  sophisticated,   special type ~ 
machines  which may not be  economically   liable to produce in Mexico. 
Expansion programmes of the  existing undertakings would,   hotvevcr,  cover 
at least Ps.50 million of the  shortfall in  this  machine tool subsector. 

I 
I 
I 
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18.3       The  machine-tool categories  offering the most scope for local 
manufacture  were parallel centre  lathes,   milling machines grinding ma- 
chines,   drilling machines,de.   The afvw categories arc,   hotvevcr, fairly 
broad and need       o be analysed in greater detail.    Simultaneously, with 
the work of the Q-oup, two other separate studies relating to machine- 
tools were also cornine ted during this period.    One of these studies 
constituted the  basis of establishment of Fábrica Nacional de Máquinas — 
Herramientas   (FANAMIIER) which has  since undertaken the production of 
certain categories of parallel lathes and milling machines,   with  techno- 
logical collaboration of a  Yugoslav machine-tool manufacturer.     The 
second study broadly concluded that the other suitable categories for domes 
He manufacture would be turret lathes  (tornos revolver),   surface grinding' 
machines  (rectificadores de superficies) and single-spindle automatics 
(tornos automáticos monohusillo).        Following this study, negotiations 
have been under way between another department of NAFJNSA and a major 
machine-tool manufacturer in the  UK over the last 3 years,   but witliout 
any final decision so far. 

18.4      A  more detailed survey of internal demand and production 
Possibilities for various machine tool categories was undertaken bv tiie 
Group in 1974 through an UNIDO specialist.    This toas followed by an 
«M/ys is of the import data by some of the NAF1NSA counterpart staff 
and thereafter by a further review conducted in the latter part of 1375 
by Oie UNIDO expert.    This survey (1974-5) nos fairly detailed and the 
field mvestigaHons covered the principal industrial users,  besides the 
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existing manufacturing units, ivith the exception of the FANAMHER 
plant.    The principal conclusions of the survey were as follows; 
in so far as the principal me tal-cutting categories are concerned. 

18'5     Centre lathes:    It is considered that maximum annual 
demand would be for centre tallies of low price and relatively simple 
design principally from educational and technical institutions and from 
small jobbing and repair workshops.    The demand for this category is 
anticipated at over 550 units annually constituting about 50% of total 
demand of such lathes.     This demand lias been partly covered by exist 
ing production (about 2 00-250 units annuallv) and partly by imports,  which 
would gradually be replaced by FANAMHER production.    Overall imports 
for centre lathes for the period 1969 to 1972 indicated a decime from 
1430 to 790 units for these years respectively.     However, 1025 lathes 
were imported in 1973,   indicating a rising trend again.     It is projected 
that overall demand for centre lathes by 1980 would be for 1,500 units. 
The analysis of imports indicate maximum imports from the USA (93 units 
in 1971 and 110 units in 1974) though total imports from the socialist 
countries in Europe was  the highest in 1974 (121 units).    However, 
imports from LAFTA  countries also rose considerably and it is assessed 
that 55.7% of lathe imports in 1973 were from this region and principally 
from Brazil.    As against the above demand projection, domestic produc- 
tion in the 4 principal manufacturing units could achieve a leva of about 
1600 units, particularly in view of the announced production programme 
of the FANAMHER plant.    However, though total manufacturing capacity 
may be adequate in terms of units,  it is considered likely that there will 
continue to be a gap in terms of user requirements and preferences, 
particularly for h eavier machines in this category.     Most of the existing 
manufacturing capacity relates to relatively light machines -below 10 IIP- 
and even those models with ratings of 10 HP and more may not prove 
acceptable from the viewpoint of user preference.     It is also necessary 
to take export possibilities into consideration as there is no reason why 
such lathes cannot be manufactured in Mexico at internationally compet- 
itive levels.    Both in order to meet a growing internal demand for a 
high-quality and heavier centre lathe and in order to build up export capa 
bility, it is considered necessary that additional manufacture should be " 
undertaken of a reputed and high-quality lathe in the category of 10-30HP. 
and with dimension capacities of 300 mm and 600 mm diameter over bed 
and from 1 to 3 metres between centres.    It is assessed that demand 
for such a quality lathe would increase to about 300 units annually by 
1980,  besides exports, once tlie facility can produce at internationally— 
competitive levels.    Such a quality lathe would find application in tool- 
nwHng,  experimental and prototype production and special-purpose and 
relatively snmll-batch production in various industrial branches.    In order 
to ensure high quality production for the home market needs and for 
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export requirements, it is considered necessary that such production 
Should be undertaken in collaboration with a reputed international manu 
facturer,  whose product Ims a high degree of international acceptability 

18,6      Turret lathes:   In the 1974 survey, it had been estimated 
that the total demand for turret lathes would not exceed 250 units by 

1        1980 & that   this  would justify the domestic production of 200 units 
•        by that year.   This was in view of the imports of 192 & 144 machines 
Iin 1969 &  1972 respectively, a replacement rate of 3% on an overall 

population of 3500 units & after eliminating the projected requirements 
at the two extremes of usage.   In the 1975 review, lion e ver,  it was 
Iieen that 1974 imports of turret lathes amounted to 190 units, most 
of which could be covered within a limited range of production. Allo- 
wing for the development of export capability,   it is now considered 
that domestic production of 240 turret   lathes should be undertaken 

I       during 1976-8.  The  most popular    range would have  bar capacities of 
26 to 52 mm   (1 to 2 inches) while 2 or 3 other ranges could also 
be covered in different models. 

18,7      Automatic  lathes:    The range covered by this category 
Iis very wide & extetids to single &  multi-spindle units for either 

bar or chucking work,   besides hydraulic & electronic - control 
machines.   Difficulty is caused in assessing the import figures because 

I such imports are not sub-classified below the item 'automatic' lathes. 
An analysis of the 1972 estimates indicated that, out of 308 imported 
machines, 185 were of single ^spindle type while the remaining were 

I        multi ^spindle & other types.   Both  in view of the low demand & the 
high sophistication & investment needs,  multi-spindle & special pur- 
pose automatic machines would have to be postpc.udto  a later stage 
(Of machine tool production in Mexico.   Even in respect of the single- 
Spindle units,   it would be extremely difficult to compete with the 
Trûub machine, presently imported by Mexico from Brazil, & which 

1       covers about 15% of imports.   The single-spindle automatic machine 
is a fairly intricate machine tool & would pose certain manufacturing 
problems even if internal demand proved adequate.   The 1975 review 

(covered a detailed analysis of 1974 imports of 340 automatic lathes. 
It appears that this import classification covers a large variety of 
soptiisticated machines &  tliat it would be extremely difficult to group 

I       this wide range into a single pattern of economic manufacture   at 
Otis stage of development. In fact, despite the large number of machines 
imported under this classification, only about 100 of such machines 

I      would be of a type I  category which could be manufactured economi- 
1      Cëlly in Mexico at present.  It is accordingly considered that automatic 

machines, including single-spindle units, muy be considered for the 

I 
I 

i 
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next stage of machine tool development in Mexico, unless single-spindle 
machines are considered as part of a larger machine tool complexes 
was considered in one of the investment propositions. 

18.8      Milling  im chines:   Though   milling machines of certain 
models have been  included in the production range  of FANAMHER, 
these would not cover the overall internal    demand for such  machines. 
The number of units imported came  to  467 in  1973 & 3S2 in 1974. 
Of these, practically 90r¿   were of the   knee-type &,   of this  type,   about 
50% were of the  horizontal universal category.  Allowing for 3%  repla- 
cement of the  currad population of 5000  units & demand growth of 5%, 
the  projected demand for milling machines  would  be well over  450 
units  by  1980.   This  would be partially   covered  by the  FANAMHER 
production programme but would still leave room for a new project 
producing 200-226 high quality  machines annually.   Such a project is 
currently wide:- final negotiations  between NAFINSA  & an Italian 
machine  tool manufacturer.    The new project would manufacture  190 
machines  in 3   models of milling machines,   the Mo5u,   the Mn2 & 
the M  models,   ft is anticipated that the smallest  model, the Mo5u 
would have  to face  competition from the   FANAMHER model  FB301 
but this  is not  by itself,   objectionable.   It  may, lioivever,   be necessary 
for this project to review   its production programme & i aerease  the 
production of M No machines &   reduce  that of the M   model,   whose 
sales at the relatively higher prices necessary,  may  prove difficult, 
unless export capability is developed rapidly. 

18-9      Sliaping machines:    Though  the population of this  type of 
machine  tool has  reduced  considerably  in  the USA &   Europe, sliaping 
machines still constitute an important category „   particularly in countries 
such as  Mexico.   Annual imports increased by 8%  beUveen 1969 & 
1972,   ivith an  import of 245 units in 1972.   It is  likely that demand 
to this extent will continue for some time    The manufacture of shaping 
machines shouhi,   however,    be undertaken in conjunction ivith one or 
more other machine tool categories. 

18.10    Grinding machines:   Imports of grinding machines totalled 
262 units in   1972, with a grondi  rate  of 6% for the  period 1969-72. 
Allowing for replacements &  projecting a fairly constant demand growth, 
it is assessed tfiat annual demand by 1980 would be about 420 grinding 
units,  of which the  most popular category by far tvould be surface 
grinders.  This  category was  included in the proposed project with  the 
U.K.  firm but this has failed to materialise so far. 

§ 
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18.11    ^UhnL_machi^    The 1973  import fibres indicate a 
rapid growth in the donanti  for drilling machines, with 130V units 
being  »»ported, as  against Sif'j in 1972.   The increase ivas not onlv 
marked m respect of bench &   light  pillar  machines,  which couhl be 
covered  by  expansion  of existing  units  but also in respect  of the 
heavier  type oj radial &  column drilling machines.   This   category 
is likely  to generate enough demand  to justify  domestic manufac- 
ture of at least 500 units of various  types. 

*     1i\1
t
2    Tl!C ahove  bricf rcsume of machine tool manufacturing 

possibilities clearly  indicates that  this sub-sector can develop very 
rapidly in the  near paure.   Considerable interest ivas also displaced 
by a number of reputed, foreign machine tool  manufacturers for Par- 
ticipating in one or other project  in Mexico.  Apart from   the Pro- 
longed  negotiations   between NAFIXSA & the   U.K.  firm for the pro- 
duction of turret lathes,   surf ice grimlers&   single spindle automatics, 
exploratory *  prm  offers were received bv NAFIXSA for  (a) manu- 
tCIUZ °l      lCf- &   milh>lg machhie& fi• '*  reputed French   manufactu- 
rer (b) production of turret lathes from a major German & a  reputed 
V.S    manufacturer,   (c) production of milling  machines from  an Italian 
machine tool company   id) licensing of radial &   heavy drilling machines 
from an Italian manufacturer (c>  manufacture of shaping machines  from 
a German & a Sncdisn   company   (J)  manufacture    of sophisticated 
& high quality centre  lathes  from two U.S.   manufacturers.   Despite 
the extensive promotional activities  undertaken   by the UNIDO -NA FIN 
,K&

t !!ie Sltbsf(lìltially Positive response  received from a number 
of reputed foreign   manufacturers,  investment decision lias  proved to 
be difficult.   The only  project which  lias been negotiated to a final 
stage is  that of production of milling machines & involving a capital 
outlay of about Ps 90   million which  project ivas first mooted during 
the Investment Promotion Conference in Vietata  in Sept. 1973   In most 
of   he other cases,   it has not  been possible to effectively proceed 
with negotiations  because of the  uncertainty  regarding NÁFINSA's 
negotiations with  the U.K. company,covering three major categories 
oj machine tools, & the   comparative   uncertainty of FANAMHER's 
future  frogramme of p>-oduetion of new machine tool categories   While 
the earlier production  propwnme of FANAMHER  undoubtedly covers 
a major production  gap & would have a sigmficant impact on  machine 
tool production  m Mexico, it is essential that an early decision be 
taken as  to whether new machine tool projects are to be Promoted 
and encouraged or not.   The prolonged negotiations with the  U K   com- 
£?/ laL\also/cn

]
iied t0 «w down active promotional activities in 

nmnnviìyZr    1 St°ge °f exPl°ratory negotiations initiated by the 
UNWu-NAFIN Groip. 
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18.13     The question has been raised in discussions pertaining 
to the Capital Goods Programme, as to whether the development I 
of machine  tool manufacture should be promoted through only one 
complex or  perhaps tuo,   or whether a number of units should be . 
set up, each  specialising  in one or other machine tool category. I 
This issue  has to be considered on a pragmatic basis.   Technically, 
most or all of the 6 basic types of standard  me tal-cut ting machine m 
tools can  be covered in one  suitably designed complex.   This  may | 
not, however,   prove to be practicable or even desirable in the 
case of Mexico.   Firstly,   if capital participation by foreign  technology m 
suppliers  is considered necessary,  this  by itself would result in | 
indépendant &   separate fa cililics , such  as the  new company being 
promoted by NAFISSA  with Italian collaboration for the production m 
of milling-machines,   '¡he  expansion of such  a facility  to cover other | 
machine tool categories is a  matter in which the foreign partner 
would also  have considerable say.   Secondly ,the growth of major • 
complex necessarily involving the production  of various  machine I 
categories of different degrees of sophistication &  precision, may 
bring management & technological problems  in  its wake.  The | 
FANAMHER unit would,   in a sense,  be a major machine tool com- I 
plex for relatively simple  machines.   Once this  plant achieves its 
target ted production of 1100 centre lathes &   milling machines,   this I 
itself ivould bea signal achievement & to complicate this major effort I 
by adding additional sophisticated machine  tool categories  may not 
be desirable.   Thirdly,  for the appropriate development of skills, I 
it would be  more desirable for a complex to be allowed to grotv • 
gradually,  instead of being weighed down from the start.  Finally, 
considerations of resource  mobilisation would also make it easier I 
to promote 3 or 4 mterp rises, specialising in different machine • 
tools,  rather than one major complex. Such  enterprises can be 
promoted either independantly with NAFINSA   as in the case of the I 
milling tnachine project or by way of expansion of existing enter- • 
prises in Mexico. A list of such companies,  which have developed 
expertise in  such  manufacture & who are interested in substantial I 
expansion is enclosed at Schedule I   to this  chapter. In the circums- • 
tances mentioned above,   it is considered that the more appropriate m 
strategy for the growth of this key subsecter should be to (i) encou- I 
rage the grotvth of FANAMHER as rapidly as possible to achieve its * 
targetted production capacity of 1100 centre  lathes &  milling machines 
(ii) establish a new facility for theùroaiction of milling machine s, as I 
is already under fimi negotiation (Hi) promote a new project for 
which necessary collaboration is available for the manufacture of • 
high-quality  centre lathes, which can meet more sopiiisticated internal I 
requirements & can penetrate export markets without difficulty 

I 
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«19,2      The  manufacture of steam  turbines  was identified by 

the   UNIDO -NA FIN Group as having considerable potential in Mexico 
In 1973,  the Group was  approached with a  letter of intent jointly 

, from  a U.K.  &  a  German  (FRG) companv.   This was followed by 
I discussions during the Investment Promotion  Conference in Vienna 

in Sept.  1973 &   the UK   companv agreed to  midertake a pre- 
« investment study  in   collaboration  with  the UNIDO -NA FIN Group 

This was submitted  to NAFINSA   in Nov.   1974.   The  salient features 
Of the study were that  (i) internal demand in Mexico was projected 

«to increase   from about Ps 19.7 million in 1972 to about Ps 2S 
million by 1978 (ii)   the overall Latin American  market for steam 
turbines was likely   to be of the order of Ps 120 million annually 

| during 1978-80 for  turbines below 1000 hp & {iii)the  internal market 

I 
I 

(iv)  promote a new  project for the  manufacture of 240 turret lathes 
annually in collaboration  with a U.S.  or other foreign tnanujacturer 
who lias expressed  interest in  such   manufacture either in conjunction 
with (ih) above or independantly,   (v) promote a new  project or subs- 
tan tially expand an  existing en terprise  to undertake , with foreign 
licensing,   the  production  of 420 grinding  machines  annually, parti- 
cularly surface grinders  ;ci) promote a  new  project  or substantially 
expand an existing enterprise to take  up production  of about 240 
shaping machines   annually &   (vii)  substantially  expand an existing 
enterprise to cover   the manufacture  of drilling  machines,   including 
radial &  column   type.   It  is  estimated  that,   apart from the  invest- 
ment  in the  FAXA Mil Ell   facility,   the remaniai» branches  <f  the 
machine tool subscctor discussed above  would necessitate a total 
investment of between   Ps 250 million   to  I's   ;:00 million over the 
period 1976-1978,   the  actual  volume oj investment depetuiing on 
the   extent to which   the   various  proposed can  be  undertaken jointly 
or  have to be pursued A; indépendant  projects. 

Steam  Turbines (for  industrial use) 

19.1      Despite   the considerable demand   for steam  turbines for 
industrial use. particularly in the range  up to   tiOOOhp,   there is no 
manufacture   of   steam turbines in Mexico at present. Excluding 
the  requirements   of turbines for power generation,  imports of steam 
turbines for industrial use has grown steadily grown  to an average 
of around Ps 21   million  annuali v over the  last 3 years.   The prin- 
cipal  requirements   are those <f Petróleos  Mexicanos,  sugar & paper 
industries and   C.F.E.   tliough  such  turbines  are also utilised in 
other industrial sectors. 



in Mexico was  adequali   >o initiate production   of both single-stage 
& multi-stage machines.       The I h Company proposed an initial 
investment of Ps 3.7 million on machine tools  using rented space. 
The single stage machim s  would he of German design,   while the ' 
multi-stage units would he of liritiah  design.      Negotiations  relating 
to this project,   honet er.   got sfatica in Dec.   74 owing to lack of 
agreement between the IK a German (xirtus as to their respective 
holdings in the proposed Mexican project and the proposal has since 
been withdrawn. 

19.3 The UNWO-.XAFIX  Group has,  in the meanwhile,   been 
in touch with a number of   steam turbine manufacturers in Europe  á¿ 
USA.      Considerable intinsi was displayed by two of these manu- 

facturers with whom the  (.roup got in touch & with whom detailed 
preliminary  negotiations H ere conducted.    One of these manufac- 
turers submitted a feasihil it y  study for the production of loo turbines 
annually mostly in the range  upto WOO hp.     The initial capital 
investment was estimated at  ¡>s lb million,  with b<)% integration 
being achieved  in the 3rd   year,     Unfortunately,   the reaction of 
PEMEX to this proposal was somewhat negative & the proposal was 
not   pursued.    In the second casi,   however,  the   proposal has 
proceeded considerably.      Hie Company is planning an initial 
investment of nearly  Ps  L'•> million.    Since this  U.S.   company is 
part of a major multi-n <>!it mal group,  they would be going ahead 
with their own  resources A-  within the corporate framework of an 
existing Mexican compon.     it is expected that initial investment would 
start by the early part  or   limi.     The establishment of a second 
project for steam turbines  can also be considered,   either as a neu 
facility or by way of expansion.     The investment requirements would 
be around Ps 80 million for such an unit. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
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Pumps,   Compressors &   Cent rifui>es: 

20.1 There has   been   considerable growth of manufacture of 
pumps &  reciprocating &   air compressors in Mexico over the last 
decade.    A  wide  range  or  pumps  is being manufactured b\ a number 
of manufacturers among which some of the most important are 
Byron Jackson,   Worthingt on & Fairbanks Morse subsidiaries & 
affiliates  in Mexico.    A number of small manufacturers have also 
developed in recent years,   mainly  catering to the increasing demand 

*for agricultural & small irrigation pumps.    The growth of the pump 
ituiustry has been such  that aomestic capacity is considerai to be 
adequate for various types  of pimps, including horizontal ejector 
pumps, horizontal centrifugal pumps, horizontal centrifugal 2-way 
pumps, self-starting centrifugal pumps of low hp.,  horizontal 

I 
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I turbine    pumps & vertical turbine pumps upto 350 Up.   The  production 

of  miul pumps has   diso   been  undertaken  since   1373-1,  which would 
I greatly reduce  the import  of pumps  by   PEMEX,  though  domestic 

production capacity would   need  to  be further  increased,   if PEMEX's 
rapidly increasing needs of mud pumps   are to be fully met.   The   types 

I of pumps  still not produced are some types   of umi-corrosne pumps tor 
the   chemical industry,   larv,c-sizc  pumps for unter  supply & jor 
sewage disposal,   metering pumps <¿-   pumps   ¡or testing  of certain 

I equipment at ¡ii¡>Ji  pressure*.  A  large number <>f lii^h-precisiou rotary 
pumps   (over lltfuoo per  annum)  continues to he imported   tor the 
artificial fibre industry.    The projected  import*   ut special 'purpose 

I&   sophisticated pumps   is   Ps 2580 million   during' l<J7t¡-¿ü &•    Ps •}<)< »> 
million durimi P)Sl-S5,  mth  projected  imports   of about  Ps  650 
million in PJsO. 

I 20.2      It  must   be stressed that,   though projected  imports   arc 
likely   to continue to be high,  some  of the principal  pump  m<iuufac- 

Iturers   in the country have also completed   fairly   extensive expansion 
programmes.   One or the   comy-jnies  has taken   up  production   of cen- 
trifugal pumps  upto   3 von hp & process pumps   in  nodular des gii in 

f different  material,  besides  mixed   flow pumps   upto  50,000  nr^h. 
• Another   manufacturer  lias  undertaken production of large size pumps 

for   ivater supply  etc.    upto  10,000 hp.   The special purpose pump 
| requirements <*   the   pulp <£   paper industry ¡¡as   been  undertaken  by 
» another manufacturer.    Yet another company  is   contemplating  the 
(establishment of nere  facilities for the production  of centrifugal 

process pumps of different   types  including multi -stage.   split casing 
&  barrel types. Submersible pumps  arc also proposed  to  be 
domestically produced.   As mentioned earlier,  the  production  of 

I mud pumps has already been undertaken by one manufacturer,   though 
capacity in this regard  would have to be increased considerably.   By 
& large,  pump manufacture  has developed  very   considerably   in 
recent  years & continues   to grow  rapidlx. I 

I 
I 

§ which   may extent to 15 units of 3000 hp during  1976-8 & e veri' higher 
number of 6000 hp units during 197S-80 & thereafter it   (in)  large 

I 

20.3      Despite  the rapid groivth of the  pump industry to cover 
fairly   sophisticated £   special  purpose requirements,   there continues 
to  be   possibility for taking    up certain  new  lines.  These arc (i) 
re-injection pumps  of 20(Uto  WOO hp for which   there will  be a 
demandó 10-15 units annually  by  PEMEX,  (ii)  boiler feed pumps 
for power boilers to be  supplied to CFE, the  requirements  of 
which   may extent to 15 units of 3000 hp during  1976-8 & even h 
number of 6000 hp units during 197S-80 & thereafter &   (Hi)  lar^e 
pumps for sewage disposal &   urban requirements , the demand  for 

which   is likely to grow rapidly in the next 5 years. 

I 
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20.4       Since a number of affiliates  of reputed   manufacturers 
in the USA   &  Europe are already operating in the country,   it was & 
not considered necessary   to specifically promote new ventures for I 
pump    manufacture.   Most of the future   requirements   can be covered 
by suitable  expansion of the facilities  of one or      oilier    of the | 
existing manufacturers.  What would be   more  necessary would be I 
a better programming of purchase orders on   the part of the principal 
user agencies such  as PEMEX &  Recursos Hidráulicos Department so | 
that imports are avoided or are reduced substantially. I 
Compressors: 

21.1 The domestic manufacturing capacity for air compressors I 
is considered to be quite adequate as a number of manufacturers are 
manufacturing this item. Capacity, in fact, has tended to be higher 1 
than internal demand & export outlets a re being explored by some of I 
the enterprises. Despite such capacity, considerable imports of air 
compressors have also taken place, mostly from the USA. It is I 
presumed that this would not take place in future. In respect of re- • 
ciprorating compressors,  facilities already exist in Mexico & one of 
the  companies is manufacturing such compressors upto 5000 hp & I 
has received orders from PEMEX in this regard.  It   is likely, however, • 
that demand for reciprocating compressors may fall,   particularly 
in respect  of PEMEX orders,   with greater emphasis  on  centrifugal I 
compressors & with possibility  of manufacture  of screw compressors * 
in Mexico. 

I 
21.2 There ere ìIO facilities for the manufacture of turbo - 

compressors at present in Mexico. Imports have steadily increased 
& are continuing to increase at present with  higher  unit sizes. I 
Projected imports of turbo compressors,   moto compressors & other 
types  of compressors are of the  order of Ps 3200 million during 
1976-8 0 &   Ps 5032 million during 1981-5.   The annual demand in I 
1980 is likely  to be about Ps  65O-700 million for various   types 
à ranges of compressors   while demand for centrifugal compressors * 
is expected  to extend from Ps 250 million annually.   These figures I 
indicate that there  would  be adequate potential for domestic  pro- 
duction of centrifugal or turbo-compressors in the future. ft 

21.3 Apart from centrifugal compressors, the   techno-economic 
study of this  branch indicated that there would be good potential a 
for ih e manufacture of screw compressors in Mexico • A  proposal | 
for such manufacture had been received earlier by the  UNIDO-NAFIN 
Groups front a Mexican affiliate of a well-knotvn U.S. producer ¡i 
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I who are  considering an additional investment of about Ps  50 million 

for covering screw compressors &  certain  other products.   The 
I UNIDO specialist considered the manufacture  of screw compressors 

as a desirable  technological development &   the Group had recom- 
I mended the proposal of the Mexican affiliate   to Nacional Financiera 
for participation by the  latter in the  expanbion of the   company. 
This proposal is wider consideration in Nacional  Financiera. 

i 21.4      As for centrifugal compressors,   a number of major 
• compressor   manufacturers  in  the USA  were contacted &  requested 

to participate technologically & financially in a project for such 
manufacture in Mexico.   Very positive response  was  received from 
one of the foremost manufacturers of compressors.  A  market study 
team of this company  visited Mexico in Jan.  1975 &, after various 
field visits & discussions,   confirmed their acceptance of the internal 
market figure for centrifugal compressors being around Ps 250 
million annually.   It was  agreed that the most suitable arrangement 
for taking up such manufacture would be to expand the facilities 
of an existing Mexican company producing reciprocating compres- 
sors & other products at present. Negotiations  between the two 
companies & the  UNIDO-NAFIN Group continued over nearly 10 
months & it was only in Nov.   1975 tliat it was concluded tliat no 

§ satisfactory arrangement could be arrived at between the  US & 
Hie Mexican   companies.   The  US company has since  been exploring 
the possibilities of collaborating with some other enterprises in 

«Mexico for manufacture of their compressors & the UN1D0-NAFIN 
Group are awaiting further developments in this regard. The US 
company  have intimated that, for the manufacture of their com- 

«pressors   (upto a certain  range) an investment of around Ps 32.5 
million would be required for a grass-roots factilitx.   With such 
investment, domestic integration on the compressor portion  (excluding 

«the turbine or rotor) would be 30r0 in the first year & over 65% 
during the  third  year.  It is considered that   'his proposal for ma- 
nufacture  of centrifugal compressors is very  desirable &  needs to 
«be encouraged.  The US company have agreed in principle  to hold 
a minority interest in the Mexican companv  to be established for 
setting up this joint venture &   this commitment should ofcourse 

«apply, irrespective of whether a grass-roots facility is established 
or the project is undertaken as a substantial expansion of an existing 
enterprise,   which may already have considerable foreign oivnership . 

| Subject to this, there should not be any undue difficulty in arriving 
1 at a suitable solution,  as the negotiations are already far advanced. 

I 
i 
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21. 5       The two projects for  the manufacture of screw com- 
pressors &   centrifmral compressors  respectively  would involve 
additional capital investment  of over Ps 82 million & would con- 
tribute significantly  to domestic growth of this  sub-sector 

Centrifuges: 

22.1 With the rapid growth of the  sugar &   chemical indus- 
tries  in Mexico  in  particular &   with  industrial expansion  in 
general,   the donanti for centrifuges  has increased considerably  in 
recent years.   During the next decade,   it  is projected  that imports 
of centrifuges   would be of the  order of   Ps 1010 million during 
197 S -SO &   Ps   1700  million  during  1981-5. 

22.2 A   project for the  manufacture of sugar centrifuges 
had been sponsored  by the  UNIDO -ÑA FIX Group in 1973 with  an 
UK manufacturer. Subsequently,  the project  grew •   in a  relatively 
small way without the financial participation of Nacional Financiera 
& with only  the participation of a Mexican company.   In  1975, a 
major order for 150 centrifuges  of a value of about Ps 13o' 
million was contemplated by   the public sector sugar   industry.   It 
teas possible for the earlier project to be considerably   revitalised 
& enlarged as  a  result of this  major order.   The   total capital  in- 
vestment of the  manufacturing company has  been  increased to   Ps 
13.8 million,   with substantial financial participation by Nacional 
Financiera also.   This  was a good example of linking a  major 
bulk order with the  substantial expansion of a domestic machine 
building eaterpi-isc,   which would otherwise have probably developed 

at a very sloiv pace. 

Diesel Engines: 

23.1        Though diesel engines are produced by 7 manufacturers 
at present,  a  considerable gap is developing in respect of the higher 
ranges.   The present manufacturing capacity extends from 7 hp to 
arowid 340 hp,  the  latter largelv for industrial use.    The total 
number of diesel engines manufactured in Mexico rose  from 15044 
units in 1968  to 29,895 units  in  1971, while,   in  terms  of value, 
prodiction rose from Ps 709  million in 1968 to Ps 1814 million 
in 1974    Three of the manufacturers are producing such engines 
Principally for  their parent &  associated companies.  Of the ,vmaining 
four,   the production capacity is of 10,000 &  8000 units far the two 

I 
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large producers &  1500 &   500 units for the two smaller production 
units. 

23.2        The production  cap in this  sub-sector is not onlv confined 
to diesel enfiti es of higher  ratings   bit also of certain   major parts 
& components   such as crankshafts,   collecting rods,   ca nshafts,   rocker 
arms & supports,  mei pumps &  fuel injection equipment.   Present 
imports extend to most of the   latter items.   In a  survey conducted 
in 1974 through an  I'M DO  specialist working as a member of the 

I Group, it ivas  noted that considerable imports  were also taking 
place of engines   upto 500 hp .  In fact, for the period  190S-72, over 
86% of imports were in respect of diesel engines  upto  500 hp, and 

(only 8.5% for  ratings  of 501  to 1000 hp with  only 5r
0 above  1000 hp. 

The pattern  of demand is gradually extending to a greater demand 
volume for engines in the higher ranges. By 19S0,   the principal demand 

Ifor diesel engines will be (a) from  the automotive industry,   whose 
requirements   would be about 33000 units  in  the smaller categories, 
(b) from agi-iculture,   where  the donami would be about 7500 units' 

I of various  categories  (c) from  the industrial sector, whose demand 
would be over 5500 units,   with considerable demand in the higher 
ratings for electricity supply in the outlyhig areas & for the  pctro- 

«leum &  allied industries  (d) in respect of marine use,   particularly 
fishing boats whose demand would be about 240 units &   (e) for diesel 
locomotives,  where  the demand  may be around 40 large units.   Pro- 

fjected imports for the periods  197Ô-S0 &  1981-85 indicate tliat, at 
1 974 prices ,   imports would be of the order of Ps 4220   million and 
Ps 7000million for these two periods. 

I 
* 23.3       The production gap in this sub-sec tor can  be effectively 

covered by   (a) expansion of one or more of the existbig    manufac- 
f turing units &   (b) establishment of a new facility, concentrating 

principally on  the manufacture  of diesel engines in the range of 
(400 hp to 2000 hp.   Exploratory negotiations with the principal domes- 

tic maniac hirers has indicated that, while there is a general desire 
to expend   existing facilities so as to cover higher raiiges, there 
are no specific  proposals  immediately under consideration of these 

J companies.   On the other hand, a proposal is under consideratimi 
for the establishment of a nciv facility for the  manufacture of 
diesel engines  of a well-known U.S.  make.   The negotiations  conducted 

J by the UNIDO-NAFIN Group, with  the U.S. group interested in such 
production,   are fairly advanced &  it is expected tliat final investment 

_ decisions will  be tahjn very  sliortly. It is intended that a new 
I facility would be set up at a suitable location in Mexico ( a site 

in Guailalajara is presently under consideration).   The capital invest- 
- ment required for the manufacture of diesel engines of 400-2000 hp 
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starting with 85 units  in the first year &  going upto 250 units in 
the 4th year in accordance with a phased integration programme, 
has  been assessed at  I's 71 million ,   besides proportionate invest- 
ment on  land &   buildings,   which itili also  be utilised for the pro- 
duction of centrifugal co>,:prcssors & certain special purpose 
Pumps  of high  capacity.    I'he new facility   would be set  up  through 
a new company,   in  which the  Mexican  side   (Hiich would  probably 
be  Nacional Financiera) would have  a  mai ori tv holding  of 51'¿ 
with 49% held by  the   U.S.   group. 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

23.4  With  the implementation of tin'' proposed new project,   a I 
substantial portion of the gap in the higher ranges  of diesel engines • 
would be  covered.   Tins  woidd, however,   still leave enough  room 
for expansion of existing production  units   to cover part of the I 
grotving  internal  demand & to develop export capability.   It is also 
necessary that  major components à   sub-assemblies should  be.   manu- _ 
facturcd in Mexico as  early as possible.   A  proposal for  the ma- • 
nufaclure  of crankshafts,   which had  been  negotiated earlier on  a 
preliminary basis with   the UNIDO-NAFIN Group,is now  separately m 
in an advanced stage of negotiations &   it is expected that  similar I 
developments will  take place in resùect of other major components 
St sub-assemblies. m 

Foundry facilities: 

24.1      With a rapid projected expansion of the capi tal-goods p 
sector in Mexico, a major infra-structure industry which  needs  to 
be  considered   is the production of castings.   Though  there are m 
about 430 foundries in Mexico, including a few well-equipped units, \ 
a nutjor production gap is likely to develop in respect of availability 
of heavy &  medium  castings of 3 to 15 tons in iveight. Ä techno- 
economic survey of the foundry industry in Mexico condite ted through 
an  UNIDO specialist working as a member of the  Group,   highlighted 
the fact tliat there would be a  serions  shortfall in capaci ty if major 
machine-building manufacture was undertaken. As far as steel castings 
were concerned,   it was  considered  tliat existing domestic capacity 
would be adequate, though some of the steel foundries i: mid require 
substantial expansion.   It is  suggested, in  this connection,   tliat some 
of the steel foundries  should introduce   'triplexing' operations,  invol- 
ving a cupola, a  side  bloivn convertor &  an electric holding furnace 
to store  the hot steel  melt till the stage of pouring. In respect of 
gray-iron castings, it is pointed out that only 14 foundries  have  an 
annual capacity of more than 50001,   These units,  however, cover 
48% of total capacity.   Most   of these units luive expansion  plans  under 
consideration but these are primarily  to increase  their present 
lines of production e.gv.automobile castings,   pipe  connections, I 
household    luvrdivare,castings for small motors,   pumps,   etc.   as " 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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in most of these cases,   the order-book is very  satisfactory at 
present.   By & large,   however, with  notable exception in the case 
of 3-4 foundries, quality  of castings has  tended to be inadequate 
even in the  case  of fournir ics  which  can ¡unitile Heights upto  3 
tons. 

24.2      In  respect  of demand  projections for  castings from 
3 to 15 tons,   this would  inevitably depend on the  actual growth 
of machine   building  enterprises.   An  estimate of such projected 
requirements has  been   made on the   basis  of the   various  projects 
muter consideration as   part of the   Capital-Goods   Development 
Programme.   It is estimated  that  the requirements of medium & 
heavy  castings   (3-15 tons) for such  a  programme  would be about 
19000T   annually  by 1980,  while  the demand for castings  below 
3 tons  per  piece for such a  programme would  be  around 1400 o j 
annually by   that   year.   It  is expected that  the  production gap in 
quality  castings would  be at  least of this  order.   It is  consequentlx 
considered  that a  major new fournir\   should be  set up in Mexico 
with an annual  capacity of 24, 000T. oj castings,   principally  to meet 
quality & weight demands of the additional machine-building enter - 
prices likely to be set  up in the near future.   The techno-economic 
study also  made an assessment of the likely capital investment that 
such a new joundry  might entail.   It  is estimated  that such a new 
facility would  require  an  investment  of Ps lüS  million, of which 
the cost of machinery £   equipment  is estimated  to be around 
Ps  121 million (at 1974 prices). Such an investment could be com- 
pleted in  a  2-year period & needs to be  established by  1978-9 
«in order  to meet the  requirements  of the machine-building sector 
tn the very  near future.   Growth of production  is anticipated to 
be  15,000 T of high  quality  castings   by the 3rd year & 24,000 

I by the 5th  year from  commencement of production while sales arc 
projected  to grow to Ps 375  million   bv  the  5th  year. It should  be 
possible for  such a facility  to also  produce pig-iron to supplement 

g the  sales income of the foundry.   With  the continuing shortfall in 
I raw material for the overall foundry   requirements  of the country, 

there  should be a ready market for   beiween 50,000 to 75,000  T 
«of pig iron,  during the early  production  years  of the fo'ioidry,   when 

production oj castings  is gradually  being developed. 

i 24.3       The question of establishing foundrv facilities to meet 
1 the paure gap  is under consideration in NAFINSA  &   in at least 

one of the major steel companies  which has been  diversifyng its 
I production lines.   An interesting alternative project has  been drawn 
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up by  one of the XAFINSA engineers norkiug >i the   UNIDO-KAFIN 
Group,  working in collaboration  ¡villi   lì, e  planning group of Ilie  steel 
company.   This  contemplates  the setting up of a  foundry  for ingot 
moulds,   with a  manufacturing capacity   of 15,000 T/annually of 
medium  &  heavy castings.    The fixed capital investment for  the 
fowulry unit would be  reduced to   Ps   11  million,  while   sales  are 
projected at Ps :m million by the .•"»///   year.    Another fn-o(tosai /inner 
consideration  is for substantial expansion  of an existiiig foundry 
to cover  the  production of steel rolls,   bed-plates  &   miscellaneous 
castings,   covering part of the weights  discussed above. 

24.4 It is considered extremely   important  that an early 
decision is  taken by ¿XAFINSA for flic  creation of additional foundry 
facilities fur meeting the  increasing   demand for quality   castings of 
higher  unit weight.   The  absence  of such  a nan facility is likely to 
constitute a  maj»r bottleneck for  the growth of the capital-goods 
industry  in Mexico.   While one of (he  alternatives being contempla- 
ted would partially  meet (lie problem,   the real solution  lies  in a 
major new foundry  unit being set  up.   A   lead needs  to  be taken 
by NAFINSA in this   regard. 

24.5 An important feature  of a  major new fournir y designed 
to cover unit weights  upto  15 tons   would be (lie  likely  export ca- 
pability of such an unit, particularly   to  the USA.   While  some foun- 
dries  are already exporting to the USA,  such exports are confined 
to light  weight items.   The demami for quality castings   in the USA 
is  very high & it is generally accepted that a number of major 
machinery manufacturers are having   problems in obtaining castings 
of requisite quality.   The  establishment  of a  major new  foundry 
in Mexico,  designed specifically to produce quality castings & going 
upto 15 tons  in unit  weight  would undoubtedly provide an excellent 
source for export of castings to ihc   USA. 

Gears &   speed changers: 

25.1      An infra-structure subsector ivhich wouUl be of consi- 
derable significance for the  effective growth of the capital-goods 
branch  would be the production or gears & speed changers.  With 
increased machinery   manufacture,,   the  demand for these two  items 
would  rise rapidly &   may  constitute a   bottleneck.   There are 9 
companies manufacturing such  items   in  .Mexico at present but four 
of these are relatively  small mats.   One   major unit produces about 
40% of domestic capacity <£,   in conjunction with four other units, 
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produces about 85% of total production. Internal production rose 
from Ps 44.3  million in 1968 to Ps 7S  million in 1972 & is 
estimated to be about Ps 95 million in 1974.   This figure, however, 
includes imported material which not locally produced because of 
lack of heat treatment facilities.   The volume of imports of gears 
é speed changers was of the order of Ps 40 million annually 
during 1968-72.   With the growth of the machine-building sector, 
it is expected that the production gap will  rise to around Ps 85-90 
million by 1980 & is likely to increase   at a groivtii rate of 11% 
during the period 1981-5. 

25.2     In a  techno-economic study of this sector  conducted 
in 1974-5 through an UNIDO specialist, it was concluded that the 
production gap for gears &  speed changers  would justify  the es- 
tablishment of a nejv plant which could (i) undertake man facture 
of speed changers  upto 25  T &  (ii) take  up  machining of gears 
upto 15 00 mm dia & grituUng of gears upto 800 mm dia.   Such 
« unit tvould need to be equipped with special machine tools,  such 
as gear hobbers & gear cutting   machines.   Tlie total capital invest- 
ment required for such a project would be Ps 43 million spread 
over a 3 year period.  Such a facility could develop an output of 
P$ 75 million per annum in a 3-4 year period & would be a fully 
viable proposition. 

Forgims .  standard parts & measuring tools: 

26.        Besides castings & gears & speed changers, it had 
been considered,   in Pitase IB of the Capital Goods Project,  that 
bottlenecks are also likely to develop in  respect of the availa- 
bility of forgiugs of medium weight,  standard parts &   measuring 
instruments. No study in respect of forgiugs was undertaken by 
Ute UNIDO-NA FIN Croup, as this sector   was being separately 
studied in another branch of NAFINSA. As a result of these studies, 
« new   company FORJAMEX lias already been constituted & is 
taking up the production of forgings ,  though of relatively low 
weights.  It may be desirable for the new company or for 
NAFINSA to take up a techno-economie study of the requirements 
of heavy &  medium-weight forgiugs. As for standard parts,  such 
«• jigs,  dies, fixtures,  patterns & the like, no detailed study 
woe coitone ted &  this may also be considered at a later stage 
of capital-goods development in the country.  In respect of measuring 
inttrtiments, it is considered tliat the growth of demand would 
be able to be met by expansion of om of the two companies ma- 
nufacturing these products.   It is understood that such expansión 
is under serious consideration by these companies. 

I 
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General: 

27.1 Mechanical equipment for common-use in diffèrent 
sectors necessarily covers a wide range of machinery manufac- 
ture.   The coverage of the UNIDO -NA FIN studies is not exhaustive 
but doss extend to the principal subsectors which need special 
emphasis Si priority. An important item viz heat-excliangers has 
been separately dealt with as part of chemical & petrochemical 
equipment in the next chapter. 

27.2 The various proposals handled by the UNIDO-NA FIN 
Oro up in respect qf new Capital investment for mechanical equipment 
m co mumm use is summarised below in Table 

T4ME XI m million mesas 

*r investment required Segge of 

1. Machine Tod 
£MJg£e* /- milling po t^ioUm taken 

(b) Other projects 
fir (l)centre lathes 
(U) turret mthes (Hi) 
t^utíng machines (iv) 900 Negotiations to be 
^muj machines * undertaken Various 
Wmpiug machines, my9r9 received 
aimer im one or two earUer 
complexée or as sepa- 
egÊÊ^mM   Èâe^dsJm 

2. S teem turbines 
PÜ Prefect J- (Expansion) 20 Meme undertaken 

em expansion of 
major existing 

^ Project ¡¡.(New ***** 
Prefect or expansion) 9$ rar consideration 

mter by NAFBtoA 

I 
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Subsector Investment required      Stag* of negotiations 

3.   Punit*. compressors 
ecftttriflqes. 
(e)Project ¡-centrifugal 
compressors (new project) 

3M.S Under negotiations 

(b) Project Ih screw 
compreus ort (expansion) 

§9 Under negotiotiom 

te) Project III-centrifuge s 
(expension) 13. M Decision token 

4,  Diesel ensines 
(*) Project I-(New project 
to be undertaken jointly 
wim 3(e)) 

fi Under nswoHoMon 

f.  Foundry -(new sroÉect) m Unshw cemeiderntioH 

4.  Gcfrê è speed chemors 43 4PWb        SBMS       ^U^MAJI^^^^^A^ mW   99   €wHPI0PrW 
(new project) 

I 
.f 

TOTAL 

1 
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CHAPTER V 

SCHEDULE I 

Machine • Tool manufacturing companies in Mexico havitik 
faciUiie* or interest & experience appropriate for the manufacture 

of machine - tools* 

Company Location 

1) Drei» & Krump de Mexico, S.A. 
2) Empac - o - matte, S.A. 
3) Endor, S.A. 
4) Fabricación de Maquinan, S.A.  (FAMA) 
8) industri* Automotriz de Cuemavaca, S.A. 
€) industria Automotriz, S.A.   (¡ASA) 
T) Industrial del Hierro, S.A. 
i) Maquinaria, Herramientas y Servicios.S.A. 

(MAHERSSA) 
9) Mecamex, S.A. 

10) Mecámca Falk, S.A.  de C.V. 
U) METEORO (Fabricaciones Metálicas, S.A.) 
H) Motores y Refacciones, S.A.  (MORESA) 
13) Swecomex, S.A. 
14) Tecnomec, S.A. 
15) U.S.M.  Mexicana, S.A.  de C.V. 
1$) Talleres Castellanos, S.A. 
17)  Construcciones Mecánicas, S.A. 
lí) Industria Mecánicas Eléctricas, S.A. 

(¡MESA) 

Monterrey 
México, D.F. 
México, D.F. 
Monterrey 
Cuemavaca 
Monterrey 
Querelerò 
Queretaro 

Tlalnepantla 
México, D.F. 
Tolttca 
México, D.F. 
Guadalajara 
México, D.F. 
México, D.F. 
Monterrey 

Eoatepec 

* Reproduced from repart of R. Longiey, UNIDO 
enpert è member of me UNIDO Group. 

Swa^ñmwwWwa^am    WMFv 

1 
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VI.    POSSIBILITIES   POR MANUFACTURING MECHANICAL 
EQUIPMENT IN M5XICO POR SPECIFIC INDUSTRIES 

28.1 The principal industrial sectors other than electricity 
generation    &  electrical equipment manufacture,  tvhich individually 
constitute sizeable demands for machinery & equipment specifically 
desigtcd &  manufactured for these branches are (a) textiles,   (b) 
iron it  steel (c) non-ferrous metals,  (d) chemicals including' petro- 
leum    refining, petrochemicals & fertilisers (e) cement (f) sugar 
(g) food-processing (It) construction &  mining (i) pulp & paper Q) 
Printing &  (k) mechanical equipment manufacture. In some of these 
sectors, particularly the chrmical & petrochemical industry,  the 
equipment may be quite distinct but lutve been grouped under more 
generic classifications in the SITC & BTN lists.  Apart from the 
epecijic machinery required by these sectors,  all these branches 
require a wide range of common-use equipment which have been 
briefly analysed in the previous chapter. 

28.2 The techno-economic studies conducted b\ Ote UNIDO- 
NAFIN Croup have not extended to all these sectors. Apart from 
electricity generation & electrical equipment manufacture, which 
were exa mined in detail,  the survey   of manufacturing possibili- 
ties was concentrated in respect of only three of these sectors 
vis textile equipment,  machinery for iron A steel production 6 
equipment for the chemical & allied industries.   Tlie studies in 
respect of textile equipment it  machinery and the chemical 6 allied 
industries were completed in 1975 6 early 1976 respectively while 
that on iron &  steel equipment will be completed by May 1976. 
Similar s tudies were to be taken up in respect of (a) food processing 
equipment & (b) heavy meciumical equipment, which would lutve 
covered the detailed requirements of equipment for the cement, 
pulp £ paper,   mining &  mechanical equipment manufacturing indus- 
tries but these Itave ¡tad to be postponed for Hie present.  By A 
Imrge,  hotvever a general idea regarding the requirements of 
machinery & equipment for these sectors is available from the 
import trends tt projections. 

Textile equipment 

29.1        With projected imports of over Ps 9500 million in 
im-80A over >*s 13500 in 1981-5, the production of textile 
equipment in Mexico presents very dynamic possibilities. A techno- 
econordc pre-investment survey was conducted through m consultant 
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company, appointed by UNIDO   (the ICME-CONDOÜ Consultants), wor- 
king in close consultation with the UNIDO -NAFIN Group. This s t iti y 
was completed in March 1975. 

29.2 The textile industry is one of the largest indigeneous 
industrial sectors in Mexico. The total capital invested     in textile 
production is e*>Hmated at about Ps 28,000 million. The total spuid- 
lage amounts to over 2.3 million units, of which about 145,000 
are owned by textile co-operatives while about 4.8% in stale-owned . 
Total homage is estimated to be around 46,000.   The ittdustry is 
highly co mpetilive & a number of units (76) have closed down since 
1964.   The growth of artificial fibres iias been particularly marked 
in receta years,  tvith total mill consumption of  artificial     fibres 
A filaments rising from 38000 t in 1965 to over 133,000 t in 1973. 
It is projected that, by 1980,  this would rise to 412,000 t.  Consump- 
tion of artificial fibres has risen from 7.9% in 1969 to 40.9% of 
total domestic fibre cimaampiion & is projected to increase to 62% 
by 1980,  as gainst a reduction of cotton consumption from 46.1% 
in 1973 to 30% in 1980.  In respect of exports also, synthetic 
materials are projected to increase from 11,000 i in 1974 to 47,000 
t in 1980, while cotton exports should also increase to around 
175, 00    by that year. 

29.3 Imports of textile machinery rose from Ps 494 million 
in 1968 to Ps 1286 million in 1972,Most of the equipment >-J.IS 
imported from the Federal Republic of Germany & the USA, Ütough 
siteable imports also task   place from Great Britain,  Franc, Italy 
ê Japan.   Total imports during 1970-4 were of the order of Ps 61 CO 
million. For the peiixls 1976-80 & 1981-5,  it is projected that 
imports of textile equipment would increase to Ps 9323 million & 
Pt 14015 million respectively. The projections under the principal 
subheads are given in Table III  annexed to Chapter III. 

29.4 The techno-economic study reviewed the principal cate- 
gories A types of textile equipment from the viewpoint of manu- 
facturing potential in Mexico.  These included (a) extension machines 
(b) picker & lap machines (c) carding*combing machines (d) draw and 
A roving   frames (f) rings pinning frames (g) open-end spinning 
machines (10 ttvisting machines (i) cone-winding machines (j) sizing 
machines (k) looms  (I) circular knitting machines &  (m) auxiliary 
equipment.   Texturizing machines A finishing tnachines, including 
mü types of dyeing machines were also considered. Each of these 
machine categories tvas cons idered fron- the viewpoint of various 
criteria such as present A future market potential, versatility 
export possibilities etc.  The following conclusions were arrived 
mi in the study :(i) in respect of spinning equipment, it was 
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considered more appropriate to commence with domestic production 
of conventional ring-spinning equipment, instead of (pen-end spinning 
in üie present stage of technological development of the latter (ii) 
the manufacture of looms should not be considered für the present 
because market penetration to the extent of 600-700 looms Per year 
would be difficulttin view of the large variety of looms being used 
Û the overall limited size of the internal  market. It may be possible, 
in the future,  to consider shuttle-less looms for domestic manufac- 
ture    (Hi) it should be practicable to manufacture ivinch bicks,  jets, 
yarn dyeing equipment, stcnter frames, jiggars, foulards,  continuous 
dyeing ranges, continuous bleaching ranges & continuous washing ranges 
in two units,  one for dyeing equipment è   one for finishing equipment 
(iv) the manufacture of twisting machines  can be u>. lertahcn with ring 
spinning frames (v) textile equipment   which was not recommended 
for production in the initial stages  included extrusion machines,  picker 
A lap machines,   combing machines,   draw f'ames, flyers, automatic 
cone-winders,   beancrs, sizing machines & texturizing machines,  though 
some of these  mac nines %,uuld be considered in ine next pilase of 
textile equipment manufacture. 

29.5 The techno-economic study,   therefore,  recommended 
only the manufacture of ring-spinning frames &  certain dyeing & 
finishing equipment in the first phase of textile equipment manu- 

facture. .In respect of ring- 
spinning frames,   the suggested specifications of the machine were 
396 spindles,  with »tat» ring 52 mm &  centre distances75 mm. 

29.6 The pre-investment study for the production of ring- 
spinning frames indicated tliat a total capital investment of appro- 
ximately Ps 58 million would be required in two production pitases. 
Working capital would be ftecessary to the extent of Ps 65 million . 
Production in the first ph-zse (i years) would reach 118 mats by 
tìte third year & would be able to be increased to 264 units by 
the 7th year.  Exports are anticipated at 2 0% of production. The 
prfject  would be financially very viable with net profits of over 
Ps 35 million in the 5th & 10 years res pcctively.   The internal 
vat* of return would be well over 25%. Total annual value-added 
would average around Ps 33 million, while the entire production 
would be in the nature of foreign exc'iange savings. As for 
eyeing & finishitig equipment,  the pre-investment study indicates 
that capital investment in these two projects would be Ps 10 
million & Ps 15 million res pectively & both the projects would 
be financially quite viable.   The total capital investment of the 
mree categories of textile equipment recommended for production 
in Maxico was titer e for e estimated to be Ps 83 million. 
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29.7        The investment promotion follow-up in respect of 
textile equipment production was rather limited, as a proposal was 
received in NAFINSA from a local entrepreneurial group later in 
1975 è Ulis lias since been under cons ideration in another branch 
of Nacional Financiera. 

Equipment for me iron ê steel industry 

30.1        The production of iron & steel in Mexico has developed 
fairly consistently with internal demand growth over recent decades. 
Production in 1975 in ttie steel plants ft semi-integrated units 
may be seen from the following table. 

I 
I 

TABU Xtt 

Steel Plant Production in 19T5 Installed capacity 
by im 

Altos Homos da Mexico 2.23 3. fi 

MYLSA 1.30 MO 

rwuataora Monterrey .$3 i.m 
Tuet de Acero de Mexico .34 0.5 

MCÀMTSA 1.3$ 

fÊ&IÊ^È. ^e^ntÉelkWÊsV^à^ÊJat . m i.O 

$.§§ $.40 

By ÎMO, it is projected that steel production in Mexico 
id increase to 12.8 milUon tons. Expansions already undertaken 

mmmicaie mat capacity would increase to 10 million t by 1978. For 
ne period after 1980, various estimates have bean made. It is 

ìiéered tìtat production by the year 2000 may well be of the 
•nfer of 44 milUon t. 

n\ 
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30.2        In view of the projected growth of the steel itulnstry, 
as also the increasing need for replacement of equipment & parts 
in existing steel plants,  it is considered tliat the requirements of 
iron & steel plant equipment would be very substantial.   Most such 
equipment is being imported at present and domestic production 
has been largely confined to spare parts &  consumable hardware 
for  the existing plants.  A  techno-economic study ivas undertaken 
tlirough a UMBO specialist,   assisted by counterparts from NAFINSA 
with a view to (a) define the overall dei*a\u\ for steel plant equipment 
for the period up to 19S1-90 &  identify  the specific Hems of such 
equipment which could be undertaken for manufacture in Mexico & 
(b) outline the phased programme of manufacture of such identified 
items, including determination of investment requirements etc.   This 
study was commenced in June 1975 &  while the first part of the 
study has been concluded, the second portion will be completed by 
Mnv   lQ7(i        T1M>   iwitirihnl    miinhiuintiQ     nf   fhr>    -fii'Qt    t\nvt    /if   Uto   chi/tv 

are as folloivs: (i) Vie demaiui for steel by the year 2000 is projected 
at 46 million t.   This would result in annual per capita   consumption 
of steel rising from 105 kg in 1975 to 350 kg in 2000, which is not 
considered unreasonable in view of the fairly rapid pace of indus- 
trialization (ii) Vie pattern of steel consumption would undergo some 
modification by the year 2000 with the consumption of sheets rising 
to 36% (31.2% in 1965-73) steel plates  to 18% &  consumption of 
other products such as seamless pipes,   wide rods,  bars, light & 
heavy shapes & rails and accessories changing to some extent.   (Hi) 
For the period from 1980 to 1990, iron & steel production is projected 
to increase by over 10 million tons (including 0.5 million t of alloy 
steel) (ìV)FJT increased production of this order, about 1  million 
tons of equipment would be required, starting from material-handling 
to despatch of finished products & including services & utilities such 
as a captive power plant,  oxygen plant etc but excluding steel 
structurais.  Of this  total iveight,   the tonnage of rolling mill equip- 
ment would be around 250,000 tons, including continuous casting 
è) procesring lines,   while coke oven   equipment & steel making 
equipment would accou.it for 125,000 t.  Vie remaining tomtage would 
cover a wide variety   of equipment & auxiliaries such as luindling 
equipment,  pumps & compressor   housing, oxygen plants etc. (v) 
It is considered tliat the manufacture of heavy rolling mills may not 
be Practicable in the firs t stage of steel equipment production & 
that attention should be concentrated on light & medium rolling 
rechines    & processing equipment in the first instance.   This would 
cover around 60% of the tonnage for rolling mill equipment &, in 
terms of weicht would go up' to about 13 0V) t annually. It is esti- 
mated tlmt about 14 rolling mills would be required, of which 8 would 
be in the medium category,  including billet mills, wire rod mills, 
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narrow hot & cold strip mills, with necessary roller tables, 
transfer beds,   cooling beds, etc. Finis hing &  processing lines 
would include items such as straighten er s,  saws, shears, 
bundling equipment etc & annealing furnaces, picking lines, 
galvanising lines, corrugating lines etc.  (vi) The manufacture 
of coke-oven equipment has not been recommended in the initial 
stage,  as this is considered to involve different technology. 

30.3 Though there are considerable fabrication facilities 
in Mexico,  most of the equipment for steel plant expansions 
currently under way have been, and continue to be,  imported. 
Projections for imports during the period 1976-80 & 1381-85 
are estimated at Ps 5500 million & Ps 9 000 million (1974 
Prices).  Most of stich imports would relate to equipment directly 
utilised in steel making & not extending to auxiliary facilities. 
It is estimated that, of the projected volume of imports in 1981-5 
the average annual imports of medium & lijht rolling mills and 
end processing & finishing equipment during 1981-5 would be of the 
order of Ps 475 million or Ps 2375 for the 5-year period. It 
should be possible to replace almost this entire volume of imports 
by a new production facility. 

30.4 It is accordingly considered necessary that a new 
Production faca ity should be set up in Mexico for light A medium 
rolling mill equipment & processing & finishing equipment for 
now steel plants & expansions.   Though part of the requirements 
can be met by expanding some of the existing facilities,  tins   may 
not provide a satisfactory solution as it may require substantial 
modification of the production programme of such enterprises 
ê would nevertheless leave a substantial production gap.  In any 
event, m major new facility is required £ it would be desirable for 
euch a new facility io cover at least the requirement of 1300 t 
anmmtty qf  the equipment referred to above. In addition,  such a 
facility should also cover the annual requirements of spares ê 
replacements to a substantial extent.   The total projected demand 
of spares A replacements for a steel production capacity of 10 
million ions by 980 over the period 1981-90 is estimated, in the 
techno-economic survey, at around 28,000 t annually. It is 
suggested ttuU 40% of   such   capacity could also be covered in the 
proposed new facility. Thus,  the total production capacity of 
ike new facility should be planned for 25,000 t annually. Such a 
production level should be able to be achieved over a 2-3 year 
pariai aper commencement of production by 1979-80 if em 
investment decision is taken during 1976-7. 

! 
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30.5 The capital investment for a new facility designed 
to produce 25,000 t mutually of   such equipment    is estimated to 
be Ps 900 million.  Such a facility would include separate shops 
for rolling mill products, finishing & processing equipment & spare 
parts & replacements.   Provision should also be made for a forge 
shop, with forging capacity upto 3 tons of individual pieces & 
including a 1000 ton press & a hammer of 3 tons.   The forge 
shop is estimated to cost aroioui Ps 60 million, and would be very 
vital part of the facilities & could also cover   the  requirements 
of forgings upto tliis weight, for other industrial sectors.   The requi- 
rements of stee I & iron castings for the new facility would also 
be fairly large.  It is considered, iiotvever,  that this requirement 
could be met by existing steel foundries. A major new gray-iron 
foundry has been separately recommended for establishment, as 
part of tlie Capital-Goods Programme, &  this would effectively 
cover the requirements of iron ca&liitgs for the steel equipment 
plant. 

30£ The   capital investment projected for the new facility 
for steel plant equipment is undoubtedly very large & constitutes 
me largest single production unit in the Capital Goods Programme. 
With Hie established iemand far  spares £ replacement it the ine- 
vitable demand for rolling mill 6 auied equipment during 1981-90 
and thereafter, this heavy investment is considered essential in a 
major new production facility.  It may be emphasised that ike heavy 
machine-tool complex,  which would be established in such a plant, 
could be utilised for production of a variety of other equipment, 
including foundry equipment 6 machinery for other industrial sectors, 
me oho machinery spares 6 replacements for such sectors. Such 
a variety of demand would effectively cover any surplus production 
capacity tltat the proposed new plmt may have, during any temporary 
Period. 

30.7 With an investment of Ps 900 million, it is projected 
that annual production value of the proposed new plant, when 
working at relatively full production capacity would be around Ps 
900 million on a 1:1 ratio which is considered reasonable for 
plants of tltis nature.   This would render the project economically 
viable within a 5-7 period.  The establishment   of such a major 
production facility would undoubtedly cover a sigtiificant production 
gap in the economy & tvould pave the way for self-sufficiency in a 
key è vital growth sector. 

30.8 Negotiations have been initiated with a reputed British 
gnrnp, having extensive experience in steel plant engineering è 
equipment production, for participation m m project for designing 
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ê manufacture of steel plant equipment in Mexico.  Such collabo- 
ration is considered essential , cither from the above group or 
from some other international group,  as steel plant engineering 
would be closely related to the designs & specifications of the 
various types &  categories of equipment involved.  Foreign colla- 
boration could take the form either of participation in the entire 
engineering design & production programme for equipment or 
only in the former.   It is, however,  essential that domestic capacity 
in steel plant engineering & designing of plant equipment should 
be developed as rapidly as possible.  Such an engineering & design 
organisation can be developed fairly soon, as a nuclecus of 
personnel already   exists in the various steel plants.   Close co- 
ordination will, however be necessary between the various steel 
plants, not only in terms of assessment of requirements of equip- 
ment &  spares ,   but also in th e rapid development of design & 
engineering facilities which can be utilised by all these plants. 

Equipment for chemical & petrochemical itidustry 

31.1 The chemical & petrochemical industry is one of 
the most dynamic growth sectors in Mexico. The sector can be 
viewed under the heads of (a) petroleum operations,  including 
drilling & refining &  (b) basic and secondary chemicals including 
organic & inorganic chemicals, fertilisers and plutrmaceutricals. 
While petroleum operations are conducted entirely in the public- 
sector through Petróleos Mexicanos (PEMEX),  the chemical and 
petrochemical industry is divided among the public sector (PEMEX 
& GUANOMEX, which produces fertilisers & pesticides) & tlw 
Private sector ivhich covers a wide range of products,  including 
organic chemicals ,   secondary petrochemicals,  synthetic resins', 
fibres & rubber, agro-chemicals & plutrmaceuticals.    The average 
growth vate of this sector during 1971-4 was between 9.5 to 
10%& the industry contributed over 7%   of GDP during this 
Period. Despite the massive investments botti in the public & 
Private sectors, substantial imports of chemical producía are 
continuing. 

31.2 A techno-economic survey of the growth trends in the 
lector ê the equipment requirements in the next few years tvas 
conducted through an    UNIDO specialist during Oct.  75 to Jan.  76. 
Equ 'ment for this sector tvas broadly classified under the heads 
(a) pressure vessels,  including heat-exchangers, distillation & other 
towers columns,  vessels, drums etc.   (b) storage tanks,  such as 
gas holders & tanks & (c) process equipment neh as fired process 
equipment e.g. reactors,  heaters, tubular, furnaces,  condensers, 
was teheat recovery systems etc.  process* equipment such as cooling 
water equipment, boiler feed water equipment L equipment for toaste. 

I 
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water.   The principal  projections & conclusions of the survey are 
as follows:  (i) It   is estimated   that 7-10 refineries of a size 
of 150,000 DPSD would be   set up. Each refinery is estimated to 
require about 53,000 I of equipment, including heat exchangers 
(1500 t) reactors (1500 t),   columns  (2000 t), storage tanks (20,000 I) 
& piping &  super structure  (28000 I). An average annual figure 
of Ps 1000 million would be required for such equipment,  (ii) Tiie 
programme of PEMEX for the ¡roduction of basic petrochemicals 
is estimated to cost over Ps 14500 million during 1977 to 1932 & 
about Ps 45,000 during 1983-2000.  Assuming  the chemical equip- 
ment requirements at around 6U?¿ of this figure,  the annual demand 
for chemical equipment during 1977-85 would be around Ps 1600 
million (Hi) The programme of GUANOMEX envisages a total invest- 
ment of Ps IS,500 during 1974-2000.  Assuming 60% equipment needs, 
the annual equipment requirements during 1977 to 1985 would be 
around Ps 450 million. By 1976 GUANOMEX production capacity 
has extended to Ammonium Sulphate (514,000 t), Ammonium Nitrate 
(166,000 t) urea (433,000t) & superphospitate, complexa mixed 
fertilisers,  besides   sulpintric acid (65 0,950 t),  nitric acid (150,000t) 
phosphoric acid (74,500 t) & other chemical products. A major expan- 
sion programme is envisaged over lite next two decades, in view of 
the rapidly-increasing need for fertilisers & pesticides by Mexican 
agriculture,   (iv) The private-sector chemical industry is growing 
rapidly & investments during 1976-80 are estimated at around Ps 
30t000 million, which would result in a demand for chemical equip- 
ment to the extent of Ps 16,000 for the 5-year period, or around 
Ps 3200 million annually on an average. It is considered  timt an 
annual demand of this order would continue for the period beyond 
1980 also.   The private sector chemical industry liad a total accu- 
mulated investment of over Ps 30,000 million by 1973 (Ps 17,883 
million after depreciation). It is estimated that such accumulated 
investment may go upto Ps 64,000 million by 1980.  A  major project 
completed recently    (1974) was the DMT plant (172,000 t/a) of 
PE.TR0CEL near Tampico. Major plants under construction include 
a hydrofluoric acid (125,000 t) plant at Matamoros, a plienol 
Plant (25,000 t)ta soda ash plant in Tehuantepec, a new caustic 
soda plant, also in Tehuantepec, a caustic soda plant near 
Guadalajara, a titanium dioxide expansion project, a plant for 
production of TPA (135,000 t) in the Isthmus,  besides a number 
of other projects which have been approved in principle by various 
private-sec tor groups (v) Tlie equipment requirements of die 
chemical sector have to be dovetailed with the machinery A 
equipment needs of electricity generation through thermal 6 nuclear 
stations.  Such requirements include high pressure boilers,  high- 
pressure vessels, condensers, fecdwater, heaters      etc.   The 
specific figures in this regard have not,  however, been incorpo» 
rated as these iiave been separately dealt with in para 15 of 
Chapter I''.   (vi) In addition to the needs of the Mexican economy 
some projections have been in the techno -economic study regarding 
the Latin American market as a whole. It is estimated timt 
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new investments in oil refineries in Latin America during 1980-2000 
would be of the order of Ps 300,000 million (average annual invest- 
ment would be around Ps 15,000 million) of tvliich about Ps  7500 
million would be the annual equipment requirements. Similarly, 
average annual equipment requirements it o titer countries in Latin 
America is estimated to be Ps 7500 million for petrochemical plants 
in the public sector Sc Ps 10,000 million for chemical & petro- 
chemical plants in the private sector.   These massive requirements 
together with that of hp equipment  for power stations, gives some 
idea of the export possibilities for such equipment. 

31.3        The techno-economic survey indicates, therefore,  that 
the demand for equipment for the chemical & petrochemical industry 
in Mexico would be of the order of Ps 6250 million annually after 
1980 è possibly upto the year 2000 excluding the requirements of 
similar equipment for the thermal power generation programme. It is 
also considered tliat rapid growth of this sector in other Latin 
American countries could present considerable export possibilities. 
For the 5-year period 1981 -5 ,  the total in terital demand would, 
therefore, be of the order of Ps 31,250 million, for the equipment 
categories mentioned in para 31.1. As against this demand, domestic 
production is likely to prove very inadequate. While 47 enterprises 
are identified as producing chemical process equipment mtny of the units 
are relatively small.  Detailed production & sales figures could not 
be obtained from all these enterprises, but the survey showed that 
most of the enterprises had a fairly satisfactory order-book, though 
productivity tended to be low in some cases.  Sales for 1974»however, 
for 7 of the major units totalled only Ps 1055 million, such sales 
including power boilers 6 some equipment unrelated to the chemical 
industry in some cases.  Nine domestic enterprises are producing 
keat-acchvtgers of which the most prominent are Swecomex, Avante 
Clermont A Metalver. Reactors are being produced by Avante 
Clermont, Metalver tt Consorcio Industrial, distillation columns by 
Industria del Hierro, Avante A Swecomex, while superstructure is 
being done by 5 enterprises.  F'fieen units are producing liquid 
storage tanks while four units are producing spherical gas storage 
vessels. Despite the large number of domestic enterprises in this 
field, imports have continued to grow as domestic capacity is 
failing far short of demand. The extent of the shortfall is  difficult 
to define accurately but it is estimated that total domestic produc- 
tion of specific equipment for chemical plants etc, as discussed 
above, would after expansions not exceed Ps 12,500 during 1981-5 
or m maximum average production of Ps 2500 million annually.   This 
would still have a production gap of around Ps 18,650 million 
for 1981-5 or Ps 730 million annually for this period. 

A 
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31.4 In diopter III,  it has been indicated that equipment 
imports for the chemical industry were of the order of Ps 7610 
million during 1070-4 but arc projected at Ps 15,360 million 
during 1976-80 & Ps 29,900 milionidosi -5.   These projections 
follow a somewhat different pattern as  they also include projected 
imports of a number of common-use machinery such as pumps 
centrifuges &  compressors (Ps 3680 million during 1981-5), 
internal combustion engines  (Ps 2965 million during 1981-5), 
steam engines & gas turbines etc (Ps 290 million in 1981-5) 
etc. The total projected imports of common -use machinery & 
equipment, including electrical items for thedicmical & petro- 
chemical industry,  would be over Ps 11000 million during 1981-5 
while equipment items specifically for the chemical & petrochemical 
industry & covering the categories discussed in para 31.1 would 
be around Ps 18,650 million for the above period. 

31.5 The estimated production gap of around Ps 3730 million 
mutually during 1981-5 is unlikely to be covered by expansions of 
exit ting production units. Such expansion can cover around 30% 
of existing capacity, which is estimated at around Psl75U> million 
annually.  It is considered necessary that additional production 
capacity is created to cover the gap.  It has not been possible 
to prepare a pre-feasibility study in respect of stielt a new facility 
or facilities &  this needs to be done,  as early as possible.  Sitc/t 
m study vjould need to define the broad gaps in respect of each 
category of chamal equipment, so that a suitable product mix for 
tite proposed new plant or plants can be defined. For estimation 
purposes, a conservative provision of Ps 350 million in the first 
phase is suggested for new production facilities, designed to 
Produce various categories of specific eq uipment for the chemical 
ê related industrial sectors. Since such new facilities should 
develop export capability as soon as possible,  it would be desirable 
to set up such plant U. collaboration    tvith one or inore reputed 
iuternatiotml chemical ejMp ment nmnufacturers. 

Other heavy - mechanical equipment sectors 

Cement.    Pulp â Paper & sugar: 

32.1        It was proposed to undertake a survey of the requi- 
rements & detailed production gaps in respect of certain oüuvr 
industrial sectors requiring heavy meciiamcal equipment. The most 
important of these is cement it pulp &  paper.   Unfortunately, 
owing to fuiid restrictions,  tw UNDP/UNIDO expert assistance 
could be obtained so far &  this needs to be considered in the 
future. The import projections in respect of cement equipment 
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(Ps 1500 million &  Ps 2600 million during 1976-80 &  1981-5) 
& pulp & paper equipment  (Ps 2415 h   lion &   Ps 4200 million 
during 1976-80 & 1981-S5) indicate thai there is likely to be 
sufficient potential for increasing machine-building capacity for 
these two branches.     To some extent,  the plants recommended 
for steel plant equipment & for hydro  turbines  would meet 
the demand for heavy equipment in these sectors also but this 
aspect would need detailed study.  In respect of the sugar industry 
m( st of the equipment needs are already  being manufactured 
in Mexico & li kely machinery imports during the next 10 years 
would be of a marginal nature & relate principally to special- 
Purpose machines or materials. 

Mining industry & turn-ferrous metals industry 

The requ irements of the mining industry,  with projected imports 
of Ps 1200 million &  Ps 1900 million during 1976-80 & 1981-5 
re spec lively does not represent a significant    production gap 
which would justify additional manufacturing facilities,  as much 
of this provision would relate to sopliisticated,  special-purpose 
equipment.  The non-ferrous metals itulustry would also fall in 
Ike same category,  though part of the equipment gap could be 
covered by the additional plant facilities for steel plant equipment 
ê for hydro turbines. 

Mechanical machinery industry. 

32.2        The meclumical machinery industry is projected to 
require significant imports during the next 10 years period 
(Ps 7400 million &  Ps 11,100 million in 1976-80 & 1981-5 
respectively) Most of this requirement ,  however, would be 
in the form of sophisticated & special-purpose machine tools 
which would not be practicable to manufacture in Mexico in 
the immediate future. 

Construction equipment 

32.3       Very significant imports have been projected for the 
construction industry (Ps 9600 million 6  Ps 15,600 million 
respectively). As pointed out in para 8.9, however, most of 
this demand relates to special-purpose tractors 6 heavy earth- 
moving equipment, which have been excluded from the purview 
of the Capital-Goods Project.  In fact, in an earlier survey by 
Áe UNIDO-NA FIN Group, it was noted tiiat Ote manufacture of 
construction equipment had made rapid strides   in Mexico with 
production value   rising from Ps 55 million in 1964 to around 
Pt 200 million in 1971.  The grotvth trend lias,   by 6 large, continued 
to be fairly satisfactory but, with the high-degree of mecìiatùsa- 
tion used in construction activities in Mexico,   the imports of 
heavy special-purpose construction equipment would necessarily 
have to continue, as domestic manufacture of excavators, crawler 
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tractors, industrial  trac lor s, motor graders,   compaction equipment 
è the like may not  be economically viable above a certain ronce. 
A number of enterprises are producing construction equipment in 
the country & there is little justification  for any additional Produc- 
tion facility. 

Agricultural equipment 

33.1        Tlic requirements of agricultural equipment were examined 
carefully durine the earlier phase of the  Capi tal-Goods Project & 
it was considered that the agricultnral equipment industry lias grown 
ê was growing rapidly«   &  that imports in this category primarily 
relate to spcciul &   soltpisHealed machines which it would not be 
viable to produce in Mexico. The   revised import projections confirm 
me earlier view. Projected imports of Ps öOOO million in 1976-80 
4 Ps  7600 million  in 19X1-5 are spread over a wide variety of 
sophisticated agricultural  machinery &   equipment, which would not 
be economically manufactured in the country.   There are already 
è enterprises engaged in tractor manufacture,  while a number of 
mits are producing  sub-jsiclcrs ploughs       harrows, fertiliser i 
spreaders   etc. together with the simpler types of harvesters, 
baling presses, loaders &  the like. The production of more sopiti s- 
ticated agricultural equipment should be left to be undertaken by 
domestic manufacturers as & when domestic demand for the parti- 
cular categories of such equipment grows to an adequate extent. 

Food-Preces sinn equipment 

33.2       This is a significant machinery-consuming sector though 
U covers a very wide field of equipment which may be difficult 

m group together in  viable manufacturing projects. It teas proposed 
to undertake a detailed techno-economic survey of this sector during 
the first half of 1976 bid this has not been possible otving to fimd 
restrictions   on the part of UNDP/UNIDO.   The revised import 
projections indicate  tliat imports of such equipment vDvld be of 
the order of Ps 4SOO million & Ps 7000 million during 1976-80 
ê 1981-85 respectively. Since the unit values of food-processing 
machinery are twt unduly high, imports 4 this magnitude would 
indicate tliat certain categories of such equipment would Ime adequate 
potential for domestic manufacture in Mexico. It is suggested ttiat 
m techno-cconomic shuiy of this industrial sector should be under- 
taken as early as possible. 

r • tepori of Phase I-B 

'   - 
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Electrical machinery industry 

34. An industrial sector which is projected to have sizeable 
imports during the next 10-year period would be the electrical 
machinery production sector. Since a number of projects are under 
consideration for the production of heavy   electrical equipment, the 
equipment demand for these units is bound to be fairly high. Most 
of such demand would, lumevcr,  be in the form of sophisticated 
machine tools ù  heavy equiptnentidiich it would not he practicable 
to proance in Mexico in the immediate future.  'Ite impmi projec- 
tion* for this sector would therefore have to be left uncovered. 

35. The above survey of specific industrial sector is not 
exhaustive. A sector where machinery demand is growing vapidly 
is Ute printing industry.   Projected imports for this branch are 
Ps 2485 million a) Ps 3700 million respectively for 1976-80 è 
1981-5.   Printing equipment is, however, fairly sopitisticated & may 
be difficult to undertake immediately at present. Such equipment 
may perk upa be left over for ike next stage of machine-building, 
particularly after machine tool manufacture has developed considerably. 
Another »pacific branch is Huit of rtdJber processing. Hera ogam, 
it may be appropriate to consider domestic production in the next 
stage of capital goods development.  It is important to emphasise 
that Ike mrious machina-building projects being recommended would 
comprise a comprehensive range of fabrication a machining faci- 
lities, which could be usefully utilised for the production of a wide 
range of machinery 6 equipment for other industrial sectors aleo. 

3$. In the light of the above, it is considered necessary 
that additional production facilities a mould be ut up to cover the 
equipment requirements of tìie specific industrial sectors discussed 
m ans compter.   The recommendations in this regard ara summa- 
¥ w9q*vM    wßWPwMwß^mWQ 

TABLE   XIII ht mtWon pesca 

Sector Total Proposed capital investment 

1) Textile eqdpment (selected 83 Under mgotsmtions by SAFIN 
categories only) 

2) Equipment for the iron è 
assai industry (including forge) 900 for consideration 

3)Equtpment for the chemical 
maustry (including refining pe- 
Wackemicals ê fertilisers)        350 Demilad study to be preparad 

TOTAL 1333 
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VII.    ŒWML APPRAISAL OF PROJECT APPKJAŒ AM) ACTIVITIES 

37. -      The capital goods sector is essentially a part of the metal- 
working or metal-transformation branch & any detailed programming of 
the former should necessarily be part & parcel of an ovcmll programme 
for the metal-working branch as a tvliole.    Similarly, the programming 
of the metal -working branch needs to be integrated within an overall pro 
gramme   for the economy,   so that the inter-relationships, priorities &~ 
resource inputs-outputs fall into clear perspective.    In the absence of 
any programmed aproach for the metal-working branch as a whole, any 
detailed sectoral programming such as for the capital-goods sector is 
faced with serious practical dij/iculties, particularly when the objective 
i$ to achieve the rapid groivth of this sector through the implementai ioti 
of specific manufacturing projects.    In such a situation, recourse has 
necessarily to be taken,  as was done in this project, to a broad iden- 
tification of machinery products 6 product groups followed by techno- 
economic studies of such groups,   as a base for investment promotion 
è programming. 

38.-      A number of other studies conducted under the aegis of interna- 
tional £ other agencies,  Itave emptiasised the need for preparing a 
comprehensive input -output model for the metal-working sector,  £ 
various approaches have been adopted in different countries.    In many 
socialist countries,   material balances are prepared, though on a fairly 
aggregated basis through the application of standard, technical norms. 
These are then followed by detailed project studies, with necer.sary 
reconciliation & adjustments being effected, to the extent possible, in 
the course of actual implementation,    in India,  the instrument of indus- 
trial licensing is sought to be utilised to ensure tliat the input-output 
relationship between domestic capital & material resources & scarce 
foreign exchange does not get unduly distorted & is maintained in 
accordance with a broad systetn of industrial priorities.   In some countries 
Much as Hungary, a  linear-programming model includes various sub- 
models relating to the metal-working sector & covering 133 individual 
products,   in Czechoslovakia,  it is understood tliat programming of the 
industrial sector extends to a combined matrix of 130 x 130, with a 
subdivision matrix of 99 x 99 for heavy industry.    The preparation of 
a comprehensive matrix of this nature which, in turn, can be applied 
to investment decision-making would be a very difficult & time-consuming 
task in a country such as México, where collection of information 
presents serious problems.    An aggregated approach, on the other hand, 
become too generalised for practical application & an earlier model 
prepared in respect of the met al-working 6 certain other sectors of the 
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Mexican economy (*) could not be effectively utilised at all in the 
present project. 

39. In an U.N.   study dealing tvith programming for the metal- 
working sector (**) a provisional classification lias been made of the 
major manufacturing activities of this sector.    This extends to 93 
branches & an illustrative list of products is given for each branch. 
Even this illustrative list covers over 400 products, including a large 
number of consumer'goods items.    Excluding office machinery & household 
equipment, the classification extends to 64 branches of machinery, 
including transport equipment,  while the illustrative product list of these 
branches covers 289 items.    Such a product list,   if made exliaustire, 
could extend to thousands of items.    The preparai ion of a matrix for 
such a list of products would be an extraordinarily complex task,  the 
results of which in terms of investment application decisions would be 
hardly commensurate with the enormous effort involved.    Even a 64 x 64 
matrix would prove very complicated though the aggregation in such a 
case would be so broad as to render its use extremely limited in respect 
of investment decisions and detertnination of priorities. 

40. The nature of capital goods production is also such that linear 
programming methods are difficult to apply in a number of cases.    Though 
long-run production items can be identified in the machine building sect oí- 
as mentioned in para 5.9 above,  many capital goods enterprises tend to 
the multi-product in nature.    Since such enterprises usually comprise of 
fabrication & machining shops of various sizes & complexity, the equip- 
ment in these shops can be utilised for various operations.   A complex 
machine tool can, for example, be utilised for a number of individual 
alternative products or operations and optimum utilisation of capacity may 
well include a number of machimng & other operations, which may be 
quite distinct from one another.    Consequently,  the order book for one 
year may be considerably different from tliat of another & is often inter- 
related with the degree of subcontracting work either fanned out by the 
enterprise or undertaken by the enterprise.    Flexibility in production is 
a significant feature of most machine building enterprises & the concept 
of "capacity" has to be viewed differently from that of, say, a process 
industry producing a certain defined output per day.    Capacity utilisation 

(*) A.S. Manne: Key sectors of the Mexican Economy in "studies in 
Process Analysis: Economy wide Production Capabilities", ed by A.S. 
Manne 6 H. M. Marcourtz, 1963. Cowles Foundation Monograpti No. 18, 
Wiley, New York. 

(**) "Planning ê programming of the metal-working industries with a 
special view to exports.    'ID 23 Vol II. United Nations New York, 1972. 
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is usually viewed in terms of total animal out pul of an enterprise, 
though this can be broken down in terms of major machine groups for 
better production planning in fill tre.     Where such total output is com- 
prised of a number of products & processes & where the overall 
reduction in production costs or increase in profitability is attributable 
to a number of products & processes,   linear programming becomes 
for more difficult to apply for a mon ber of such enterprises.    In an 
extensive research study undertaken in the University of North Carolimi 
Centre for Social Studies (*)   the approach adopted was to consider 
groups of machines such, as a forge shop etc. as "resource elements", 
while the outputs  were specific machine producís.     The approach was 
further developed in the U.N. study (**)by atlopting 53 resource elements 
against basic production processes such as forgings,  castings,  machining, 
heat treatment & the like & then, using these resource elements as 
inputs, preparing a sample of specific machinery end-products.     The 
above approach undoubtedly is very interesting but is difficult to apbh 
for an economy as a whole where detailed information relating to a 
large number of enterprises would be very difficult to obtain.    A 
uniform "resource-element'1 for the various processes would also be 
almost impossible to define with any degree of accuracy in a country 
like México.    Other assumptions in the study also make it extremely 
difficult to apply in terms of practical investment programming. 

41.        Another important aspect to be considered is the relationship 
between the results of research studies & practical Uwestment decisions, 
particularly in a market economy such as that of México.     Most research 
étudies are necessarily predicated on the assumption that investment 
decisions follow a clearly-defined 6 logical pattern of economic priorities, 
both national & of the enterprise in question.   Often   as not, this is not 
the case, particularly in a market economy.   National priorities often 
do not coincide with the priorities of private enterprises & a different 
approach is needed to bridge the gap.    Wliereas a programmed approach 
can be put into practice fairly effectively in a centrally-planned economy, 
investment decisions in a market economy are necessarily governed by 
strictly commercial considerations.    Experience in this project itself 
has shown llial where the economic priorities are clearly established s-ch 
as in the case of transformer manufacture in México, investment action 
m decisions Juive nevertheless pivceeded slowly & Itallingly whereas in 
the case of a fairly sophisticated machine-tool tnamtfactnring project, the 
investment has been far speedier.    The problem of      allocating inter 
$e priorities between different projects faces the same limitation.  Whereas 

ñ     The approach adopted in the UNC study Im been discussed in detail 
in HUí U.N. publication,  ¡bid. 

(*•) Ibid. 
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a particular manufacturing programme may have higher priority from 
national as well as commercial considerations,  this may have little 
meaning,  unless such priority  is backed by adequate investor response 
vis a vis another project which may tiavc less priority on broader 
considerations but where the investor response is far greater.   Conse- 
quently,  though the various projects  in (he capital goods sector can be 
allocated different inter sc priorities,  this could be of very limited 
practical significance.    The approach adopted in the Project was pragma- 
tic  in that promotional activities for all the identified projects were 
pursued more or less simultaneously. 

42. It is, by no means, suggested that a detailed input-output progra- 
mming model for a particular year or period for the metal-working 
sector in México wouUl not be a usefitl exercise.    In fact, this would 
be extremely valuable, & a sub-model or models for various machinery 
sectors ivould constitute a very usefitl tool, both to highlight overall 
priorities over a period of time & to review the growth trends of machine 
building sector during a particular period.    It could, over a period of 
time,  also be an usefid tool in project identification as groiving demands 
are identified on particular production capacities such as for production 
of cranes or conveying equipment.    The effect of new projects would also 
be seen more clearly in terms  of impact on others.    Inter-industry 
linkages  would also be more clearly apparent.    However, such detailed 
programming in terms of an input-output model involving thousands of 
products  would, as pointed out above, be an extremely complicated task 
à needs to be considered primarly on a long-term basis.    Wliat is nece- 
ssary to emphasise is that the Capital Goods Project, in its very nature, 
should not be construed as a detailed exercise in sectoral programming 
based on any input-outpat model.    From this vietvpoint, the project must 
be seen as limited operation, seeking principally to identify the principal 
gaps in machine-building production in the country & attempting to cover 
such gaps through investment promotion activities.     To the extent tltat the 
specific techno-economic studies liave defined various inputs required for 
a particular manufacturing programme,  the inputs Imve been analysed in 
terms of availability & cost.     For example, detailed studies relating to 
the production of castings & of gears & speed reducers were conducted 
as these items were considered to be key inputs likely to be in short 
supply if an extensive machi ne-building manufacturing programme was 
undertaken.   Most other material inputs would not,  however, pose a 
major problem in the first-phase investment programme of the Project 
43. ¡t may be said of the Project that it was principally an 
exercise   in import substitution.    This is only partially true though it 
needs to be emphasised thai most national programmes for machinery 
production in developing countries have to be initiated on the basis of 
import substitution.    There arc undoubtedly instances such as in the 
island economies of Hongkong or Singapore, of precision products manu- 
facture    solely for exports.    Sudi manufacture has,  however, developed 
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within a particular policy package of welcoming foreign investment even 
by way of wholly-owned foreign subsidiaries & combining such policies 
with the special endowments  that these economies possess.    Despite tins, 
however, it needs to be noted Hint wholly  export-oriented capital-goods 
products are manufactured only to a limited extent in such economics & 
in other developing countries which are attempting to develop export-orien- 
ted industries.    In such of these countries where capital-goods production 
has grown rapidly,   such as Brazil, Argentina & India,   the initial base 
has invariably been the home market & export capability has developed, 
sometimes very rapidly,   as the machinery products get established in 
the ini ermi market.     What is essential to recognise,  in the context of 
import substitution,   is that such substitution conuot be economically 
pursued beyond a point & it is necessary to define such limits in each 
subsector.    This is what has been sought lo be done in the various 
techno-economic studies in this Project. 

44. The brief discussion in the above paragraplis of some of the 
principles related to capital goods planning & production is necessary 
in order to view the Capi tal-goods Project in its correct perspective. 
The pragmatic approach adopted in the Project is fully consistent with 
the basic objective of the Project, which was to develop the capital-goods 
industry in Mexico.    A project of this nature must, in the ultimate 
analysis, be judged by the investment & the investor response that it is 
able to generate.    From this viewpoint, the Capital-goods Project must 
be considered to be eminently successful.    Not only have a number of 
concrete projects been identified & are in various stages of negotiation 
but, even more important has been the great stimulation of interest among 
Mexican industrial enterprises and a large number of reputed foreign 
manufacturers in machine-building projects in Mexico. 

45. As indicated in the previous chapters, the first-pitase investment 
requirements for the capital-goods sector in Mexico would be of the order 
of about Ps 3000 million i.e.over US$ 24o million $. For convenience, a 
summary of the projected likely investment for each of the three major 
categories of capital goods production is given below: 

TABLE  XIV 

a) Projected additional capital investment 
for electrical machinery & equipment 

b) Projected additional capital investment 
for mechanical equipment of common use 

c) Projected additional capital investment 
far mechanical equipment for specific 
industrial sectors. 

Total 

in million Pesos 

810 

Ps.   3 Oil million 
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46. As described in previous chapters, many of the projects are 
already in a stage of fairly advanced negotiations while investment decisions 
have already been lakcn in some cases.    The total output in 19S0,  b\ 
when most of the projects should be in production is likely to be of the 
order of Ps 6330 million.    This would constitute over 25% of machinery 
& auxiliary imports in 1980 projected at Ps 28 million for the related 
& 38 identified  bmnches and would have a very favourable impact on 
the balance of payment s in 1980 & even more so in successive years. 
There would be direct savings of foreign exchange of at least 60% of this 
figure as only a certain volume of key components would have to be 
imported, which would progressively decrease during the early 1980s. 
The direct employment opportunities for skilled, semi-skilled & unskilled 
categories generated by the above investment programme would be for 
3500 to 4000 persons, the actual number depending on the final nature of 
investment in each case.    Inclusive of secondary & tertiary employment, 
the employment impact is likely to be well over 9000 by 1980. 

47. A very significant impact of the projected investment programme 
is in the grotvth of skills that would be generated.    Most of the above 
projects involve a high incidence of trained skills.    In the detailed studies 
relating to each project,   considerable emphasis lias been given to the 
training aspect & specific financial provision has been sought to be provided 
for this purpose.   In the case of expansion projects,   the training requi- 
rements will be easier to meet &, in most cases,  programmes of retraini.n 
would be involved.    In new projects, initial recruitment would be a mix 
of skilled & semi'Skilled workers having adequate mobility to move to 
new project sites & locali y-recruited personnel who would be given initial 
training in the plant itself.    All in all, the overall impact of the projected 
investment programme in terms of growth of skills would be very consi- 
derable.    A problem to be considered in this context is whether any of 
the projects would need to be reviewed owing to non-availability of suitable 
personnel.    This is not considered a serious likelihood.    There is already a 
substantial pool of trained & semi-trained personnel which would constitute 
the tmcleous   around which specific training programmes would need to be 
initiated by the new or expanded enterprises.    The cost of training would, 
however, constitute a substantial burden on some of new enterprise in 
particular & this aspect needs to be considered from a policy viewpoint. 

48. In reviewing the status of the various investment propositions 
discussed in the previous chapters, it is necessary to consider whether 
the promotional activity & investment decision-making lias been an unduly 
prolonged process.   In some cases, this undoubtedly has been the case. 
This luis occured for a number of reasons, some of which have been 
discussed in the next clutpter.    It must, however, be stressed that invest- 
ment promotion & investment decisions in machine-building projects,based on 
private & mixed investment   is inevitably a fairly slow process.    In some 
developing countries, such as Egypt, Iran & India, capital goods production 
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km been largely nmterlakcn in .the public sector through governmental 
undertakings, partly because of their overall importance & sigmficanec 
in the economy & partly because prívate investment, foreign & domestic 
it often not adci/nafcly forthcoming jn so far as this seclor is conccrncd * 
in the Mexican project, the pattern of investment considered for most of 
the projects has been of private-sect or financing, eil her foreign or do- 
mestic or both, with Nacional Financiera undertaking necessary participa- 
tion to the extent necessary to cover anv investment resource gaps     In 
this pattern,  investment decision-making inevitably becomes a function of 
wore than one parly & lakes considerably longer.    While the example of 
the machine tool project with collaboration from an U.K.  company is 
among the most prolonged,   a period of 1 to 2 years has necessarily to 
be allowed.    Much of this time is taken   in revieivin« market estimates 
ft preparation of a final feasibility study,  though negotiations relalUw to 
investment & technology supply have also extended over several months in 
many of the cases. 

49. The capital-goods development programme must necessarily he 
wewed as a continuing programme over a period of time.    Whereas the 
jmt-plm&e investment outlined in this report would constitute a strong 
foundation for the future growth of this sector, these projects would in 
turngenerate new input demands, & a series of further linkages, backward 
ft privara,  tvauhl necessarily develop over a period of time. 
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VIH.    POLICY ASPECTS OF CAPITAL GOODS MANUFACTURE IN NCXICO 

50. While it may not be practicable to formulate a package of policies 
designed solely for one sector of the manufacturing economy, however 
important this may be,  it is nevertheless necessary to recognise that the 
accelerated growth of the machine-building sector in Mexico poses certain 
special and distinct problems of its  own.    These liave emerged in 
sharper focus in the course of implementation of the Capital-Goods Deve- 
lopment Project,  both during the preparation of the various techno-cconimic 
studies & in the process of investment promotion & programming.    A 
solution to these problems must necessarily be found within the basic 
socio-economic policy framcivork in Mexico & the procedures tliat these 
policies entail. 

51. The growth of machine-building enterprises in Mexico lias, in the 
past, been rather slow & patchy, when compared to certain other develo- 
ping economies, such as Brazil, Argentina or India.    This lias occured 
for a variety of reasons.    Firstly,  the limited domestic market for 
specific machinery products constituted a major constraint, which was 
considerably aggravated by the fact that there was relatively little res- 
traint on machinery imports till recently.    In fact, ivilh a view to promote 
overall industrial growth, machinery imports enjoyed considerable conce- 
ssions, again till fairly recently.    Since many of the principal consumers 
of machinery products, particularly heavy mechanical & electrical equip- 
ment liave been, and coutume to be, governmental agencies & institutions, 
the purchase policies of these institutions have a direct & significant 
bearing on the size of the domestic market.    Such purchase policies liave 
not been conspicuously in favour of domestic machinery protiucers; in fact, 
the opposite has often been the case.    Secontlly, prívate -sector domestic 
investment lias concenhnted principally on    . consumer goods & interme- 
diates, where the investment opportunities & returns liave been much 
greater.    The nature of capital-goods production,  with its relatively higher 
capital outlay & prolonged gestation period for achieving technological ¿ 
productive efficiency,  have also militated against greater resource 
channelisation to this sector.    Thirdly,   the high money cost of capital in 
Mexico has  resulted in limited use of borrowing,  which again lias 
constituted a significant constraint for this sector.    Fourthly, the policy 
of import substitution at all levels has resulted in the cost of industrial 
processed materials & inputs being unduly high & resulting in the cost of 
the fimi machinery product being substantially higher than similar imported 
products.    Where such piice differential is very significant, it would be 
unreasonable to expect domestic ¡mrchasers to purchase national products. 
This, in turn, further circumscribes the size of the local market.   Finally. 
there Ims been no deliberative policy to specifically encourage the grotvth 
of this particular sector & its key & vital roí   in the future industrial 
growth of Mexico IMS beat recognised fairly recently.    Consequently, 
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the system of tax & other incentives has no particular orientation in 
favour of domestic machinery manufacture, nor does the export subsidy 
programme have any bias for such production, though this is vitally 
important for expanding the potential markets for such manufacture.    It 
tins inevitable, against this background,  that capital-goods production in 
Mexico ivould follow a largely tin-coordinated pattern. 

52. The fact  that most capital-goods enterprises in Mexico are 
either subsidiaries & affiliates of foreign manufacturers has also luid a 
significant effect on the sectoral growth pattern.    Though a number of 
such subsidiaries have expanded gradually with the growth of the domestic 
capital-goals market, expansion in many cases luis inevitably followed a 
more global pattern, dictated by the multi-national interests of the company 
rather than domestic national interest.    The typical instance is of compa- 
nies having a large subsidiary in Brazil, or other Latin American country, 
limiting the growth of the Mexican subsidiary.    Technology transfer in 
many of these cases has been limited to the immediate need of the domes- 
tic Mexican market & there has been little effort to develop export  capa- 
bility except in rare cases, nor has there been muchadapaSon of techno- 
logy & techniques by such units.     The terms of technology transfer liave, 
in the past, often been very harsh & restrictive & a number of affiliates, 
while making losses, liave nevertheless  contributed significantly to the 
parent organisation.    Growth of design & engineering facilities liave been 
extremely limited in many of the cases.     In some cases, the transfer of 
second-hand plants and obsolescent equipment has also constituted a sig- 
nificant constraint to the development of competitive efficiency.    While 
there are notable exceptions in the case of some of the subsidiaries & 
affiliates, the pattern is often represented by a relatively small or medium 
sited manufacturing unit, with old equipment transferred after more than 
two decades of use in some cases & operating with the technological 
support of the present company even in relatively small & minor technical 
aspects & functioning principally as the agent & subcontractor of the parent 
company.    This is not only the pattern in this country but in most deve- 
loping countries & it is only in recent years that this pattern is giving 
place to aggresive national enterprises in these countries, both in the 
public & in the private sectors.    In Mexico, the growth of domestic 
machine-building enterprises such as the Industria del Hierro or Swecomex 
or Mctalvcr is a bibule to the entrepreneurial strength & capability of 
their sponsors, while the growth of the public sector complexes such as 
Saliagun   is a significant pointer to future capital-goods expansion in the 
public sector also. 

53. Before any major capital-goods production program   can be under- 
taken, it is essential to establish the size of the domestic market to the 
satisfaction of potential investors.   A market study med not necessarily 
be a highly-detailed, meticulous exercise, tvith complicated sensitivity 
models.    Where detailed data ù information is available,  the market 
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study can obviously be fairly detailed bul most potential investors would 
be reasonably satis fi cd with fairly broad demand projections.    Expérience 
tn respeu of a number of investment propositions discussed in the course 
of the Capital-goods Project amplv demonstrated that the market studies 
prepared for the various  sub-sectors was considered to be fidly adequate 
by potential investors.     In fact, most of these studies were more detailed 
than those prc/Kired by potential investors themselves.    Such studies have 
necessarily to be followed by specific feasibility shulies bv the potential 
investors, as a number of witter or ifarrower considerations have then to 
be taken into account in cadi case.     This is the normal approach in 
respect of industrial investment decisions & was followed fairlv etfccti»eh 
in this project.    From a policy viewpoint, however,   an important conside- 
ration is the decree of preference that a domestic manufacturer ivould 
enjoy   particularly in respect of purchase preference by major governmental 
institutions & enterprises.    This issue  was raised in the case of most of 
the major projects under negotiation & ivas found to be difficult to answer 
This question is basic not only in respect of products such as circuit - 
breakers where there is only one public-sector consumer,   but over a very 
wide range of machinery products, where the purchase policies of public 
sector consumers would have a vital role in determining the size of the 
market.    If domestic machinery products liave to compete with imported 
equipment on an open-market basis from the beginning,   the scope of 
capital-goods development wouUl become very limited & would continue on 
the existing pattern.    At  the same time,   machinery products cannot be 
sold at unduly high prices,   in comparison with international prices, after 
excluding cases of 'dumping', as this could have an important bearing on 
the pricing of products manufactured by such machines.    A limit which 
/nJLen tnJ°iWally operative in Mexico in some cases is a differential 

of 25% over imported prices.    A 25-30^ differential is reasonable,  if 
limited to a period of 5 years, after which the differential could be reduced 
to 20Yc for a further period of 10 years &   be reviewed thereafter. 
It is essential   however,   that such a differential should be clearly defined 
& should,  equally unequivocally, be acted upon.    The practice in Mexico 
has been relatively flexible in this regard &, while this has its advantages, 
it would be more desirable in the interests of sectoral growth to prescribe 
a definitive policy, so that there is full awareness on the part of both 
manufacturers & consumers.   Apart from a definitive price differential, 
it is even more important that considerations of delivery & specifications 
are ttot utilised to bypass domestic manufacturers.        It is understood to 
be relatively common for major purchasers, particularly in the public 
sector   to insist on imports on the ground that domestic delivery is not 
suitable.    The speedy delivery required is often as not due to lack of 
Panning on the part of the purchaser.     Wliere such lack of planning is 
deliberate, the case becomes all the more reprehensible.    The manufac- 
turing cycle for heavy machinery products can extend to 2-3 years & 
unless orders are placed on the manufacturing enterprises in good time, 
there would obviously be delivery constraints.   A degree of reconciliation 
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is sought to be effected through the Import Committee set up for public - 
sector imports, but it is difficult to accept that the very large imports 
of relatively simple machinery prorhicts tliat occured during 1970-74 could 
not have been substantially reduced if equipment orders had been placed 
well in time.    In some countries, where there is considerable centralised 
planning,  running orders for heavy equipment are placed on certain major 
machine-building enterprises, so that there is a better order-book & 
capacity util isation on the one hand & more effect tve purchase planning 
on the other.    Machine'building units in Mexico, however, tend to suffer 
from a 'glut' of orders for some periods as at present & a relatively lean 
order-booh during other pcrioils.     This needs to be avoided to the extent 
practicable & this can best be achieved by a greater degree of relatively 
longer-term planning on the part of the major machinery purchasers.    The 
Import Committee should,  in such cases,   insist on a co-ordinated purchase 
programme spread over at least a 3-vear period.    In some cases,  this 
may be restricted by budgetary uncertainties,   but unless the mamfacturin« 
cycle period is covered,   the situation cannot be satisfactorily resolved.     & 

Wlml is true of public-sector imports is applicable to private-sector 
imports, though to a much lesser extent,  as the border closure applies to 
such units to a much greater extent.   In the matter of specifications,  there 
is less room for conflict,  though here too there have been instances where 
fairly narrow specifications have nded out purchases from domestic enter- 
prises.    Wlitle purchasing enterprises & institutions are naturally desirous 
to avail of Ute latest technological innovations or imported products to 
which they have been used for long periods, this needs to be reconciled 
with the possibilities of domestic manufacture as far as possible. 

54.        An equally important issue is the choice of technology & make 
for a particular machinery product and the degree of association considered 
necessary on the part of the principal consumers tvith such a decision. 
Purcltasers,  particularly monopoly or bulk purchasers,  would naturally 
prefer to be unfettered in their choice & would seek to avoid any purchase 
commitment for a particular make.   On the other hand, potential manufac- 
turers find it difficult to make investment decisions in the absence of at 
least a general acceptance of a particular machinery model or make on 
the part of a major consumer or consumers, & would of course prefer a 
long-term commitment.   Even a broad acceptance luis sometimes been 
difficult to obtain.    The domestic maiuifactnre of industrial steam turbines 
has, for example, been complicated by the tact tint a major institutional 
consumer was not willing to even consider a general acceptance for 3 
different international makes, while the mam facturer of a possibly- 
acceptable make, was not interested in a project in Mexico.   A major 
order by the pttblic-sector sugar iwhistry was, at the same time, placed 
an a foreign tnanufacturer with little or no links with a domestic production 
programme.    Wldle it would be unreasonable for pot et dial investors to 
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expect any purchase commitment from major or bulk consumers, any      I 
investment negotiation becomes unrealistic if there is not even a general 
understanding from the principal institutional consumer or consumers lhaL 
the products of such an enterprise would be acceptable to the consumer I 
or consumers,  subject to satisfactory quality & to considerations of price 
St delivery in accordance with an agreed policy framework,    ¡fa motiopoly 
or bulk consumer docs not accept even such a broad condition in respect^ 
of a machinery protluct accepted internationally, it is necessary for the 
government to intervene & insist on such a provision.    This essential  m 
co-ordination role has been sought to be discimrged by NAFINSA for somj^ 
of the projects under consideration.    This has resulted in difficulty & 
delay in some cases.    In countries where there is a system of iwlusiriqL 
licensing, the decision as to technology & make is invariably taken by    | 
the government & this is then binding on all domestic consumers.    In 
Mexico, a suitable mechanism needs to be evolved, so that decisions asm 
to technology, model & make can be taken, which arc consistent both     | 
with the interests of major domestic consumers, as also with the availa- 
bility of suitable technology & the evolving of an appropriate pattern of m 
investment in each case. I 

Plant 
55. The size & capacity of machine "building enterprises has necessam 

I 
at capacity   rily to be related to the size of the potential market, initially domestic 

A investment^   gradually extending to exports.   As pointed out in para 5.9, however, 
pattern» mQst „^c/,/,^.^,/^//,^ plants tend to luive a composite protluct mix   & 

capacity is often determined in terms of total tonnage or output value 
during a particular period.    Scale economies nevertheless do enter the 
picture, both in respect of machinery products having relatively long    • 
production runs such as diesel engine castings or small motors or tram m 
fortners, as also for large engineering & fabrication workshops where 
capacity is related to effective utilisation of machine centres or groups • 
or.even of particular complex & sopitisii cated machines.    It is difficult m 
generalise in respect of appropriate plant capacities in machine-building. 
Problems of management & conti ol can become very difficult in a majorB 
»ingle complex manufacturing, for example,  a wide range of electrical • 
equipment.    The same would be true for mechanical equipment such as 
machine tools, though there are a numbc r of instances such as HimlnstM 
Machine Tools in India & large complexes  in Czechoslovakia & YugoslavM, 
where a wide range of machine tools of varying complexity are mamtfactj^ 
red in single enterprises.    The pattern in Europe & in the USA luis been 
for relatively middle-sized enterprises specialising in partictdar machiner} 
products, not only in the machine-tool field but for mechanical equipmad 
in general.    Major machine-building complexes, which developed over am 
period of time, have tended to gradually sipiion off specific production    • 
lines to subsidiary enterprises, so that each production unit becomes    _ 
highly specialised in relation to a particular product or group of prodncm. 
At the same time, there IHJS been an equally marked tendency in indus- 
trialised countries towartls mergers.   In some countries like the U. K., 
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this has been related to allied production sectors but in the USA,  the 
growth of conglomerates has been equally pronounced. 

56. In the Capital-Goods Pi-oject, the consideration of capacity lias 
been viewed in a flexible & pragmatic manner.    Though, for example, it 
has been reconnu ended that a major new plant shoitUl be set up for 
transformer product ion with an investment of our Ps 250 million, it 
would not be inappropiialc to split this investment requirement between 
two projects, one of which would be for expansion of an existing facility, 
as is being negotiated.    There would be greater difficulty in splitting the 
investment in certain other projects, such as for steel plant equipment 
or heavy mechanical equipment such as hydro-turbines or rotary kilns 
for the cement industry or complex process equipment for the chemical 
industry, where a minimum machine complex would be necessary involving 
large capital outlay. 

57. It has been a general recommendation of the Capital-goods 
Project tltai reputed foreign technology should be acquired for the various 
projects & that there should be a degree of capital participation by the 
technology supplier.    This is in the interest of securing full & complete 
technological participation on a long-term basis.    A pattern of investment 
involving 33-40cc capital participation by the technology supplier, while 
the balance would be Mexican capital, including NAFINSA sliareholdinç, 
had been earlier considered as an appropriate pattern.    This »nay not 
always be practicable to implement.    In some cases» as in electric 
motors & centrifugal compressors, the potential foreign partner has 
insisted on     4V%.    This is of course fully within the prescribed law ù 
policies of the country in respect of foreign investment.    A problem tends 
to develop in respect  of the 51% shareholding.   If a Mexican enterprise 
ie to be a partner, it would prefer an equity holding at leasi equal to the 
foreign partner.    If NAFINSA is to be the majority partner, the respon- 
sibilities of a majoiity hoUling would devolve on this body.   Experience 
of the various projects under negotiation suggest that while a tripartite 
partnership between NAFINSA, a suitable Mexican enterprise & a foreign 
partner is desirable & may be able to be evolved in some cases, it 
would be necessary in ot her instances to consider either bilateral joint 
ventures between NAFINSA ami foreign parties,  or projects by Mexican 
entrepreneurial groups  with NAFINSA financial support & patHcipation ù 
with foreign licensing arrangements.    A fourth alternative which may 
also have to be considered is the establishment of one or more heavy- 
machinery complexes in the Mexican public sector, with NAFINSA financing 
ê foreign technology licensing.    With the wide range of projects under 
consideration in the capital-gouts sector, ito single investment pattern can 
He prescribed which would be applicable in all cases. 
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58. Whatever investment patterns emerge for the various projects 
uittler consideration & negotiation at present, there can be little doubt 
tlmt the role of NAFINS.X  tvould necessarily have to be very significant, 
not only as a ¡n'omotional agency but as an active participant in a 
number of fairly complex projects.     The yole of the  NAFINSA counter- 
part groups will need to be considerably  enlarged in the above context. 
At present, the UNIDO-NAFIN Croup has  been principally concerned 
with initial negotiations upto the stage that , rmal investment propositions 
can be identified in fairly detailed tains.    Thereafter, final negotiations 
are intended to be conducted by one or other branch of NAFINSA.    It 
may be more desirable to set up a fairly large unit in NAFINSA, which 
would deal with the various investment propositions from the initial upto 
the final st ages of negotiation & invest ment decision.     The NAFINS/X 
counterpart group is a wicleous,  which can be suitably expanded to cover 
this role as this group has been associated with most of the projects from 
the earliest stages.     However, this is an organisational aspect for NAFIN 
to consider. 

59. A related but essential organisational aspect is the building up of 
an unit in NAFJNSA,  which can handle technology & contractual negotiations 
for the establishment of machine-building projects.    This lias been a task 
with which the UNIDO Project Manager lias been fairly closely associated 
in the initial stages  & negotiations of a number of projects.    11 is,  how- 
ever,   necessary to build up further expertise in this branch of the nego- 
tiations.    For this purpose, it would be desirable for the NAFINSA unit 
to work in close collaboration with the Registry of Transfer of Technology 
in the Ministry of Industry & Commerce, so that there is full awareness 
ê exchange of views regarding various  contractual provisions & the 
appropriateness or otherwise of particular technology fees & royalties in 
various machine-building projects. 

60. A basic policy aspect of capital-goods production in Mexico relates 
to the financing of specific investment propositions for machinery mamtfac 
ture, as also the financing of sales of capital goods produced in the 
country.  *   The high cost of borrowing in Mexico, with interest rates 
normally ranging from 15% upwards constitutes a significant constraint on 
resource channelisation into industrial sectors where returns tend to be 
km during initial production years while capital outlay is relatively high. 
it is necessary tltat the problem  of financing of such projects is tackled 

* A note on the subject entitled "Creation of a Special Fund forFiuancin 
Capital-Goods Production in Mexico" was submitted by the UNIDO Project 
Manager to NAFINSA earlier (July 1975). 
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on a special fooling.    As mentioned in other pre aims chapter,   the 
projected investment requirements for the various machinery sub-sectors 
& projects umlcr consideration is of the order of Ps. 3000   million during 
1976-78.    This is on the assumption  Hint  policv <£• investment decisions 
will be taken during 1976 for all or most of the pi'ojccts outlined in the 
previous chapters. 

61. Against a total capital investment  (excluding working capital) 
programme of Ps 3000 million in 197Ù-7S,  the equity capital needs would 
be of the order of Ps  1,500 million assuming a debt-equity ratio of 1.1. 
Of this amount, about Ps 900 million uo'tld need to be  raised from 
national sources,  including XAFIXS.\,  ulule the balance of Ps 600 million 
can be expected to be  contributed  by foreign equity txtrticipaiion, on the 
assumption of an average participation of around 38-40% by the foreign 
partners.   As for the debt-equity  ratio,  this would vary for different 
projects but a  1:1 relationship would be fairly reasonable for machinery- 
manufacturing pi'ojects, as this is commonly accepted in many countries 
for estimation purposes in the capital-goods sector.    It is recognised 
tliat,   in Mexico,   a greater proportion of capital investment is usually 
sought to be covered by equity capital in view of high interest charges on 
loans  but it tvotdd be desirable for most capital-goods projects, many 
of which involve large capital outlay,  to be programmed and ewlualcd on 
the basis of 40-50%  of the fixed-assets be/mi financed by medium or 
long-term credit.    The ratio of 1:1 need not necessarily be applied to  the 
various projects but could adequately serve as a ywdsiiclc for overall 
estimates ami valuation.    On this proportion, the' requirements of medium - 
term financing could well be of the order of Ps 1,500 million.    It may 
be possible to obtain machinery and equipment for many of the capital - 
goods pi-ojects on satisfactory foreign supplier-credit terms without affecting 
the cost-structure of such projects adversely.    Assuming that such 
supplier-end it may cover 33- of the requirement,  this  would leave a gap 
of about Ps 1,000 million to be covered from national credit institutions. 
This would be apart from working capital needs, which would also have to 
be obtained from domestic banking sources. 

62. Apart from credit financing of fixed investment, an equally urgent 
need    is in respect  of credit financing for purchasers of domestically - 
manufactured machinery.    An important incentive for machinery  imports 
on the part of domestic enterprises  is the fact of supplier credit accompa- 
nying such imports and the consequently reduced initial equitv capital.    If 
sales of domesticali y-produced equipment arc to be actively encouraged 
and promoted,  some financing arrangement similar to foreign supplier-credi; 
wouUl constitute a significant incentive.     This aspect would assume 
increased importance from 197S-9 onwards by when production is likely to 
commence in many of the capital-gooils projects currently under conside- 
ration. 
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63. It is necessary to consider the various sources and nature of 
institutional credit that would oc available for this purpose in Mexico. 
Apart from the cenerai banking sector, the three specialised ins Ululions 
dealing with industrial financing arc FOGAIX? FOMIN**and FONEI***As 
for the banking sector,  Ihc operative interest rate would normally range 
from 14% to IT^c,  awl there is  no significant interest differential as 
between working  capital anil medium-temi loans.     Such an interest structure 
would impose an  unduly heavy burden for capital-goods projects, particu- 
larly in respect of financing of fixed assets.    The  role of F0GA1N is 
principally confined to the small-scale sector ami though FOGAIN's interest 
rate ranges from lüc¿  in Zone HI to 12% in Zone I,  its credit activities 
are confined to projects involving investment of less  tlian Ps 25 million. 
In the case of FOMIN,  Ihc role is principally (hat of equity participation 
which can be contributed upto 3tfc in small ami medium projects.    This 
institution has participated in the establishment of 40 new  industries and 
expansion of 19 other units.     The total financial commitments of FOMIN 
extend upto Ps 185 million.   Apart from FOMlN's funds being very 
limited, it is not functioning significantly as a credit agency and while 
its equity participation role may assist in the promotion of some capital- 
goods pi'ojects,  it cannot be viewed as a significant credi I-finance agency 
for this sector.     As for F0NE1, which ivas  set in 1972 principally for 
financing machinery purchase by ex port-orí enl ed or import substitution 
enterprises, this  could serve the purpose to a certain extent.   There are, 
however', certain  limitations to this institution also serving as the principal 
credit agency.    Firstly, the existing resources of the institution would be 
considerably slrcctched if it were required to meet an overall funding 
requirement of this magnitude.    Secondly, the fund is primarily intended 
to finance machinery purchases.    Since this can be often obtained from 
foreign supplier credit for a mtmber of capital-goods projects, the utili- 
sation of FONEI can become fairly limited.    Thirdly, the Fumi operates 
through the nortnal banking structure,  which means an addition of 2 to 
3% in the interest rate as far as the borrowing enterprise is concerned. 
Fourthly, FONEI does  not lend itself to serving as a credit institution 
financing domestic sales of individual machinery products.    With the 
limited growth of the domestic capital-goods sector,   the machinery financing 
facility relates principally to imported machinery.    Despite these aspects, 
FONEI can serve as an useful financing source for some of the capital- 
goods projects.     The institution can grant intemiediate and long-term 
loans upto a maximum of 13 years (with a grace period of 3 years) and at 
an interest of 10% to the banks which, in turn loan to enterprises at 
12-13%.    The institution has financed 42 loans to different enterprises by 
June 1975 besides 6 loans for feasibility studies and its activities could 
usefully extend to financing some of the proposed machine-building units. 

• Fondo de Garantía y  Fomento a la Industria Media.ta y Pequeña (FOGAIN) 
•* Fondo Saciotial de Fomento Industrial (FOMIN) 

Fondo Nacional de Equipamiento Industrial (FONEI) 
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64.        It needs to be considered,  in the above context, whether the 
financing requirements of the capital-goods sector should be met by one 
or other of the existing Funds,  together with the overall banking system 
or whether a new Fund should be  set n[>,   principally for the capital-goods 
sector.    II appears that,  while existing institutions such as FOMIN, or 
more particularly FONEI, have certain resources  which could be utilised 
for participation in some of the projects under consideration, these ins- 
titutions would fall short, both  in tains of overall resources and functions, 
in meeting the requirements of this sector.    An alternative which needs 
to  be considered is the establishment of a new Fund, principally for the 
machine-building sector which would be broader in its functional scope and 
adequately flexible in operations to meet the needs of this sector.    The 
scope would be much broader in that a new Capital-Goods Fund cotdd (a) 
finance new or extension capital-goods projects,  both by way of equity 
partici¡xttion ami medium-term loans to cover initial capital investment, 
(b) provide credit to cover not only machinery but could relate to overall 
fixed capital,   (c) guarantee repayment of supplier credits obtained by 
projects,    (d) provide credit at more favourable terms tlian from other 
credit and banking institutions in the country,    (e) provide credit (similar 
to  supplier credit) to enterprises producing domestically-niamifaclured 
equipment,  both in respect of overall plant and equipment for a new or 
expansion project (as financed by  FOXEI) but also for individual machinery 
products on internationally-competitive teivns ami  (f) assist,  through its 
participation attd credit programmes, the co-ordinated establishment and 
growth of different projects in this sector. 

65,        The most critical question revolves around the interest rate of 
be charged on  loans to capital-goods enterprises.    It is essential thai such 
interest should be substantially below the prevalent interest rates in 
Mexico.    This is necessaij because a lower interest rate would (i) 
attract domestic invest ibi e resources to capital goods manufacture as this 
would be direct incentive for such investments,   (ii) reduce the impact of 
longer gestation periods and lower initial earnings in this sector, (Hi) 
reduce the excessive burden that  would be otherwise imposed on new and 
expansion projects, (iv) provide loan capital at rates which would be 
similar to those obtained by capital-goods enterprises in other countries 
and (v) in gcnewl, enable capital-goods enterprises to become viable and 
internationally -competitive.    Unless a differential rate of interest is 
provided for this sector,   there ivouUl be a tendency for capital-goods 
enterprises to avail of medi urn-term credit only to the minimum extent, 
thereby cither reducing the overall magnitude of projects or providing 

unnecessarily high equity capital base. 

66. The fact that capital -goods enterprises would require credit at 
differential mies would be an added ground for channelisation of fitnds 
for this sector through a new Fund as it would be diffiadt for existing 
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institutions to charge differential rales for différait industrial sectors. 
Cliarging of a lower interest rate  would also inevitably involve a major 
element of subsidy which could only be provided by the State.   Assuming 
that financing for such a Fund is obtained from external loan sources, it 
would be desirable to subsidise the loans issued by the Fund to the extent 
of 1% phis the cost of administration which could be assumed at a further 
1%.    In such event,  the subsidy ivould be 2?¿ and this would enable medium- 
term loans to capital-goods enterprises to be issued at lc¿ below internatio- 
nal rates.    This should constitute a significant incentive for the rapid 
growth of this  sector.    For purposes of initial estimation,  the prime 
Eurodollar rale may be adopted as a base.    This had come down form 
13% in June 71 to about 8-9%.    The trend of falling interest rates is 
common in many  countries at present.    In Mexico, the rate continues 
to be much higher,   as before.    It is not practicable to suggest any 
specific interest rale as this would have to be  related.to overall credit 
conditions in the international and national sectors, but provision of 2% 
subsidy on the inte at which loans are secured  by the institutional agency 
would mean that capital-goods enterprises could obtain medium-term 
credit at a favourable rate as compared to international interest rates 
and on substantially   better terms  than can be secured internally by 
other domestic enterprises.    The difference between the latter enterprises 
and capital-goods projects could range to 3-4% depemling on the gap 
between national interest rates and those prevailing in the Eurodollar 
or U. S. markets at particular point of time.    A difference of this order 
would act as a major incentive to attract resources and pi'ivate sector 
investment to this sector apart from matting machinery projects in Mexico 
adequately viable ami competitive.    The magnitude of subsidy would depend 
on the extent to which the resources of the Fluid are channelised as loans. 
Assuming that the Fund would liave resources of Ps 1,000 million & that, 
of this, 50% or Ps  500 million is channelised as medium-term  loans,  the 
subsidy would be of the order of Ps 10 million per year.    This would 
not be considered as too heavy a burden for the state for the development 
of a critical & dynamic sector which could bring about substantial improve- 
ment in the merchandise balance of payments. 

67. It is accordingly recommended that a new Fund be set up, in 
Nacional Financiera, for financing the establishment of capital-goods 
industries.    For the purpose of this Futid, which may be called Fondo 
para Desarrollo de Industria de Bienes de Capital (FODIDIC), Capi lai - 
Goods industries may be defined as the manufacture of all mechanical 
(non-electrical) ami electrical equipment & major parts & components , 
thereof, utilised as machinery & production equipment in various produc- 
tion branches.    This definition would cover the transformer equipment 
sector also.    The Fumi should be  set up with initial  resources of Ps 
1,000 million, to be increased to Ps 2,000 million in 1978.     The initial 
resources could be raised by Nacional Financiera from external sources 

I 
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through bond issue at preval cut market  rales. 

68. The objectives of F0D1B1C would be to (a) financially assist in 
the establishment or expansion of enterpiiscs in Mexico undertaking the 
manufacture of capital-goods products,   as defined above, such financing 
taking the form of medium-term loans at a subsidised rate or etniily 
participation or both and including guarani ccing of term loans secured 
externally bv such enterprises,  (b) encourage and promote the development 
of internal and external private ami public capital availability in the 
programming and financing of capital-goods manufacturing projects ami 
(c) financially assist the marketing ami sale, both internally ami outside 
the country, of machinen* products produced by such  enterprises.     To 
achieve these objectives,  FODWlC could (i) provide finance in the form 
of loans extending over 5  to 15 years and at suitable interest rales 
approved from time to time for new ami expansion project s manufacturing 
capital-goods items, (ii) participate in the equity capital of such enterprises 
to the extent of 20r¿ to 52 fc   (Hi) make fimds available for re-investments 
and by causing the transfer of shares and securities (iv) fitrnish managerial 
technological ami administrative advice as may be required and assist 
with technical and other services (v) sponsor and/or undertvrite any issue 
or conversion of all forms of shares and securities (ii) guarantee and 
counterguarantee loans and obligations of such enterprises and (vii) 
finance the marketing and sale of machinery aiid allied products of such 
enterptises through credits to purchasers of such products. 

69. It must be emphasised that FODlBIC's activities should not 
normally extend to supply of working ca tritai for capì l al-goods enterprises. 
For this purpose, the enterprises should take recourse to the normal bank- 
ing sector.     This is partly because working capital would iiwolve very 
substantial increase in the Fund's commitments and cxleiid the Fund's 
activity to a fimction that could be covered adequately by the banking 
sector.   At the same time, the incidence of interest liabilities on short- 
term working capital loans would be relatively smaller and should be able 
to be absorbed in product ion costing wiihout affect ing the units too adver- 
sely. 

70. As discussed earlier, an important function of the proposed new 
Fttnd would be to finance sales of indigenously-produced machinery items. 
As far as exports of such items are concerned, this fimction would also 
be performed bv the Export Development Fund (FOMEX), as at present. 
FOMEX's role, however,  extends to all exports aiui the facilities provided 
by this institution mav not be adequate for machinery products in a 
mmbcr of cases.    FODlBIC's activities could be complementary in this 
regard and it could provide such special facilities as machinery products 
may require so as to compete effectively in international markets.    Capital- 
goods exports are often afforded very special concessions besides long- 
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term supplier credit by a number of countries ami these can extend to 
direct export subsidies of upto lo-20r¿.    If Mexican capital-goods exports 
are to compete in international markets speedily,   major concessions ami 
incentives may be required in the early years and this could be provided 
by the new Fund in addition to or in substitution of the facilities provided 
by FOMEX to this sector.    As far as internal sales arc concerned, 
FODIDIC's activities would be even more significant.     Both  public and 
priva te-sec tor enterprises tend to use supplier credits for machinery 
purchases because of Hie long or medium lernt credit element involved. 
11 is necessary that domestic manufacturers should have the same or 
similar facilities,  both for bulk purchase of capital equipment ami for 
purchase of specific machines produced in the country.    The credit terms 
in such cases could extend to 5-7 years at a subsidised ami competitive 
interest rate for bulk purchase of original plant equipment domestically 
produced.    As for individual machines such us  machine tools, compressors 
etc., the proposed new Fund could also consider hire-purchase provisions 
at a reasonable interest.    This would both enable small-scale industries 
to buy such machines and equipment without much initial capital outlay 
and would also give a  significant fillip to internal sales of such machines. 

71. Apart from financing facilities, both for resource mobilisation for 
machinery produci ion & sales, a comprehensive policy package needs to be 
considered for the capital-goods sector within the overall economic policy 
framework of the country.    As in the case of export-oriented enterprises, 
the needs of machine-building industries can be considered on a special 
footing which can, at the same time,  be fully consistent with the country's 
economic & industrial policies.    This can be done by declaring the capital- 
goods sector as a 'jniority 'sector within the framework of the present law 
for 'new & necessary' industries.     Such a definition should bring,    in its 
wake, certain facilities & incentives as a matter of course.    Some of 
sudi facilities arc discussed hereinafter in respect of protection measures, 
Provision of basic imports at- reasonable cost, & financial & tax incentives. 

Protection & controls 

72. Measures of import control liave been tightened considerably over 
the last year.     Such tightening has been activated more by the deterioration 
in the merchandise balance of payments than by the need for protecting 
domestic industry,    it is too early to determine the impact of the latest 
policy of controls on capital-goods imports but it is doubtful whether such 
impact would be highly significant.    The import projections made in 
Chapter 111 are unlikely to be substantially curtailed, as the genuine & legi- 
timate needs of machinery & components in the different production sectors 
have necessarily to be met.    In fact, quantitative import controls & 
'closing the bonier' may not prove to be the long-term answer for such 
sectoral growth.    Machine-building enterprises do require a sheltered 
market but for as minimum a period as possible.    It is considered that a 
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period of 3 years from com lencemcnt of production should be adequate. 
This would, on Hie one hand, ensure that the ' teething ' period of such 
enterprises  can be overcome ¿L- domestic machinery products can fimi a 
ready internal market &,   on the other hand,   would enable importation to 
the extent of the oh/ions shortfall between production by domestic enter- 
prises & the overall demand of the economy for the products in question. 
The infant indus.ry argument is equally,   or even more applicable,   in the 
capital-goods sector but this must be for a very limited pe}'iofl of time 
so that inefficiencies do not creep in or become inherent in such enter- 
prises. 

73. What is of greater importance perhaps is a more selective ¡wlicy 
of import tariffs.    Till recently,  machinery  imports enjoyed a concessional 
tariff which amounted ¡o Sr¿  (Rule XIV) as against 20% for most comparable 
products, while further relief was available in certain categories of 
industries & for certain locations.     While the concession uiulcr Rule XIV 
lias been done away  with, oilier reliefs   can still be obtained.    It would 
he desirable to remove all tariff concessions  on imports of finished machines, 
irrespective of the industrial sector or  the location.    Machinery & equip- 
ment should be brought fully in line with oilier industrial products & 
should in the initial instance pay a tariff of 25 lo 30c¿.    If financial conce- 
ssions are to be given for encouragement of particular industrial sectors 
or growth of particular regions, this could take the form of a direct 
subsidy or higher tax concession but should not be related to' cost of 
imported machinery & equipment.     Again, for export-oriented industry, 
financial relief could take other forms of direct benefits rather than 
concessions on machinery imports.    The higher cost of machinery & equip- 
ment needs  to be absorbed in the   economy,   not only as an indirect incen- 
tive to domestic production  but to reduce the government's loss of income 
from this concession.    The production sector needs to move to a import- 
tariff economy and away from an import-control economy, particularly in 
so far as machinery imports are concerned.    It must also be recognised 
that the direct impact  of a 25-30c¿ tariff on machinery imports by all 
machinery consumers both in the public & private sectors, is likely to be 
far greater than an im port-control policy which tcmls to be much easier to 
bypass. 

74. As  observed earlier, Hie  import tariff on machinery & equipment 
should be initially higher (25-30r¿) for a period of arouml 5 years in 
selected bmnches & should  thereafter be brought down to aromul 2(f'c for 
a 10-ycar period, after which this could be reviewed.    Most capital-goods 
enterprises  should be able to compete effectively with imfwrted products 
within a period of 5-7 years, provided internal demand grows adequately 
ê provided that input coïts do not continue to be substantially higher.    A 
policy combining import controls for itpto 3 years  in cases where dorn est it- 
machinery production is undertaken, with an initial domestic tariff of 25- 
30% for 5 years & with financing of domestic sales through the proposal 
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FODIBIC would provide a sound initial policy base. 

Provision of inputs & domestic integration: 

75. Production efficiency & costs in machinery manufacture are 
directly related, in a large number of cases, to costs of basic inputs. 
The cost of bought-out components & items tends   to be much higher in 
Mexico despite the /act that tmsic intluslrial materials are generally 
available at around competitive prices.     The insistence on high domestic 
integration in Mexico,   in common with most developing countries in a 
similar stage of development, is a valid & understandable policy approach 
but lends to aggravate the situation in so far as input costs are concerned. 
The general tendency is for input production to follow production of the 
finished equipment & there is usually a time-lag,   which can extern! over 
years at a time & which may gel increasingly accentuated if a compre- 
hensive production pivginmme is undertaken for machinery production, 
without adequate care being taken regarding basic inputs.    It is for this 
reason that emphasis has  been given to the need for production of heavy 
& ni cd ii tin castings, gears &• speed-changers ¿¿ i lie ¡ike.    Input items, 
however, cover a very wide range & an inportant fidare exercise would 
be to define the specific inputs for the various projects that are being 
developed & to ensure that production gaps in this regard are minimised 
as far as possible. 

76. It is necessary, however, that if machinery products are to reach 
competitive efficiency,  inptUs in the form of materials & components 
must be available at reasomblc cost.    It is not  suggested that the emphasis 
on domestic integration is reduced.    Such a policy can,  however, be quite 
consistent with a more liberal & flexible policy in so far as imports of 
unduly high-priced domestic inputs are concerned.    It is suggested (hat, 
in cases where the machine-building enterprise is unable to obtain basic 
inputs internally within a 25% pvice differential,  the import of such in/tuts 
should be permitted muter ' Actual User ' licenses.    This vnplies that 
importing enterprises must certify both as to the  requirement & utilisation 
of inputs in accordance with their production programme for a particular 
period of 3 to 6 months.    Such user imports would constitute a strong 
incentive for input manufacturers to bring their prices more in line, 
through greater production or efficiency.    Just as  domestic manufacturers 
can represent before the relevant Import Comiltee against a proposed 
import, so also can input manufacturers & suppliers against imports of 
such supplies but if domestic prices are higher than the 25% differential 
suggested, it is necessary that imports should be allowed for defined 
Periods,  so that the matter can be reviewed from time to time.    The 
above import policy   would not materially effect the domestic integration, 
which should coni hut e as at present but with this significant qualification. 
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77. A related question is that of tariffs on parts & components. 
Under the present system,  import tariffs on components & inputs are 
often higher than on the finished machine.    This aspect needs to be re- 
viewed.    The tariff on inputs should not he higher,  in any case,  than the 
tariff on the finished equipment.    Against an initial tariff of 25-30% on 
Machinery & equipment,  the tariff on components, parts & accessories 
of such equipment should be of the order of 15c¿.     This tariff can then 
be lahen into account in determining the cost of the imported input,  as 
against the same item domestically produced. 

Incentives: 

78. The present system of the incentives is largely based on the 
Decentralisation Decree of 1972 & its subsequent modifications,  though 
some of the general provisions  uiulcr the Lan for the Development of 
New & Necessary Industries still remain applicable.     While the present 
system is far more definitive than before, in so far as the prescription 
of concessions & incentives  is concerned,  it is still difficult sometimes 
for potential entrepreneurs to calculate the direct benefits timi would 
accrue.    It is clearly advantageous of coi irse for new & even major 
expansion projects to seek locations in Zone III & to avoid the industrial 
concentration of Mexico City,  Monterrey & Guadalajara.    From a localioruil 
viewpoint,  the advantages are fairly unambiguous and emphasis has been 
given in the various projects under negotiation & consideration that plant 
locations should invariably be in Zone III.    From a sectoral viewpoint, 
hotvever,  the tax concessions offered are relatively non-selective.    It 
may be considered, for example,  whether the period of accumulated losses 
to  be set off against lax dues could be extended in the case of machine- 
building industries, defining these as a priority sector as mentioned 
earlies.    Accelerated depreciation provisions could be adopted as a normal 
course.    A  policy of 'development rebate' has been usefully utilised in 
certain developing countries to channelise  resources into priority sectors 
£ this could also usefully be considered in Mexico.     This provides for a 
special deduction by way of a rebate at a specific percentage (ranging 
from 15 to 40c,'c) of the cost of new-plant or machinery which is allowed 
against profits.    Such a facility,  if extended to the capital-goods sector 
as a priority sector, would constitute a significant advantage,  when viewed 
in conjunction with depreciation allowance. 

79. Specific mention needs to be made of an important tax concession 
which has recently been removed, to the considerable disadvantage of 
capital-goods enterprises.    Till 1974,  such enterprises were able to cxtciul 
the system of lax cedis (certificados de devolución de impuestos indirectos) 
permilted for exports to import-substitution products also.    It is uiulcrs- 
tood that this is not permitted any longer.    Most machine-building 
production constitutes direct import substitution & it  seems only 
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appropriate that capital-goods enterprises at hast should be cxtaxled 
this facility, if necessary for a tìcfinai period of lime of 3 to 5 years. 

Training subsidy: 

80. As 
been given 
workers foi 
however, is 
stages.     It 
suitable sub 
or cases of 
basis & link 
semiskilled 

¡minted out in ¿artier chapters,   considerable emphasis has 
to the question of adequate training  of various categories of 

• machine-building enterprises.     The cost of such training, 
a heavy burden on such enter/wises,  particular in the early 
is suggested that the government  considers the grant of a 

sidy for training of workers on new machine-building plaids 
substantial expansion.     This can be done on a percapita 

:ed to a period of training for each  category of unskilled ami 
workers. 

81. Fiwmcial incentives in the form of tax refund certificates (cedis} 
is provided for exports.     The operative rate ranges  between 9-llc'c 
though some additional relief is available if ex ¡mi s are channelised 
through a consortium or an export service firm & exports are raised by 
a minimum  level.    Institutional cx¡>ort finance is provulcd through  the 
Export Development Fimi  (FOMEX) while the Compunta Mexicana de 
Seguros de Crédilo  (COM F SEC) provides guarantees against export risks. 
In so far as the machine-building sector is concerned, it is considered 
that the measures adopted may not be adequate for developing a significant 
export bias in this sector.    A number of valuable suggestions relating 
to. the system  of export subsidies have been made in another UNIDO 
study * which need to be considered once again.    A  suggestion which is 
of particular relevance to the development of ex¡x>rl cambili I y of uwchincrx 
enterprises is that duty-free imports of in¡nds should be permitted to the 
extent of im juris.    Such a system of 'bonus vouchers, ' which was also 
rccommauled in the Phase IB Report by the undersigned, would constitute 
a very significant incentive for such enterprises to develop exports.    Such 

'bonus vouchers' shouhl be over & above the import of inputs not domesti- 
cally produced or whose import is permitted because of unduly-high domes- 
tic prices. 

82. The actual quantum of export cedis should be increased to 20% 
in the case of capital-goods exports, while the present level of cedis 
should be retained for relief on account of import substitution in so far 
as the capital-goods sector is concerned.     The calculation of cedis should 
also include not only direct labour costs but also direct costs of engine- 
ering by  the Mexican Company. 

* BcHt Balassa & Line "Industrial Protection in Mexico".    UNIDO/TCD 
310 - May 1974. Unpublished. 

! 
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lnvesimcnt promotion: 

83. Despite the various concessions & incentives briefly discussed 
above, an aggresive investment promotion effort is necessary if really 
significant growth in the capital -goods sector is to be achieved.     This 
is sometimes not fitlly appreciated.     The Capital-goods Project succeeded 
in initiating a number of possible investment propositions only because 
the investment promotion & programming activities proceeded simultaneously 
with the various techno-economic studies.    In instances where an alterna- 
tive approach was adopted, the proposals ¿[possibilities tended to get 
delayed.    The projects under present consideration, however, also require 
constant follow-up.    Since a number of projects are involved, this is noi 
always easy & there may be a tendency to concentrate on certain projects 
& sectors at the cost of others.    Such a tendency needs to be avoided if 
balanced growth of the sector is to be achieved.     Potential investors in 
major »tacitine-building enterprises often need considerable prodding ù 
encouragement.    It is undoubtedly easier,  & per/taps more digtrified, for 
investment institutions to wait for specific investment propositions & to 
react to these appropriately; however, in the promotion of capital-goods 
production,   such a period of waiting may get unduly prolonged.    It is 
also necessary lo recogíase & accept that the most suitable entrepreneurial 
group or technology owners may not be interested in a particular project 
or even in a particular country for a variety of reasons.   In such cases, 
it is necessary to accept such technology & such investment pattern as 
is forthcoming, with full recognition of the limitations tlutt this may 
involve. 

84. A number of qualitative aspects of machinery manufacture have not 
been tackled by the Capital-Goods Project so far.    These include questions 
stich as standardisation it quality control.    It is hoped that these asjtccts 
will be given greater attention in the remaining period of tUs Project. 

Co-Oìdination 

85.        It will be seen from the above tltat accelerated growth of the 
capital-goods sector requires positive è deliberative efforts in a number 
of directions.   It is not enough to prepare market studies & await sectoral 
growth as a logical consequence.   Far greater efforts are called for, 
particularly towards creating a suitable climate for such grotvth.    It is 
noi only necessary to leave an active investment promotion programme 
coupled with a dynamic policy package,   but these two basic pre-requisii es 
have to be combined with a high degree of co-ordination between concernai 
agencies & institutions of goverwnent.    As the country's premier institution 
in the field of industrial development banking, Nacional Financiera is in an 
unique position to perform the role of co-ordination 4t to serve as a vital 
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I 
catalytic agent for the effective growth of tide key è batic mmmjmctmrimg 
êoetor.   It i* hopea timi Ute effort* made è generated through the Capital      I 
Çoode Development Project wer Ute tomi fem year» wttt be of $ome mee * 
é aeeiêlame to thie iuetiimlim im diickmrgUmj tkU vital frntction. 

I 
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Anntx 

LIST OP PROJECT PERSONNEL 

UNDP/tfKIDO «xpert a 

During the period from September 1973 to March 1976 the followiaf inter- 

national IMW/VKIW experts worked on the project in the posti «homi 

Rana K. D. R. Singh 
(India) 

H. R. Hargr eaves 
(United Kinfdoa) 

Par Blondell 
(Sweden) 

Richard Kitchen 
(United Kingdom) 

8. Bjorkenstan 
(Swede*) 

R. Loaf lay 
(United Kingdoa) 

c. Haakhout 
(lfetharlaadi) 

Î 

J. 
(United Kinfdoa) 

C. Back 
(Sweden) 

K. Oehler (Federal 
Republic of Oeraany) 

T. Weidmann 
(Austria) 

8. Swayaabu 
(India) 

J. Zdenek 
(CieohoSlovakia) 

0. Joklik 

C. L. Sengupta 

J. Sohira (Federal 
Republic of Oeraany) 

Project Manager 
and policy adviser 

Project planner 

Project evaluator 

Project evaluator 

Expert, diesel engines 

Expert, machine tools 

Expert, pumps and 
compressors 

Expert, foundries 

Mar. 1972 - *". 1976 

Apr. 1974 - July 1975 

Rov. 1973 - Mar. 1975 

July 1975 - Oct. 1975 

Oct. 1974 - Dec. 1974 

Apr. 1974 - Dec 1975 
Sept.1975 - M». 1976 
Aug. 1974 - Jan. 1975 

Feb. 1974 - Dec. 1974 

Expert, gears and forging«     Oot. 1974 - Rar. 1975 

Expert, power boiler« 

Expert, insulators 

Expert, transformers and 
circuit breakers 

Electric motors and 
generators 

Domestic market analyst 

Expert,  chemical equipment 

Expert,  steel plant 
equipment 

Expert, hydro turbines 

July 1974 - Sept.1974 

Rov. 1974 - Feb. 1975 

Mar. 1974 - Sept.1974 

Oct. 1974 - Mar. 1975 

Oct. 1975 - Feb. 1976 

Oot. 1975 - Jan. 1976 

June 1975 - Nay   1976 

Oct. 1975 - Jan. 1976 
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Countarparts 

Tha international asparte recruitad by UNIDO worked in clos« oo 11 »bora- 
ti on with th« counterpart staff of Racional Financiera who war« appointed to 

work full-tiM on th« project. 

8. Velai 

H. Castro 

C, Morton 

Bt Poaseoe 

R. Lepas Aros 

8. Rasa 

Ct. Deschaaps 

R. Haro 

C. Guarrero 

J. At Velazquez 

R. Vaga 

R. HersâniUs 

Chitf, RAPI» group 

Chisf, RAFIM group 

Economi at 

Electrical engineer 

Raohanioal engineer 

El «otri cal angiaaar 

Electrical anginaar 

Eoonoaiat 

Raohanioal angiaaar 

Raohanioal /al aotrioal 
anginaar 

Eoonoaiat 

PEREC, anginaar 

July 1974 

Sept .1973 

Jua« 1974 

8apt.l974 

Rar. 1973 

Aug. 1973 

8apt.l974 

Juna 1974 

Fab. 1975 

continuing 

July 1974 

continuing 

continuing 

continuing 

continuing 

continuing 

continuing 

ooatinuing 

Oot. 1973 - continuing 

Jan. 1974 - continuing 

Apr. 1973 - »ao. 1975 

I 
I 
I 

I 
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